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ABSTRACT 
Keeping abreast of user ~emand is a significant 
problem in the data proce~stna tn~ustrv. An attempt at 
alleviating some of this nrohlem has· resulted in the 
introduction of high level ~11erv lanquages which provide 
non-technically trained users with a utility for 
jeveloping their own ad•hoe reoorts. 
The ultimate goal of ~ auPry lanqu~qe is to allow 
the user to communicate With the computer based data via 
the user•s natural languaae. Since this goal has not 
been reached, a Problem artses when attemptina to train a 
non-technical person to use of one of these languages. 
The oojectlve of this thesis was therefore to develop a 
prescriptive methodology to train non-technical users in 
the use of query languages. 
Prior to developing the methodology, an analysis was 
~ade of query languages themselves. Eight aeneric 
characteristics were proposed ~s a basis for this 
analysis; form, user interface, syntax, procedurality, 
extendability, data model, means-of-access, and 
capabilities. 
In order to train non-technical users to use a query 
language, one must understan~ what distinguishes them 
from other users. The ma1or traits considere~ were: 
tear of the computer, lack of m~tivation to learn a query 
l~nguage, propensity for makinq Prrors, tendency to 
forget details, limited time for training, lack of 
exposure to the computer, onor typing ability, diverse 
backgrounds and lack of knowlenqe of data base 
principles. 
The studies of the lanquaqes and the human factor 
elements were then incorporate~ fnto a fourteen step 
prescriptive methodology. 
1. Assess Potential Tr~ln~e Population 
2. Become ramiliar with Available nata Bases 
3. Identify Products for Training 
4. Select and Educate Trainers 
s. Develop Basic Metho~ for Presenting Each 
Product 
6. Compile End•Users MAnual, Where Applicable 
1. Identify Target Grouo to be Trained 
8. Deter~ine :tass Participants 
9. Schedule :tass at Trainees• Convenience 
10. Plan Training r.xerc1ses around Trainees• 
Backgrounds 
11. Conduct Training Proaram 
12. Evaluate Training Prnqram 
13. Provide Continued Sup~ort £or Trainees 
14. Determine Whether All Gronns Have Been Trained 
The prescribed methodoloqy orovided a sound 
preparation for an implementation involving traininq 
non•technical users to us~ rot (Interactive Query 
Language). This implementa~ton served as a basis for the 
evaluation and a step•by•steP substantiation of the 
methodology. 
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1.1 Background 
CH~PTER 1 
INTROOUCTI~N 
In the traditional oroan1z~tion, the data processing 
COP) department has been rPsoons1ble for the 
specification, design, and imPlementation of systems 
developed to use the computer. The involvement of the 
end-user in this process h~s heen gradually increasing 
over the years. Organizations have learned that unless 
the end-user is involved in the ~rocess, it is unlikely 
that the comPleted system will s~tisfy the demands of the 
user. The process of spec1f1catfon, design, programming, 
testing, and implementation cons•1mes time. The demand 
for new applications is r1s1nq taster than DP can satisfy 
them [Martin 82] which has caused an application backlog 
in most companies. Keepino abreast of user demand is a 
significant Problem in the data processing industry. One 
study [Mollen Btl done by TAM indicates that the total 
number of applications waftinq for development exceeds 
those already installed bv BO%. There also exists an 
invisible backlog of applications which the end•users 
would like to have implem~nted hut have not mentioned to 
the DP staff because they know lt would be years before 
these applications could hP imPlemented (if at all). 
~nother reason for this ever increasing bac~loq is 
the continuin~ drop in the cost nf computers to the point 
where the co~puter is les~ expensive than the manpower 
needed to reap its benefits. nifferent means have been 
undertaken to increase prodtJct1vttv in DP environments, 
such as structured programmlna and top•down design but 
these methods are not sufficient. 
~n attempt at alleviatina snme of this problem has 
resulted in tne introduction of high level query 
languages. Query languages ~re special purpose languages 
for construction of ad•hoc queries and/or simPle user 
applications from a database stored in the computer 
[Reisner 811. They provi~P. non-technicallY trained users 
with a utility for developina their own ad•hoc reports 
and the better utilities frequentlY increase the 
productivity of the DP personnel. Martin [821 states 
that about "70' of the immediate needs of typical end 
users can be satisfied with query languages and report 
generators if an approprl~te data base exists". 
One would think that the np industry would welcome 
these products as an aid in dimtnish!ng the backlog that 
exists. ~any DP managers, however, are unwilling to 
relinquish power to the end•tJser. It seems that the very 
faction of the company that has gutomated other people's 
jobs refuses to have the1T own 1ob automated [Martin 821. 
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The ideal situation would hP. on~ in which the DP 
department directs, organizes, and trains end-users in 
the use of these facllitie~. With or without the DP 
department's blessing, the en~·users will take the matter 
into their own hands. Thev h~ve already bequn to use 
time-sharing services or to nurchase minicomputers to 
satisfy their data processinq needs rather than waiting 
years for the DP department to respond. This could 
result in a Proliferation of incompatible hardware and 
software within a company. Tn one actual manufacturing 
case study cited in Martin's book "~pplication 
Development Without Programmers," a manufacturing 
department, after being tnl~ hV the DP department that it 
would take a few years to destan and implement on•line 
production control applications, took the matter into 
their own hands, rented a IYNTV~C computer and designed a 
system themselves using a software system call MAPPER. 
The DP department's reaction was "We're going to 
~1ve them enouqh rope to h~na thpmselves. The machine 
will be out of the door in 30 days!" After three 
successful years, without nP help, this computer 
installation had done more than ~ost DP installations to 
raise factory productivitv, imProve customer service, and 
~en~rally increase the cor6orate profitability. At this 
point, DP wanted to take It over so that they could also 
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create applications faster. "ThP. great strenqth that the 
end-users brought to the installation was their knowledge 
of their job and ability to ~d1ust the procedures a small 
step at a time as the nee~s were perceived [Martin 821." 
The increased productivity 1n DP dePartments that 
have initiated "Information Centers" provides an example 
of the benefits that DP deoartments can derive via 
end-users developing their own rePorts. An information 
center is usually a separate ent~ty within the DP 
department which provides en~·users with the software to 
develop their own applications and the SUPPort to assist 
them in the development process. In an actual case, IBM 
Canada, LTD., created an information center tor its 
employees in 1974. In five vears, the data processing 
department maintenance load drooped trom 70% to 40% 
because about 50% of the oro1ect requests were being 
implemented by the end•user rMollen 811. 
1.2 Statement of the Problem 
The Ultimate goal of a query language is to allow 
the user to communicate wtth the computer based data via 
the user•s natural languaqe. This goal has, however, not 
been reached. A problem therefore arises when attempting 
to train a non•technical ~erson in the use of such 
languages. A recent issue of "ArM Computing surveys" was 
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devoted entirely to the P~vcholnqy of human computer 
interaction. Thomas Moran in his introduction to the 
issue noted "the debut of us~r psychology as a coherent 
subfield of comPuter science [Moran 811." 
The success of query lanquaaes lies (1) in getting 
users to use them to alleviate some of the pressure on 
the OP department, and (2) in Providing users with faster 
responses. Unfortunately, users frequently resist using 
this type of tool. 
overcoming resistance to the use of these tools is a 
major problem to be address~d in this thesis. Users 
without previous exposure to the computer are often awed 
and intimidated by it. FP.ar is a major factor blocking 
conceptual learning. Dennv [661 found that with subjects 
of averagt intelligence, thos~ with high anxiety 
performed worse. Dunn [6R1 found that high anxiety 
impaired concept attainment. Developing a training 
program which would introduce users to the computer in 
such a manner as to bolster their confidence and overcome 
their apprehensions would areatlv increase the chances of 
their continued use of the computer. 
In an interview for romouterworld, v. McConnel, who 
serves as President of a California based consulting 
firm, stated that "Effective training of non•technical 
end•users has become indispensable to high information 
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systems productivity." ShP cltps training as "one of the 
computing field's most wo~fullv neglected expense items". 
Dt an approximately $500 billion spent annuallY for 
Information Processing in this country, only .5% is 
applied to traininq programmers and analysts while an 
amount so small that statistic~ are not even kept on it 
is used for training non-technical end•users [Beeler 81). 
1.3 Objective 
The objective of this thesis will therefore be to 
develop a prescriptive metho~oloay for training users in 
the use of a query languaq~. 
In Chapter 2, the comnarat1ve studies of some of the 
better knQwn query languaoes will be synthesized to 
arrive at a set of generic characteristics that 
11£ferentiate query languaaes. 
Chapter 3 will involve a study of the psychology of 
the user, researching what has heen done in the field of 
cognitive psychology to deal with the human-computer 
interface. from the psycholooist's point of view, the 
goal is to be ~ble to "retiahlv" assure user-computer 
interaction just as we can relfahlY assure other 
performance aspects of comouter systems [Moran 811. An 
analysis will be made of the characteristics of the naive 
user, and studies of cognitive orocesses involved in the 
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learning of a computer lanquaqe will be synthesized. 
These studies ~111 then be adaot~d to training a 
non-technical person in the use of a query language. 
In Chapter 4, the fin~inas of chapters two and three 
~ill be analyzed and intenrated tnto a step by step 
methodology for developlnn ~n~ imPlementing a training 
program to train non-techntc~l people to use a query 
language. This methodoloqv will be adaptable to many 
situations depending upon the ~esh of the generic 
characteristics of the querv f~cllities and the 
characteristics of the users. 
Since the objective of this thesis is to develop a 
set of guidelines for a tralnlnq program for 
non-technical users of a querv language, the main thrust 
will be to pinpoint problems so that a training 
methodology can compensate for them. It is beyond the 
scope of this thesis to dtssect the developed 
~ethodology, vary all the ele~ents, and compare the 
effect on different sample qr(')uos. "1ost of the 
documented studies of this nature nave been done in 
controlled experiments uslnn pencll•and•paper tests ln 
which the respondents were test~n on their ability to 
write, interpret, debug, ~nd modifY queries within a 
~iven time period. This framework, although conducive to 
experimental testing, lac~s a m~1or ingredient -
q 
interaction "'ith the computer. When the on•line aspect 
is introduced into the trainlnq orocedure, some of the 
control needed to perform vall~ experimental tests is 
lost, however, insight is o~fne~ into the areas which 
have caused the most difficultv, and valuable feedback 
for improvement to the process cRn be provided. 
Initial training of A non-technical person to use a 
query language requires a much more "individualized" 
approach than ~ould be necessarv in subsequent advanced 
training sessions. However, the success of this initial 
training ~111, to a great P~tent, determine whether the 
naive user will be wlllina to continue ln the more 
advanced classes. 
The prescriptive metnodoloqv developed in Chapter 4 
will be imple~ented by determlntng those factors relevant 
to training naive users in the usage .of IQL (Interactive 
Query Language), and by develonfnq a relevant training 
pro1ram. This training Proqram will be presented to the 
end-users of an inventory annlicatlon, develoPed for the 
Lehigh University Computincr renter (LUCC), which uses IOL 
as· a basis for much of its renorting. Training the users 
of this system in IQL wout~ qreatlY enhance the 
usefulness and flexibilitv of thts system. This 
implementation could thus provi~e a test of the 
methodology which uses the r~ncc ~PPlication as the basis 
for expla!ninq the features nf TOL. 
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Training ~ill be divt~en into an instructional 
period and a period of on-line use utilizinq the "Photo" 
capability of the DEC Operatlnq system to record the 
ter~inal sessions. An evaluation method for analyzing 
these "Photo" outputs is tnclu~p~ as Appendix I. 
By analyzing the recor~Pd r~sults of the query 
sessions and notinq the tvpPS of Questions asked durinq 
the t1ands•on session, prohlem arPas in the training 
method or the language itself mav be uncovered. Because 
of the rapport already develope~ during the original 
implementation of this system, it is felt that the users 
will be candid In their ev::tluation of strenqths, 
weaknesses, and unevaluaten arP.as of the methodology. 
A final evaluation of the mPthodoloqy can then be 
undertaken, Incorporating ~nv findings revealed during 
the training process. These fin~ings along with 
recommendations for furthPr research will be discussed in 
:hapter 5. 
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CHAPTER 2 
GENERIC. CHARACTERISTICS OF QUERY LANGUAGES 
Prior to developing a preser1Pt1ve methodology for 
training non-technical per~ons in the use of query 
lan~uages, one must first ~nalvz~ query languages 
themselves. Eight generic characteristics are being 
proposed as a basis for this analysis; Form, User 
Interface, Syntax, Proceduralitv, Extendibllity, Data 
~odel, Means•of•Access, and raoah111t1es. Each of these 
~ill be considered indivi~uallv in the following 
sections. 
2.1 Form 
2.1.1 Definition 
Form refers to the tvoe of system within which the 
query capacity is found. Tt could be within a Data 
Management System, a modUlP. within a Data Base Management 
System, or the integral l~nquaqe of a system combining 
the features of both a dat~ manaaement system and a data 
base management system. 
2.1.2 OMS 
A Data M~rtaq~ment System (nMS) is defined as a 
stand•alone package intended PrimarilY to permit access 
to and retrieval from alreadv extsting files [Datapro 
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81). OMS capabilities inclu~e auery and response, 
UPddte, and report qeneratton, hut not all packages are 
capable of all three. Some orovide query capability but 
do not have a general purpose reoort writer. Others, 
like ON•LINE E~GLISH, wor~ f.rom read•onlY files, thereby 
having no update capabllitv. 
2.1.3 DB~S 
A Data ~ase Management system (DBMS) is a software 
system intended to manage an~ maintain data in a 
prescribed structure for the ourpose of being processed 
by many applications [Dataoro R11. Most DBMs•s 
acco~modate modules that can be interfaced to the system 
to handle the related inquirvlresponse or report 
generation needs. These various query packages can be 
procured from outside vendors as long as they are 
compatible with the user•5 ns~s. Numerous querv packages 
can be interfaced with the more popular DBMS systems such 
as IMS and TDrAL. 
There is a growing tendencv among DBMS vendors to 
provi1e a "total system" concept. The vendors have found 
it more beneficial to the~selves as well as to the 
customer to have a single suPPlier for all the elements 
of a DB~s. These vendors have either developed, or 
acquired from other vendors, compatible packaqes so as to 
provide a· complete package from which the user can choose 
the needed modules. 
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2,1.4 OMS/08+4S 
Certain products on the ~arket combine the features 
of both a DMS and a DBMS. In s~me instances the product 
started out as a OMS and t~ter ~eveloped into a 
full-fledged DBMS. Fourth qener~tion languaqes such as 
F'O.C us and NDMf\D fall into t h f. s c~tegorY. TheV provide a 
query capability as the inteqral non-procedural language 
of the DBMS. They can operate on an exlst!nq file 
structure or, after utillzinq a powerful load command, 
convert the existing files Into a prescribed structure. 
F'DCUS, for example, can onerate on a CODASYL (Conference 
on Data Systems Language) type ~~ta base by creating a 
redundant relational file structtJre. If one chooses to 
maintain both structures, redun1ancy does exist, but 
there are tradeoffs between time and space ln such a 
decision. Martin [821 suqqests that it is often good 
design policy to place the users• information svstems on 
a peripheral computer, thr1s ensuring that the integr! tv 
or performance of the remote ~~ta base system will not be 
endangered. Limitations exist with respect to adaptation 
to a particular hardware-~oftw~re system and whether 
conversion of existing files would be necessary to glean 
the full benefits of the orooosed system. 
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2.1.5 Form summa'ry 
The purpose for which the package is intended will 
determine which form the ouery language should take. If 
the user wants to have a o~ckaqe which would permit 
non-technical people to access information stored in a 
data base structure, a qu~rv lanouaqe interface for the 
particular DBMS would probablY he most applicable. 
If, on the other han~, lnrtividual departments wish 
to keep files of information not contained in the 
corporate data bases, the stanrt alone OMS's would permit 
them to create, update, and report from files using one 
of the data management systems. 
Should the user want to lo~~, maintain, and access a 
data base structure, a system Which incorporates the 
features of both a OMS and a DR~S should be considered. 
2.1.6 Impaet on Training 
The form in which the querv capability exists will 
indirectly affect the tra1n1na orogram. The form may be 
transparent to the user. Jt is more a matter of how the 
query capability, in whichever form it exists, fulfills 
the other characteristics to be Rnalyzed that will have a 
direct effect on the traininq orogram. One such 
characteristic is the User Interface. 
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2.2 User InterfaCe 
2.2.1 Definition 
The "user interface" consists of all the messages 
that pass bet~een a user and the system and the 
conditions under which thev can occur £Schofield 801. 
This interface refers to the messages produced by the 
query language as well as those produced by the command 
language. 
2.2.2 Command Language Inter~aee 
One cannot consider the user•s interface with the 
query language ~ithout first considering the nature of 
the command lanquage interface. The command language 
interface is the vehicle throuqh which users gain access 
to the system and to the environment in which they can 
use the query caPability. ~anv package users are 
struggling to learn the command language at the same time 
they are learning to use the query language. Mann £751 
suggests that "the major reason non-technical people have 
difficulties learning to use computer systems is the 
nature of the command lanquaqe interface." 
Since the user interacts with the querv language 
through the command lanqua~e, training in the command 
language must be considered prior to or in conjunction 
with training in the querv lanquage itself. 
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2.2.3 Query L•nouage Interiaee 
There may or may not he a ennsistency between the 
syntax and dialogue of the querv language and the command 
language. The degree of lncnnsistencv will affect not 
only the training program hut also the chances the user 
will accept the package. 
Having the same vendor proriuce both does not 
~uarantee consistency. A subtle example of such an 
inconsistency lies with IOL (Tnt~ract!ve QuerY Language) 
and the DEC Tops-20 F:d! tor. ror, can be used to access 
data via the DEC Tops-20 onerating system. If a user 
-!shes to create a query, he must become familiar with 
the DEC editor. To create a new file using the DEC 
editor two options exist; either the command CREATE 
filename is given, or the commann EDIT filename can be 
issued which will cause the system to respond File Not 
Found, Creating New File. In ~ither case, one is then 
able to enter the file information. To modifY an 
existing file, the comman~ ~OI~ ~ilename is used. 
In the IQL environment, one may modifY an existing 
query by saving EDIT quervname. To create a new query, 
however, the command WRITF. quervname must be given. 
CR8~TE has a completely different meaning in IQL and 
typing EDIT queryname will canse an error message. The 
system will not default to creating a new query if the 
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one you are editing does not exist. This inconsistency 
can be confusing to an ex~ertenePd user let alone a user 
1ust being exposed to the sv~tem. 
2.2.4 Impact on Traininq 
In addition to the amount of consistency bet~een the 
query langua~e and the comman~ lAnguage, certain other 
aspects should be examine~ in the user interface, and the 
degree to ~hich they are oresent will have a direct 
bearing on the training Proqram. TheY are: 
- Meaningful, non-antaoonistie messages ~lth an 
option for abbreviate~ or oetalled explanations 
- Existence of on-line H~LP tacilltles instead of 
user relying on printP.o documentation 
- ClarifYing dialogue whereby system communicates 
with user to overcome amh!q11ities 
- Consistent conventions throughout the system 
- Tolerance of minor errors 
The training program must fill in the gap for any of 
the above features which are missing from the user 
interface. If the user interface is "user-friendly", the 
process of training will he much easter. 
2. 3 Syntax 
In line with the user interface is another 
characteristic which can h~ve ~ ~irect impaet on the 
training program. This ch~racteristic concerns the 
syntax of the query languaqe. 
2.3.1 Definition 
Syntax can be def1nert as the form in which users 
~ust phrase their queries to the computer. This form 
ranges from the use of natural English language to a 
structured Engl!Sh•l!ke lanquaaP or an almost wordless 
t~o-dlmensional format. 
2.3.2 Natural: English Lanquaqe 
The goal of the natural P.natish language approach is 
to allow the users to communicate with the computer in 
their own language. By usina clarifying dialogue with 
the user, the system then attempts to resolve any 
ambiguities [Thomas 751. 
A query language that aooroaches a natural English 
dialogue is ON•LINE•F.NGLISH. OriginallY called ROBOT 
[Harris 77], it was subseqnentlv named INTELLECT, IQS, 
and finally ON•LINE·~NGLISH by Cullinane. 
USER: 
A sample dialogue is rteoicted in Martin [821: 
WHAT ARE T~F. ~AMES OF ACCOUNTANTS IN NEW 
¥0RK 
TER"1INAL: PRINT NA1-1F"S nr:- l\T,L EMPLOYEES WITH 
Cil'Y : NEW YORK 
AND JOB : ACCOif"lTANT 
The system thus restates the query as it has been 
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interpreted. It then Prints the number of records that 
must be retrieved to satistv thP. request and prints the 
answer. 
TER~IN~L: THE NUMBER OF R~CDRDS TO RETRIEVE IS 15 
Jones, H.A. 
Kendall, r.R • 
• 
• 
• 
The user may ask another QUP.Stion relating to the 
same query. 
USER: 
TERMIN~L: 
WHICH ONER ~~RN MORE THAN 20,000 
PRINT N~M~~ nF ntL EMPLOYEES WITH 
CITY : NF.:W YORK 
Arm JOB : ACCOTHI'T'ANT 
AND SALARY > 20,000 
There are problems With thP. natural Enqlish approach 
in addition to the inherent ~ifficult!es in producing 
such languages. The user mav dpvelop an undeserved 
respect for the "intelligpnce" nf the system and begin to 
personifY it. Naive users can hPcome frustrated by the 
restrictions on syntax ano vncanulary which are likely to 
be present. fheY are less 11kelv to get frustrated if 
they are aware of these limitations rather than being 
told the system can understAn~ ~nql!sh [Plum 771. 
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2.3.3 Engl1sh•l1Ke Lan~uage 
Instead of natural Enqlish, most querv languages 
require users to state thetr questions in a formal 
language using an English-like syntax and grammar. To 
demonstrate variability of th~ F.nQlish•like svntax, one 
simple query will be formul~terl using several different 
query languages [Reisner q1J. 
One tabl~ or relation will be involved: an Employee 
table (EMP) composed of N~MF., D~PTND, and SALARY. The 
sample query is: FIND THE NAMES OF EMPLOYEES IN DEPT 50. 
SQL: SELECT NAM~ 
F'ROM EMP 
WHERE DEPTNn : 50 
TABLET: FORM DEPT~TFTY F~OM NAME, DEPTNO OF EMP 
KEEP ROWS WHERE OEPTNO : 50 
PRINT NAMF: 
IQL: OPEN EMP 
IF' DEPTNO : "50" 
PRINT NAMF: 
NOMAD: DA EMP; 
QUEL: 
F'O.C US: 
LIST NAME WHF.RE nEPTNO : "50" 
RANGE OF ~ IS F:MP 
RETRIEVE (F..N~ME) WHERE E.DEPTNO : "SO" 
TABLE FILE F.MP 
PRINT NAMF: 
IF DEPTNO F.O ·~o· 
2.3.4 Two•D1mens1onal Form 
An exception to the F.nqlish•like query approach 
exists With the two•dimensional OUERY•BY•EXAMPLE. The 
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user requests a particular table and a skeleton of the 
table containing the name of. the table and colu~n 
headings is ~!splayed: 
EMP I ~A~E I SALARY I n~PT NO 
------1--------t---------·---------______ , ________ , _________ , ________ _ 
The user then enters ~n ex~mple of the information 
he would like to see: 
EMP I NAME I SALARY I O!PT NO ______ , ________ , _________ , ________ _ 
______ , ________ , _________ , ________ _ 
I I 
Jp. Jonesl 
I I 
50 
The fact that "Jones" is un~erlined indicates that 
it is a sample and that all n~mes satisfyinq any other 
prescribed conditions are to be rrinted (s!qnified by 
"p."). This concept is an~loqous to algebra where one 
would instead place x under Name. Reference to this 
concept is purposely avoi~ed in training because of the 
naive user's tendency to re~ard algebra with apprehension 
and foreboding. The "SO", since it is not underlined, 
represents an actual valu~ that Is desired. 
The resultant output would be a listing of the names 
of all employees in department sn. 
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2.3.5 Impaet on Traininq 
The syntax of the querv package will directlY affect 
the training procedure. Two-~lmPnsional languages, such 
as QUERY•BY•EX~MPLE, are oracticallv wordless and do not 
force users to generate their aueries freestyle. This 
has caused them to be excent1nnallY easy languages for 
the naive user to learn £rhamher1ain 811. They will, 
however, require a unique training methodology. 
~part from the two•dfmenslonal syntactic languages, 
the more English-like the tanauRae is, the less training 
that will be required. 
2.4 Procedurality 
2.4.1 Definition 
Tied in to the English•llke nature of the various 
query languages is the dearee of proceduralitY the 
1 anguage dis plaYs. ' A lana11aqe is termed non-procedural 
if the user is required to tell "What" is to be achieved 
but not "how" it is to be achievPd. A language is termed 
procedural if it specifies a stPn by step method for 
achieving a result. ProceriiJral;ty is a difficult 
characteristic to categorize because it is actuallY a 
continuum which cannot be riescribed in absolute terms. 
Welty and Stemple £81] comoareri SQL and TABLET which 
differ mainly in oegree of procerturality. SQL was felt 
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to be non-procedural while TARtF.T was claimed by its 
designers to be Pr?cedural. As depicted earlier, the 
TABLET query to "~ind the names nf employees in 
1epartment 50" would be Of the following form: 
FORM DEPTFIFTY FRnM NAMF., DEPTNO OF EMP 
KEEP ROWS WHERE D~PT~n : 50 
PRI~T ~AME 
This format specifies what is to be done and in what 
order and is therefore termed orocedural. It is far less 
procedural, however, than a cnRnt, program written to do 
the same thing. The user does not have to ooen files, 
read individual records, nr handle error conditions. For 
the purposes of this thesis, "orocedural" will refer to a 
qu~ry lartguag~ and not to oroqrammlng languages in 
general. 
2.4.2 Non-procedural 
Non•proce~ural query nackaaes are becoming more and 
more popular for use bY the non-technical person. They 
do not require a knowledge of the structure of the data 
base nor do theY require the user to handle files a 
record at a time. Instead, the ouery language allows the 
user to operate on sets of ~ata. 
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2.4.3 Procedural: 
Studies done by Weltv and Stemple [801 comparing SQL 
and TABLET supported the hv~othesis that "People more 
often write difficult queries correctly using a 
procedural query language than they do using a 
non-procedural query languaqe." 
some query languages, such as NOMAD, include a 
mixture of non-procedural and Procedural capabilities. 
2.4.4 Procedurality summarv 
A procedural· query lanquaqe, as described here, is 
actually non•procedural When compared to a procedural 
programming language like enROL. Very few experiments 
nave documented the effect that ~rocedurality of a query 
language has on ease of use by non-technical users. Even 
though Welty and Stemple fR11 di~ show that for complex 
queries a procedural querv lanquage was easier to retain 
and understand, the majoritY of. queries formulated by the 
non-technical· user are fo•md to he non-complex [Cuff 80]. 
2.4.5 Impaet o~ Training 
Up to a point, proceduralltv will have a definite 
impact on the training method. Tf, because of th~ degree 
of procedurality, the user must he taught the underlying 
structure of the data or how to handle error conditions, 
a more intensive training procedure will be required. 
Once the proceduralitv has reached the point where 
the user can operate on SP.tS of rtata rather than a record 
at a time, any further movements toward non•procedurality 
have a less significant effect on tra1n1nq. 
2.5 Extendibllity 
A characteristic of auerv l~nquages which must also 
be considered 1s their extendibllity. 
2.5.1 Definition 
Extendibility refers to the range of activities that 
can be accomplished using R particular package or a 
compatible package without reauir1ng the user to learn a 
new syntax and dialogue. 
Some query languages perform the function of data 
oase inquiry alone. To uo~ate the data base or perform 
~eneral report writing tasks, ~nother product must be 
us~d which m~y or may not resemble the query language 
that has bee~ learned. 
The complete range o~ activities being considered as 
falling under the extendih111ty characteristic is that a 
query language have the abil1tv to perform the following 
functions: 
• Pure Query Function 
• Report Generator 
• Graphics Generator 
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- Data Base Update 
- Application Generator 
• High Level Programmin'l T.anqlJaqe 
2.5.2 Pure Query Function 
This is usuallY the tn!tlat Involvement that the 
user has with the computer. ThP. pure query £unction of a 
query language serves as a mP.ans of retrieving 
information from the data hase. Some query languages 
perform this function alone. 
2.5.3 Report G~nerator 
A generalized report qenerator is often included in 
the query facility. It Provides a means for designing 
tailor made reports. 
2.5.4 GraPhics G~nerator 
Many graphics packag~s exist on the market, some of 
which are included as part of a report generator. Their 
function is to provide pictorial representations of the 
data. 
2.5.5 Data Ba•e U~date 
Data base update pac~aoP.s will permit users to 
interactively update their data nase. 
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2.5.6 Application Generator 
Application generators ~rP. vehicles by which users 
can design their own appli~ations. 
2. 5. 7 Hlqh Level· Programmin<J Languaqe 
A high level programmtnq language provides users 
with the facility for proce~urallY programming their own 
app licat1 ons. 
2.5.8 Extendibllity summary 
Some software systems offer individual packages for 
each of the described functions: pure query function, 
report generator, graphics qener~tor, data base update, 
application generator, an~ hiah level programming 
language. In many instances, there is little similarity 
among the packages even thouah they might be supplied by 
the same vendor. 
Some packages, such ~~ "OMAD and FOCUS, allow for 
the complete range of functions within the same product. 
The user can, therefore, oroqress within the same 
framework and learn the svstem ln stages. This type of 
system is much more exten~~hle. 
Few users will actua11v proaress to the level where 
they are programming in a hiah level programming 
language, but ~any will Proqress beyond the data base 
inquiry stage if the facilities exist and are compatible 
~ith the language they have already learned. 
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2.5.9 Impact on Tra1n1nq 
The training program ~s developed will be geared 
towards the query level bnt much of the methodology will 
be applicable to subsequent tr~1ning in more difficult 
areas especiallY if the PAckaqes are similar in syntax 
and dialogue. 
2.6 Data Modell 
Having considered the extendibility of query 
languages, the next characteristic to be studied is the 
data model on which the lanquaq~ is based. 
2.6.1 Definition 
Data model refers to the user's conceptual view of 
how the data is stored, Which need not correspond to how 
it is physicallY stored. ~here are three Predominant 
data models: hierarchical, network, and relational. 
2.6.2 Hierarchical 
In a hierarchical dat~ model, the user perceives the 
data base as a tree-like structure with an owner-member 
(or parent-child) relationshiP. ~ member (or child) is 
permitted to have onlY one owner <or parent). Some 
hierarchies are limited to one parent-child level whereas 
others provide more than one but to a limited depth. 
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2,6,3 Network 
In the network model, advoc~ted by CODASYL, record 
occurrences are represente~ as nodes of a network, 
chained together by named, ~lrected arcs. The arcs 
present logical links betw~en th~ entities which can be 
traversed in the specified direction in order to navigate 
through the data base [Louah 77J. 
A net~ork is more gener~l than a hierarchY because a 
~ember record can have anv numh~r of owners, whereas in a 
hierarchy it can only have one. Usinq a link record, 
networks are capable ot representing many•to•many 
relationships [Date 771. 
2.6.4 Relational 
The relational data mo~el is one in which the user 
perceives the data in the form of two•dimenslonal tables 
which can be related to each oth~r via common data items. 
Flat files can also he considered as a relational 
data model because a relation~l model implies no 
predefined relationships amonq the tables, that is, no 
pointer linkage exists between t~bles. 
2.6.5 Data Model Summary 
Most query facilitie~ include a Data Dictionary 
~hich at minimum contains the names and descriptions of 
all items stored in the data base. The user will need to 
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have access to the Data Dtctionary in order to know the 
correct spellings for names of ttems in the data base. 
Using the Inventory ADP11cat1on, which will be used 
.. -·····- .. 1 n trai.nJn,J.~ non•t..e.r:b.nica 1 u se.rs .. 1 n ... J..Q.L_a.s ___ ..,J.L.examp le, 
this same apPlication Will be s~own as a hierarchical 
(fig. 2•1), network (Fig. ?•?), and relational (Fig. 2•3) 
data model. 
The inventory system contains information about 
computer terminals and modems owned and/or purchased 
through the university. Some of the data items recorded 
are: 
- Vendor-No - code to dPsianate manufacturer 
- Vendor-Name - name of manufacturer 
- Model-No - code to d1~t1n~utsh a particular 
model within a manufActurer 
- Model-Name - description of model 
- Serial-No - manufactl]rer•s serial number for 
piece of equipment 
- Cust•No - code to desi~nate owner of equipment 
- Cust•Name - name of owner of equipment 
- Cust•Bldg•No - code of huft~ing in which 
customer resides 
- Equip•Bl~g-No- code nt building in which 
equipment is housed 
• Bldg-Name - name of university buildinq. 
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Figure 2•t: Hler~rchical Data Model 
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Figure 2•2: Network Data Model 
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The major way in which the three data models differ 
Is in the manner in ~hich they h~ndle relationships 
between entities [Lochovskv 7q1. The relational model is 
~ainlng popularity especl~llv for use by non-technical 
people. It is flexible an~ easv for the naive user to 
relate to because of its stmoticfty. 
The network and hier~rchfc~l models require the user 
to understand the structure of the underlyina data model 
in order to navlqate throuah the data base. For these 
reasons, most query langu~q~s ~s~ the relational data 
model. 
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2.6.6 Impaet on Tra1n1no 
If the data model is relational, it will present 
fewer problems at trainlnq time because the non-technical 
.. _A?.~J.:.S..o.~.~~· ~I~-:-b:.:i!:g~-~~.r.~.a~Y..:f::~..!J l.a.r w i~~:::.:~tJ~~..t.aD,!:e ~--­
concept. If he must, instead, bP taught to navigate 
through a network, a much more involved training 
procedure will be require~. 
Also to be considered tn the analysis of query 
languages is the means of access to the computer. 
2.7.1 Definition 
. ·-- ~·--- ·---·-·-~­
-------·---· ··'-·· .. 
Means•of•access is define~ as the manner in which 
the user gets the desired information from the computer. 
The means•of•access can be either on•line or off•line. 
2.7.2 On•line(Interacttve> 
Most query packages are designed for on-line use. 
Users interact directly with the computer using an 
English-like language and aet an immediate response to 
their query needs. The user can formulate a query and 
then, based on the computer resoonses, can narrow the 
search step•by•step to arrive at the desired result. 
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2.7.3 Off•line(Forms•orlented) 
Some query languages are designed for off•line use 
wherein the user fills in ~ form and submits it to the DP 
department. Informatics' MARK !.~--<!~!7f..Y lanqu~s __ -::::-:--:···;::~ 
··--.-.. -----·-·.--.:7.::-· .. :~.::.-:::~·--·~-::-:=-:~·-.. -. : .; .................. - ..... --·---::-
forms•or1ented. 
2.7.4 Means•of•Aecess summary 
On·l~ne, interactive use has manY advantages over 
the off•line forms-oriented approach. There is the 
obvious savings in time 1~ that the user receives an 
immediate response a querv. ThP. system also has the 
freedom to seek additional information from the user 
£Cuff 801 should the need arisP., and the user has the 
option to modifY the querv to ohtain additional 
information. 
The query languages which have had the most success 
with the end user are those that have been interactive 
[Martin 821. 
2.7.5 Impact on Training 
The means•of•access has an obVious impact on the 
training program. The amount of training required to 
teach a non-technical person to fill in a form is 
minimal; however, this forms-oriented approach does not 
set the groundwork for using thP. computer for Purposes 
beyond the present query needs. 
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2.8 Capab111t1es 
The final characteristic to be analyzed involves the 
capabilities of a query lanquaa~. 
'"":':"_..~ ... ':':~.-..~: .. ~~: .. _··.~ .. ·~·. - ......... -..~--: ,~,.--1".~-:--· ~------
Capabilities refer tn the v~r1ous operations and 
functions that can be performed using a desiqnated query 
package. Numerous capabilitl~s are possible in a query 
language, but not all querv p~ck~ges provide them. 
These capabilities c~n be summarized [Shneiderman 
781 as follows: 
• Simple mapping • Retrtevahitlty of a data value 
for one field when a known rtata value for 
another field is supplied 
- Selection - Ability to select certain records 
based on a key 
- Projection • Retrievahilitv of an entire column 
or domain 
• Boolean queries - Use of loqical operators 
(and/or) to specify conditions of a request 
- Set operation - AbilitY to find union and/or 
intersection of sets based on common fields 
- Combination • Use of output of one query as 
input to another 
- Built-in functions - ~vailahility of functions 
such as MIN, ~AX, SUM 
• Grouping - Ability to oroup or sort items by a 
co~mon column or domain 
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2.8.2 Impact on Tta1n1nq 
The number of capabilities available and 
distinguishing which ones should be taught in an initial 
t:~. n 1 n~ .£>~~.!' \2~ .... 11\U s tje .. d~t~.r !!JJ.P.:.~ d_.__ ... R.P. ~.t:-.a?}!.QE;.a.ttMi~~::- .... ,:~ ....... ~ .. ~ 
layered approach to traintnq natve users (Reisner 811. 
~ot all features are neces~arv for the user to get 
meaningful use from a system. To attempt to teach all 
aspects of the language at the beginning would onlY tend 
to confuse new users. Th~v should, instead, be given the 
opportunity to interact With the system and build their 
confidence before tacklina the more complicated aspects 
of the language. The sinate most important factor in 
building up a user•s confl~ence is the capability to use 
the system. Users should, later, after they are 
comfortable with what thev h~ve learned, be able to 
extend their knowledge by returning to an advanced class, 
seek further training on•line, or have available to them, 
people who can answer questions and gradually train them 
to use the full capabilities of the system. 
2.9 Summaty 
These characteristics, (synthesized in Figure 2.4) 
while not cla1~ing to be complete, provide a framework in 
which to analyze query lanquaqes. There is a wide 
vari~tion among the numerous pro~ucts currently on the 
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marKet as to the mixture nf these characteristics. 
~artin [B2l ha• developed a tabl@ classifying many of 
these products as to Vendor, Machine-Type, Extendibility, 
Along with the afore~entioned aspects of the 
language itself Which will affect the development of a 
training procedure, the other critical element is the 
human factor. This will he stu~ied in the next chapter 
bY investigating the psycholoav of the user. 
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Form: 
Dt-15 (2.1.?.1 
DBMS (2.1.l) 
DMS/DBMS (?..1.4) 
User Interface: 
Command Lanquaqe (2.2.2) _ ........... _. "ll---·---
:~--· · ····--Q"ue·r·v-··t'ar\Cj.ii"aa_e ....... ( ;·;2.3 > ·-·---
Syntax: 
Procedurality: 
Extendlbility: 
Data Model: 
Natural Ennllsh Lanquaqe (2.3.2) 
English-Like Lanquage (2.3.3) 
Two-Dimensional Form <2.3.4) 
Non-Procedural (?.4.2> 
Procedural C2.4.J) 
Pure Querv Functlon <2.5.2) 
Report GenP.rator (2.5.3) 
Graphics Generator (2.5.4) 
Data Base lfpdatP (2. 5. 5) 
~PPlication Generator (2.5.6) 
High•Level Proar~mminq (2.5.7) 
Hierarchical (2.6.2) 
Network (2.6.3) 
Relational (2.6.4) 
Means•of-~ccess: 
Cat>abllities: 
Dn-line(Interactive) (2.7.2) 
Dff•line(Fnrms•orlented) (2.7.3) 
Mapping C2.B.1) 
Selection (2.R.1l 
Projection C?.A.1) 
Roolean 0oPratorsC2.B.t> 
Set Operation (2.8.1) 
Combination C?..R.l) 
Functions (?..R.tl 
Grouping (?.A.1) 
Figure 2•4: Generic Characteristics of Querv Languages 
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CHAPTER 3 
PSYCHOLOGY OF THE USER 
In order to train casual users to use a query 
1 an gu~ one ... :!lU,!J N~l!Jl~cl,~e,r s t ?~h..~--dJ o;~JtiS.h"~ • ....e.a.t>.u.a 1··,.,.----
users from other users. Thev can be identified as 
intermittent users who do not use the computer as their 
primary job function. CUff. [ROJ lists ma1or traits or 
characteristics that they, as ~ class or as an individual 
may exhibit: 
- Fear of the Computer 
- Lack of Motivation to Learn a Query Language 
- Propensity for Making ~rrors 
- Tendency to Forget Details 
- Limited Time for Training 
- Lack of Exposure to the Comouter 
- Poor Typing Ability 
- Diverse Backgrounds 
- Lack of Knowledge of nata R~se Principles 
3.1 Fear of the Computer 
Of prime concern, is the fear that many would•be 
users exhibit towards the computPr. Many end-users 
regard the computer and "creation" of applications as a 
mystique entirelY beyond reach r~artin 821. One of the 
reasons that people form st.ronq preconceptions about 
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computers is that their wor.k1nqs are invisible [Smith 
BDl. They fear what they rto not understand. What is 
more significant is that tnev fear theY Will make 
mistakes and appear to be 1ncomoetent. As a defense 
computers. This is especlallv true of managers who are 
us~d to being in control nf their work environment. They 
are knowledgeable in their area of expertise and do not 
want to be put in a situation where others, employees 
perhaps, will see them in an embarasslnq situation. 
Weinberg [71] likens Initial exposure to a computer 
system to the feeling of helplessness a person has when 
visiting a foreign countrv for the first time. Many 
programmers and analysts rto not anticipate this attitude. 
They enjoy experimenting with terminals and often fail to 
comprehend that others arP afratrt of them. The barrier, 
that tear causes, cannot he removed by l~cturinq about 
• 
the computer, but it can he removed bY putting the 
learner in a situation where the machine gives him the 
experience he needs to overcome his fear [Weinberg 711. 
3 .1.1 Illpa·c:t on Trai.n1no 
Fear of the computer onses a two•fold threat to a 
training program. In the first place, this tear can keep 
a user from even considerinq a training program and 
secondly, it can serve as a rteterrent to meaningful 
4! 
learning shoUld the user dP.cide, or be forced, to attend 
a training program. 
~dvahce publicity can he helpful in the former 
instance, by stressing thP. fact that no prior computer 
. •·. I 4;,... •• ·:~ .· 
........ ..; ··- .. 
,JA ... t.••;· . .•••. · .• 
experience is necessary to learn a query lanquage. The 
trainees should be reassured th~t they will be receiving 
individualized assistance. Sin~e the fear that most 
end-users experience is not so rnuch of failure itself, 
but of having other people wttnpss the failure [Weinberg 
711, they would find reassurancp in knowlnq that they 
will be not be making mlstakP.s in front of an audience. 
rechniques to be discussed in the next section to 
motivate a person to learn a query language would also be 
appropriate here, because stronq motivation can overcome 
even fear. 
In the training program itself, fear can best be 
overcome either through individualized one•on•one 
instruction or if this is not feasible by insuring that 
members of the class are qrouped homogeneously. Placing 
a person who fears computers ln a class with people who 
do not understand this problem would probably assure 
failure. This user in part!cnl~r needs a safety net 
either from within the sy~tem vta HELP facilities or 
through one•on•one interaction with the trainer. The 
safety net provides the usP.r with the opportunity to 
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experiment with the system knowing that he will not be 
left in limbo. By hand-holdtnq users through their 
initial experiences with the comouter, much of the fear 
CFJj.,!J.~ .. _disst~ .. e~L~ts tht-lJ~r q~Jns c~.j.t . .tdenr.-a..,, ···-··--
3.2 Lack of Motivation to L~arn a Qu~ry Lanquaqe 
Lack of motivation ranks second only to fear in 
impact on a training program. Weinberg [711 states that 
"it could well be that if someon~ is not motivated there 
is no way to make them learn and if someone is motivated, 
there may be no way to stnn them from learning." An 
lndividuai needs. to percetve that he wili reap a personal 
beneflt.from leat~ing a query language. This benefit 
could be that the facilitv will nrovide the user with a 
capability to do his work better or to have time to do 
more interesting work because of the time that will be 
saved bV using the query fac111t.v. 
Top management support ~nd hacking can play a 
significant role in the user•s conception of the value of 
this training program. If the end•user perceives that 
knowledge of this skill will better his chances for 
advancement, he Will be more ll~elY to be motivated to 
acquire this skill. Top manaaement forcing employees to 
attend a training session will not provide the type of 
motivation desirable in thts situation. 
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3.2.1 Impact on Tra1n1no 
various means can an~ shout~ be undertaken to 
encourage an end•user to le~rn to use a query language • 
.,__r, her e Jl>.~.! .. _t_!..~.-C! s J,!.~. ct._ s t.: ~-·C <::1 n~J de r ~iL. he r.e ...... --:t-n 1 t 1 a t-1-V ·, 
a stimulus must be provided to encourage the end•users to 
agree to the training pro~ram and later, once they are 1n 
the training program, the motivation that brouqht them to 
the training program must he heiahtened or at least 
sustained. 
Advance publicity shotJl~ emohasize that by learning 
a qu~ry language, end•users will be able to qenerate 
their own ad•hoc reports instead of waiting for the DP 
. . 
department to desrgn and i~Ple~ent them. This publicity 
. 
should also stress the control the end-users will gain 
because they will not have to ao through an intermediary 
who may misinterpret their requests. Increased 
product! vi ty shOUld be emohas !zed as· a bene£ 1 t of us !ng 
this facility. This literature could also contain the 
candid comments of satisfied end-users who are currently 
us1ng the query facility. 
Development of an effective training Program will be 
an evolutiona~y Process. ~ qoo~ foundation would be laid 
by having a few initial successes i.e. a few satisfied 
users. They can serve as an excellent form of publicity. 
To help assure these initiAl successes, the trainer 
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should seek out enthusiasts or as Martin £821 terms them 
"early adapters" as the first trainees. These 
individuals should be peopl~ who like to experiment and 
try new things. Once c_o.r:t~.~-~_ced ot..,tl}e ben~. of \f!;l,fJ- .. 
.,.,_..... --
they have learned, they c~n serve as valuable salesmen. 
Assuming that the end-user has committed himself to 
the training program, his motivation must be reinforced. 
This can best be accomPlishe~ by structuring the training 
program so that the trainee is accomplishing something 
worthwhile in a short pertod of time. This is possible 
with almost all query lanauaqes hY teaching a subset of 
commands and allowing the us~r to experiment with them 
and thereby gain a feelinq of accomplishment. 
3.3 Propensity for Making Errors 
Casual users will maKe errors When they begin using 
a query language and inev~tablV, because of intermittent 
us~, will continue to make them. The propensity for 
making errors will be heiohtened if the query language 
requires the user to remember numerous syntactic details. 
This trait is also interwoven with the amount of previous 
exposure the users have had to the computer and the 
attitude that they have brouqht to the training program -
be it fear or enthusiasm. 
Some users, real1z1no that they will be making 
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errors, also fear that their errors will damage files or 
even the computer itself. This makes them hesitate to 
become involved With the comPuter at all. 
3.3.1 Impa~t· on Tratnlnq ,......._ .. 
Casual users should be reassured that they should 
expect to make errors inittallV and that the training 
program has been adjusted to compensate for this problem. 
This class of users in particular, needs a safety net 
whereby they ate able to seek a~rt when an error occurs. 
Most query systems have also anti~ipated this problem and 
have intrinsic H~LP facllitle~. In anY event, users 
should be taught very early. ln the training program what 
options exist should an error occur. If on-line HELP 
facilities exist, users Should he trained how to user 
them. If the on•line fac!lltles are weak, trainees 
should be instructed wher~ to find explanations of error 
messages via off-line documentation. Should both the 
system aids and documentation he inadequate, it will be 
necessary to comPile an enrt•users manual explaining what 
to do in the event of errors. 
The casual users shout~ also be reassured at the 
onset of the training proqram that there is little, if 
any, likelihood that they will ~amage any files and no 
chance they will damage the comouter itself by using a 
query facility. They should al.sa be reassured that 
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should files become damage~, thev can usually be 
reconstructed. Some organiZAtions, anticipating this 
problem, create a duplicatP data base for access by 
end•users. Even though some ~Y!!Y languages do permit 
the user to update the data hase, the commands that 
perform this function shotJld not be taught until the user 
has become comfortable with the subset of commands used 
strictly for querying a d~t~ base. 
3.4 Tendency to Forget Details 
A trait that casual users exhibit, especiallY if 
they use th~ computer intermittently, is that they have a 
tendency to forget the details of a query language. This 
is to be expected because thev do not receive the 
reinforcement that constant usaqe provides. The degree 
to which this trait is manifested is di~ectlv associated 
with the complexity of the svntax (2.3) of the language 
being used. Some languages require the user to enter 
information in a prescribed format and are very 
inflexible. If a choice exists between a riqidly 
structured language and a more flexible one, the latter 
is more appropriate for this ~lass of users. 
3.4.1 Impact on Tra1n1nq 
Since the casual user cannot be expected to remember 
all the details of a querv lanquage, it is better to 
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assure that the user acquires ~ hasic understanding of 
the principles of the lanquaqe. This can be facilitated 
by aiding the user in dev~tooina a conceptual model of 
the query language. A usP.r's conceptual model is how the 
user thinks the language wnr~s. A conceptual model of a 
query language based on a rel~tional data model (2.6) 
might be [Reisner 811: 
1. The computer locates the t~ble requested 
2. Then it looks for the coltJmns that have the 
information to be looked up 
3. Then it looks in these columns for the 
information desired 
4. Then it pulls out the rows that have this 
information 
s. Then it looks in these rows for the answers 
desired. 
If the user gleans a clear conceptual model of the 
query language from a training program, he will be more 
likely to remember how to use the language. He will 
understand that writing a querv involves certain basic 
functions in order to sattsf.v thP. conceptual model. For 
the query mentioned earliPr "Finn the names of employees 
in Dept 50", he must spectfv: 
1. What action is to be taken (Print, List, etc.) 
2. Which data type or tvpes ~re the action to be 
taken on (Name, Deptno in ~mPloyee record) 
3. QualifYing characteristics that determine 
whether this action 1~ to he taken (Dept 50) 
The user can then translate the English request into 
the query language • 
. ............... . 
One method of ai.ding the U11;er is this translation 
process is to generate a templatP. [Resiner Btl of the 
major components of a querv which the user can call up on 
the screen and modify to fit his present query. This 
method as aPPlied to IQL would be as follows: 
HE~DING "------" 
OPEN 
----------
lF ---~------
SORT --------
PRINT -------
(What title no you want for this report) 
(What tables are required to satisfy this 
request) 
(What selection criteria, if any) 
(what sequence) 
(What data ttems do you want to see) 
Figure 3•1: tot. 'l'emp late 
4Q 
To satisfy the request "~ind the names of employees 
in Dept 50" the user would utilize the template as 
follows: 
HEADING "~~plovees ·4:-n··-.Oept 50" 
·OPEN EMP 
IF DEPTNO = "50" 
SORT BY NA~E 
PRINT NAM~ 
The casual user may still forget ·syntactic details 
but he will understahd the basics of what is required to 
generate a query and can seek helP from the system or 
from off-line documentation when making a syntactic 
error. 
3.5 Limited Time for Training 
Generally speaking, casual users will not be willing 
to devote much time to learn1nq now to use a query 
lanquage, ~specially if thev foresee using it only 
sporadicallY. They may not be able to comorehend that a 
couple of hours spent in trainlnq now could save them a 
couple of hours a day later on £Martin 821. This trait 
is· tied in with motivation. Tf users are strongly 
not!vated and perceive that knowledge of a query language 
will be of personal value, thev will be more likely to 
trv and set aside time for training. Users must be 
furnished "realistic" estimates of the amount of time 
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they will need to expend now and what specific advantages 
(i.e. increased productlvitV) that acquisition of this 
skill will bring [Nickerson Rtl. 
3.5.1 Impact on Tra1n1nq 
Every effort should he made to adapt the tra1nlnq 
program to the user-tralnee•s schedule. In some 
instances, it may be necessarv to schedule classes 
outside the regular workino dav if that is the only time 
a busy executive can spare or ts willing to allow his 
employees to devote to a tra1n1no program. 
The trainees should hP assured that with a small 
investment of time, they w1ll hP. able to carry out useful 
~ork with the query languaoe. The amount of time 
required for training will deoend on the particular query 
language. With many of the ouerv packages available 
today, a meaningful subset of the language can be learned 
in a few hours of tralnlno. Thp more complex features of 
the language should be reserved tor later sessions after 
the user has become comfortable with the basic features 
of the language and wishes to oenerate more complicated 
queries. This subset might include commands like PRINT 
or LIST and IF or WHERE or their equivalents. These few 
commands have extensive reoort and query capacities. 
Addition of a few report functions such as MIN, MAX, SUM, 
or AVERAGE; extend the lanq11aqe even further. With this 
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limited subset, the user should be able to become 
comfortable with the langn~ae ann carry out meaningful 
~ork. 
3.6 Lack of E~posure to the Com~uter 
Most end•users will have h~n little exposure to the 
co~puter. They are also 11kelv to have formed 
~lsconceptions about what the computer can and cannot do. 
One of the 11££1cultles in training novices lies in 
describing at the right !~vel of detail the machine they 
are trying to control (Boulav Rt1. 
3.6.1 Impact on Training 
The end-user should h~ made aware throuqh advance 
publicity, that no previous exoerience is necessary to 
learn to use a query languaqe. some means, such as 
intervie~s or questionnaires, should be employed to 
ascertain how much exposur~ the trainee has had to the 
computer and whether thos~ exneriences were oostive or 
negative. If the trainees ~re not qoinq to receive 
individualized instruction, consideration should be q!ven 
to grouping them accordino to their experience. 
It also ~ust be determined whether the user needs to 
be taught the command lanaiJarre before beinq tauqht the 
query language itself. A tralneP with no Previous 
experience should receive an introduction to the computer 
in terminology that eliminates ~11 technical jargon. 
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3.7 Poor Typing AbilitY 
~nother trait which 1s common among casual users is 
poor typing ability. Even the most rudlment~ry typing 
··-~k:ills are frequently uncom"',''>'d]P+-·O-tfic-e ;tp:d 
particularly professional workers £Cuff SOl. 
Embarrassment caused by tne lAck of typinq sKills serves 
as an additional deterrent when end•users ~re considering 
training to.use the computer. This trait, however, is 
not unique to casual users. MAny Professional 
pro~rammers are also defictent in this reqard. It affects 
productivity to some extent, but considering the amount 
of typing that a casual user will be required to do, the 
effect will be negligible. 
3.7.1 Impact on Tra1n1nq 
Advance publicitY shonlr1 emphas-ize that typing 
sk:llls are not required lest this be used as an excuse 
for avoiding training. Perhaps, if casual users were 
aware that they are not alone In their lacK of typing 
sk:ills, it ~ould alleviate ~orne of the embarassment. 
Consideration should Also be given during the 
training program to ensure (t) that users are given 
sufficient time to enter oueries, and (2) that the 
features of the terminal are explained at the onset of 
training. It would also be helntul if the terminals that 
the users train on are similar to the ones that they will 
be using later. 
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3.8 Diverse Beekqtounds 
End-users involved in lP.Rrn!ng to use a query 
language will come from diverse backgrounds representing 
may facets of an organization. some may have a 
... , ....... -.---~······ 
····· •···· ~ .... --- ... ----·-· ~--· .... -·--
s·cTentfiic'- ·background, others may be accountants, 
financial advisers, etc. r.ach brings with him his own 
unique set of experiences which have formed the wealth of 
knowledge that comprise his b~ckqround. Cognitive 
psychology attempts to understand how a person 
assimilates this knowledge. Thev have concluded that 
meaningful learning occurs best j£ the user connects new 
material with knowledge that already exists [Bran 79]. 
Mayer (811 describes this meaninqful learning as a 
three-step process (dep!ct~rl in P!gure 3•2) based on: 
reception, availability, and activation. 
(a) Short-term 
Stimulus-- Memorv - ... Response 
l j(c) 
Long•term 
Memorv (h) 
Figure 3•2: Meant nqf.ul r..earni nq Process 
Initially, (a) the learner pays attention to the new 
material by bringing it into short-term memory 
(reception). Secondly, (hl he must possess the 
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appropriate prerequisite conceots in long•term memory to 
permit assimilating the ne~ information (availability); 
and finally, (c) these ideas must be transferred to 
short-term memory so that thev can be ~o,m.9..1.o.e(L.w.1th th~ 
. ······ ~.. . ·~·-·· 
new incoming information (activation). "If any of these 
conditions is not met, meaninqful learn1nq cannot occur, 
and the learner Will be forced to memorize each piece of 
new information by rote as a seoarate item to be coded to 
memory" (Mayer 81J. 
By analyzing the fin~1nqs of cognitive psychology 
and applying the premises of how we learn to the study of 
a query language, it becomes evt~ent that a trainee's 
background (which will dictate what concepts are in 
long-term memorY) can have an effect on how the learner 
will relate the newly presented material to pre-computer 
concepts. 
• 
3.8.1 Impact on Tra1n1no 
If the training proqr~m can be adapted to explaining 
concepts in termlnolo;y wtth which the user is already 
familiar, it is more likelv that meaningful learning will 
occur. This presents no small problem to a training 
program and is not always teasible. The number of people 
in the training Program Will de~initely affect the 
ability to provide the homoqeneous grouping which the 
aforementioned would require. This problem could best be 
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handled by providing individualized instruction. If 
individualized instruction is n"t possible, the class 
size should be kept as small as poss1ble. During on-line 
sessions a maximum of two peoPle sh~-~-~d ~:..,:..~~-!9fl;~.5l .. J:.Q_ 
,.... ... ......,._..- ..... ~ ... ; ... : . 
..... ~--· ___ , ............. t~---
the same terminal to ensurP thAt each trainee gets an 
opportunity to interact with the computer. 
Users• back~rounds Should he considered when pairing 
Individuals for terminal s~ssions and when designing the 
on-line exercises used to ~xplatn the various commands of 
the language. Studies .rst@vens Rll have shown that 
• • trainees do not like to do PfePlanned exerc1ses1 that 
they would rather plunge into their own queries. If the 
• training program could be structured around an 
application with which the users ar~ familiar, the users 
would find more relevance tn Performing bhese exercises. 
this could be accomplisher'! thr.ouqh an evolving training 
program. Initially, the traininq program could be 
structured around an application with which the first 
trainees are familiar. ThP second time the training 
program is given, it could be ar'lapted to accommodate a 
new application. One of the advantages of the new 
software is that it makes it so easy to develop such 
prototype systems. Eventually, a repertoire of 
applications would exist from which the trainer could 
choose the best one to suit the mixture of backgrounds of 
a particular group of trainees. 
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3.9 L•ck of Khowledoe of Data Base Details 
Most non•technical users wtll lack any knowledge of 
data base principles and tnPally they should not be 
to know will depend on the particular query language and 
the data model (2.6) on Which it is based. 
The relational data ~o~el will require the least 
amount of knowledge of data bas~ principles. Most 
relational based query lanouacres will require the users 
to know which data items ~re in which table and the 
linking items needed to join thP tables. Some will, 
however, perform this navtaatlon automatically. 
The hierarchical data model query languages will 
require the users to under~tand the parent-child 
structure of the data base thus requiring them to know 
that they must go through the Parent to get to the child. 
The network data model is the most complex. The 
us~rs will need to know Wh~t set relationshiPS exist 
between the records. Thev wtll need to navigate through 
these sets checking for err~r ~onditions. This will 
necessitate operation on the data base record by record. 
In IQL, this is accomplishP.d by five different FIND 
commands: 
• FI~D riRST recordname RF.CORn OF setname 
- FINO NEXT recordname RF.CnRn OF setname 
• FIND PRIOR recordname RF.CORO OF setname 
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- FIND LAST recordname RRCnRn or setname 
• FIND OWNER RECORD OF setname 
Users must, therefore, know what set relationships 
$ :•• -------·-· .. ··-- ~....... ... ' . • - • .... ··- .. .. ..... - .... - ..._. 
are predefined so that th~" can choose access paths for 
navigating through the data hase. Users are also 
responsible for checking ~rror status codes in order to 
know if an end of a set has heen reached. 
3.9.1 Impact on Tralnlnq 
The user's lack of knowle~ae of data base principles 
~ay have little impact on the training program. A qoal 
of many query languages i~ to sh1eld the user as much as 
possible from the underlytnq Phvsical structure of the 
data base. As stated previously, the amount of training 
in data base principles r~auirerl will depend on the 
language Itself and the data model on which it is based. 
If the data model is a network, the user should be 
appraised of the fact that he will have to commit to a 
longer, more-involved tratninq period. Because of this 
complexity, many query lan~tlaqes are represented to the 
user as a relational data model even though the data may 
actually be stored as a network structure. 
Most query languages will require that exact names 
of entities in the data base be used when writing a 
query. This information is •JsuallY available in the form 
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of a Data Dictionary. Users should be trained how to 
access the Data Dictionary so that theY will know the 
correct names of entities in the data base. 
'l'Pd' oesfrabl. Ch;r~ct;;l-~tl~s ~;r-;~-~-;1 ••·~ ... ~ ......... -.; ......... -~ ..... ' ' .... _. __ AO•••-•••·•-•• •' .............. ~·-··• 
Having thus examined th~ various traits that casual 
users may exhibit, it is now aporopriate to study What 
traits would be desirable tor PeoPle chosen to train this 
class of users. 
The trainers should h~ individuals who can 
understand the apprehensions some users have of 
interacting with the computer anrl who can be sympathetic 
without being patronizing. They should enjoy working 
with people and Should be adeot at communicating with 
them. The trainers, who are typicallY DP personnel, are 
often lacking in communicat1o~ skills. It would be 
advisable, 1£ this is the case, to have the trainers 
attend classes on improvl~cr thesP Skills. 
Another trait, which trainers should possess, is the 
patience to assist users in solving their Problems while 
avoiding the inclination to solve the problems for them, 
which at the time might seem to he the most efficient 
approach, Trainers need to bPar in mind that a qoal of 
the training program is to encourage the users to become 
increasingly self-sufficient. 
Trainers must also re~liZP the importance of 
providing quick responses to auestions the users may have 
after they finish the tratntna program and begin to use 
the query lanquage. T~!!!!.!.!- Flf~~t..9. .. J<no~.1ili?t t.M·- au-..-----
.. ~,~ .. --····-- .... ¥ ~ 
trainers have a continuina interest in them and want to 
help them succeed in applvina wh~t tney have learned in 
the training program. 
It is obvious that the trainers should be familiar 
with the products they are teaching, but what is not so 
obvious and usually neglected, is that they should also 
gain some background in the fun~tional areas of their 
students. HopefUlly, thronah the use of questionnaires 
or some other means, the trainers have become familiar 
with the background of the st~dents. Using this 
information, the trainers sho~ld take time to gain some 
knowledge in the appropri~te functional areas so that 
they can design the tra1nt"a exercises properly. 
3.11 Summary 
The variety of traits and ~naracterist!cs a casual 
user may exhibit stresses the need tor flexibility in a 
training program. If it ts to hP successful, the 
training methodology lllUst ftJl till the needs of the 
particular user or users helnq instructed. 
Having analyzed the ~haracter1st1cs of query 
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languages and the human factor element of the 
human-computer interface, these studies will now be 
Incorporated into a prescr1ot1ve methodoloqy for training 
··~·····._. .............. .. 
non-technical· people in the use of a query language. 
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CH~PTER 4 
PRESCRIPTIVE TRAINING METHODOLOGY 
A general procedure wtll now be proposed to 
s ys terna~.t~.~.l..llf devE" loP a. .. t r·".·f.nf f"'C"t :. -:~~··-t-rain 1111 
non-technical users to use a querY product. This 
methodology should prove aoolic~hle to many types of 
organizations. These incto~e tr~inlng proqrams organized 
bY DP departments, autonomous deoartments, or service 
organizations. This proce~ure involves a step-by step 
iterative process which is illustrated in the work flow 
dla~ram presented in Flqur~ 4·1. An expl~natlon of each 
of the steps contained within the methodoloqy follows the 
diagram. 
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Development Yes 
Project 
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Study 
Installed 
Products 
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Traininq 
4.3 
Products on~--~~--~ 
Market 
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& Install 
Product 
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Products 
F1gure 4•1a Work Plow Diagram 
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Fiqure 4•1, continued 
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Fiqure 4•1, continued 
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Figure 4•1,· eont1nued 
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4.1 Assess Potential Trainee Population 
Initially, Prospective tarqet groups should be 
identified who might benefit from the proposed traininq. 
One means of identifying potenti~l trainees would be to 
- --~ ...... ~-- . . . .• --- ~- . . • - . ___ .... ' «,)_fo ~
·-cn~·v .... ~p and--CirCUlate adVAnCe PUblicity in Which 
end-users are appraised of the tact that consideration is 
being given to developing a training program to suit 
their individual computer needs. This publicity could 
take the form of a questionnaire which seeks to determine 
the amount of exposure the enrl•users· currentlY have had 
with the computer i.e. what types of applications are 
currently computerized or are in the process of being 
developed and what applications they would like to see 
developed. This questionnaire ~hould also attempt to 
determine the backgrounds of potential users and how many 
people they, at this time, foresee benefitting from this 
type of training. The puhtlclty should cite the 
advantages that can be gained hv being able to develoP 
ad-hoc queries in light of time saved and increased 
productivity. This questionnaire should give the 
organizers of the trainina oroaram an inflated idea of 
potential trainees for the training proqram. The 
estimate will be inflated hecause there are many 
end•users who would benefit from such a training program 
and 1n1t1allV perceive th!s to he so, but when the time 
6Q 
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4.1 A$sess Potential Trainee Po~ulation 
Initially, Prospective taraet groups should be 
identified who might bene~it from the proposed training. 
One means of ~e~_:_::~~g potP.ntV~\ tsfain .. ~~~ w.2,u\,g.AA .~o ____ .. • 
~ivelop and circulate advance poblicity in which 
end•users are appraised Of the fact that consideration is 
being given to developing a training program to suit 
their individual computer needs. This publicity could 
take the form of a questionnaire which seeks to determine 
the amount of exposure the end•users· currentlY have had 
with the computer i.e. what tvPes of applications are 
currently computerized or are in the process of being 
developed and what applications they would like to see 
developed. This questionnaire ~hould also attempt to 
determine the backgrounds of potential users and how many 
people they, at this time, foresee benefitting from this 
type of training. The puht1c1ty should cite the 
advantages that can be gained hy being able to develop 
ad•hoc queries in light of time saved and increased 
productivity. This quest1nnna1re should give the 
organizers of the trainina proaram an inflated idea of 
~otential trainees for the training program. The 
estimate will be inflated hecause there are many 
end•users who would benefit from such a training program 
and initially perceive th1s to h~ so, but When the time 
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comes for training are unwtllina to spare the time or 
personnel. 
Insight can also be qaine~, from this questionnaire, 
as to the types ot applications that these ~:~~e ... r~~-1. ---···- ~ 
·•f ......... ·-- r·eq.M e ,•· and~·t"hety~S Of~t~·~~SeS that Will be 
involved. This factor is s1on1ftcant. Too often, in the 
past, DP personnel have deci~ed what users should have 
without consulting them. The OP personnel are tnen 
surprised when the users fall to show up for training. 
4.2 Becol\e Fai1111ar with ~vailable Data Bases 
The training program developer should become 
familiar with currently installed data bases. The 
developer should be cognizant of the availability of the 
these data bases with regard to ~oncurrent usage and be 
aware of any restrictions which have been Placed on their 
access. They also need to he aware of which query 
facilities can be used in con1unction with which data 
bases. 
4.2.1 Determine Whether Need to Develop New Data Bases 
In some instances, it will be evident from the 
questionnaire, that end-users wtsh to access information 
which 1s not currentlY avatlable on any existinq data 
bases. If a new data base is reautred, a decision must 
De made as to whether this need ts justified. Should it 
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be determined that a new rl~ta base has to be developed, 
training for those users rP.qu1r1ng the new data base 
should not be scheduled until the data base development 
project has been completed • 
.. , ............ . 
4.3 IdentifY Products for Training 
Once data bases have been analyzed, the product or 
products to be used in the training program must be 
identified. There may or mav not be appropriate query 
facilities already installed and it may be necessary or 
desirable to acquire new ones. The followlnq steps 
should be followed in analvzlnq these needs. 
4.3.1 Analyze Installed Products 
The developer of the training program shOuld become 
familiar ~ith the features of anv already installed query 
facilities. 
. 
4.3.2 Investigate O.ptton for New Product Acquisition 
Should the option exfst to acquire a new query 
product, analysis should oroceed as follows: 
4.3.2.1 Survey AVailable Query Produets 
~ thorough study of All Products on the market that 
are compatible with the orqanlzation•s hardware/software 
configuration should be undertaken. In analyzing these 
products, the developer should oay particular attention 
7t 
to the characteristics of query tac111t1es as described 
in Chapter 2. 
4.3.2.2 Acquire a·nd Install Product/Products 
Should the decision ,s.=. ... .matiP. to .iJ.c~uire a t".ew 
•• 7 -··-~-·-~- . . .. . . 
product, developers of the training program must allow 
sufficient time to acquire and install the product or 
products. 
4.3.3 Categorize Products 
The Installed products, determined to be appropriate 
for training end-users, Should be categorized as to which 
types of appitcations and tor whJch users each Is 
appropriate. 
4.4 Select ahd Edacate Trainers 
Qualified trainers w~11 consti~ute a critical 
element of the training Proqram. It will be necessary to 
have qualified trainers available ~o teach and support 
. 
the end-users tor each product which is beinq offered in 
a training program. 
The trainers should hP. intimately familiar with the 
product they are teaching. They should be aware of 
Inconsistencies in the pro~uct so that they can adjust 
the training program to compensate for them. In 
selecting trainers, one Should not overlook certain 
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desirable characteristics of trainers as mentioned in 
3.10. 
4.5 Develop B~J1c Method ~or Presenting Each Product 
n4Fbt 
....... ~. ._.._llliiU'-.. 111011 ----'"-- ··--·-··· 
~·- •·'·* A general method of oresentation should be developed 
for every product that is being offered. This 
presentation should strive towards presenting the 
trainees ~ith an understandable conceptual model of the 
product (3.4.1). The syntax of the product will have a 
significant impact on the difficulty of the this task 
(2.3). Some products will reoutre little explanation. 
Others, which require the user to remember numerous 
syntactic details, will r~nulre ingenuity on the part of 
the trainer to devise methods Which will soften the 
interaction between the user and the structure of the 
product. One means, prevtouslv mentioned (3.4.1), is the 
use of a template whereby the user selects and modifies 
the commands needed for his oarttcular query. This 
greatly reduces the amount of information that the user 
must commit to memory. 
The general nature of the course will become more 
specific when it is later adaoten to the needs of a 
particular group. Certain qeneral concepts should be 
independent of the particular trainees, however. These 
include the determination of the subset of commands 
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requisite to being able to understand and meaninqfullY 
us·e the product. 
4.6 Compile End•Users Manual, Where Applicable 
~ 
u •.....--.. --- · 'S:~st ce·-aete·rmrnert llfhe'th"e·r it is necessarY. to 
compile an end-users manual. The purpose of this manual 
would be to present as simPlV as possible the information 
that the users will need to know to be able to 
productively use the querv packaqe. In many instances, 
the capabilities of the Product are so extensive that 
many complex commands are tnclurted in the product•s users 
manual. These only tend to contuse the non-technical 
user. These users would b~nef1t, at least initially, 
from having a simplified manual written in language they 
can understand. TheY may never require a more complex 
manual than this one. Care should be taken to insure 
that the information is presented in a layman•s terms 
avoiding all technical jarqon. 
4.7 IdentifY TarQet Group to be Trained 
A follow-up should be made of the results of the 
questionnaire. Users Who expressed a desire to learn a 
query product should be contacted. This follow•up could 
take the for~ of a personal Interview in which the 
developer of the training proqram could become more 
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familiar ~ith the users backqround and and the 
applications for which the user foresees needing a query 
product. In order to assure that the users derive the 
maximum benefit from the traln1nq Program, ~~ 7fa'n~r 1-
needs to know about the users themselves as well as the 
functional areas with Which thev are involved. 
This follow•up could also be used to determine what 
...... 
times would be convenient for the prospective trainees to 
attend class. 
4. 8 Determine Class· Partieipants 
A review should be ma~e of the people who have 
agreed to a training progr~m In order to arrive at the 
composition of a particular class. Consideration should 
be given to the backgrounds of the participants in order 
to arrive at a homogeneous qrouotng. In some instances, 
individuals from the same rteoartment may be interested in 
taking classes. Even thonqh thev would form a 
• homogeneous group, it may he necessary to schedule them 
in separate classes because thev cannot all be absent 
from their office at the same time. 
Class size is an important factor in thiS type of 
tr~ining program. It cannot be overemphasized that 
conventional teaching methods are not appropriate for 
teaching this class of users. nne•on•one instruction is 
the ideal but, if this is not feasible, class size should 
be limited. It is unrealistic to think that a trainer 
can handle ~ cla$s larger than ?0•30 students during the 
instructional segment of the training. Additional 
trainers should be availaflFrfu;i·~·; ·~~':*{i~~-·~-~ssions to 
insure that no trainer is resPonsible for more than four 
clusters of terminal users. No more than two students 
should be assigned to thes~ terminal clusters. This is 
necessary to insure that the trainees are qiven the 
Individualized attention thev will need. The trainees 
will undoubtedly have questions as they first interact 
with the computer. Their questions need to be given 
prompt attention or the resultant frustration could cause 
the user to reject the comouter entirely. 
4.9 Schedule Class at Traineesi conv•n1ence 
In schedulinq classes, a qreat deal of flexibility 
is· required on the part o.f the rteveloper of the proqram. 
This type of training is not conrtuc!ve to the situation 
where class dates and locations are published in advance 
and users sign up for them. Circumstances may 
necessitate that the training he scheduled outside the 
normal working hours. 
The length of time n~cessarv to train users in a 
workable subset of a querv facility will vary with the 
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particular product (2.3.5, 2.4.5). It will usually be 
beneficial to break traintna proarams up into half•day 
sessions to allow the users to absorb what they have 
learned and to experiment with the system before learning 
The locations of classes m~v also vary. In some 
instances, advantages may he q~jned bY training the users 
in their own environment, utilizing the equipment that 
they will later use. This is advisable, however, only if 
the user can guarantee th~t the training session will be 
free of interruptions such as Phone calls, visitors, etc. 
If the class is larger than a few people, and the 
trainees wish to be traine~ at their site, they will need 
to provide a room that will accommodate any equipment 
that is needed for the class. They will have to be able 
to supply sufficient computer terminals so that no more 
than two people share a terminal during the on•line 
exercises. 
An excellent tool for training groups of users to 
use a computer product is a terminal which can be hooked 
up to a large screen. As the treiner keys in commands on 
the terminal, they are displayed on the screen. This 
allows the trainees to see firsthand the actual responses 
from the computer. This also aives the trainer the 
opportunity to demonstrate the various aspects of the 
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product and to respond to the users' questions by 
actually showing them what wnul~ happen on the screen. 
this technique also makes it easier to adapt training 
programs to the users bact~rounds. It eliminates the 
.................... ..,....., ... 
need l!o'f···preparing transprtrenciPs td. examples to 
accommodate all the differPnt backgrounds of prospective 
students. The prototype svstems can be developed and 
stored in the computer. 
. . 
4.10 Plan Trainlnq Exercises around Trainees• Back;rounds 
It Will be necessary to orovide examples of how the 
various commands of a proc'tuct ooerate. It the trainees 
can identify these examples, as being applicable to the 
types of queries they wou1c1 likP to formulate, their 
interest will be enhanced. If t~ey perceive that they 
will be able to adapt the on•11n~ exercises to their own 
applications, they will have much more incentive to 
perform them. By having nrior knowledge of the users 
applications, the trainer can develop simplified 
prototype systems along the lines that the user will be 
developing. This tends to personalize the training 
program for the trainees. Thev will be more attentive to 
a training program that has heen designed specificallY 
for them. 
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4.11 Conduct Tralninq Proqram 
Based on the mesh of ~haracteristics of the query 
product and the traits of the trainees, modifications 
must be made to the tralnin~ curriculum. An initial 
....... ···-- .. ~·-·· ........ ··-····-··---- ··-· ~ ........ 4 .... ---. 
~-~~pect to be considered is the amount of exposure that 
class participants have ha~ to the computer. 
4.11.1 Determine Amount oi Expo~ure to the Computer 
The trainees should h~ reassured at the onset of 
training, that no previous exPosure is necessary in order 
to be able to successfullv learn a query product (3.6.1). 
Non-technical users can have varying deqrees of exposure 
to the computer. A particular class, however, by design, 
should all have similar arnollnts of experience.. Two cas-es 
will be considered (1) those who have had little or no 
exposure to the computer, and (?.) those whO have had 
• 
limited exposure to the computer. Excluded from this 
discussion will be those who have had extensive exposure 
to the computer because thev would not be considered 
non-technical or casual users an~ would therefore not 
require the indiVidualize~ treatment of this type of 
training program. 
4.11.1.1 Little or No Exposure to the Computer 
Eliminating technical 1arann, explain the comPonents 
of a computer system makina analogies to concept with 
which the user is already familiar i.e. files of 
information as being analo~ous to information stored in a 
filing cabinet. 
4 .11.1. 2 LJ.&ted Exposu.re to the Computet · 
Revie~ briefly, the comoon~nts of the computer 
system. 
4.11.2 Explain Features o£ Terminal 
In both cases, explain the features of the terminal 
Pointing out out special rinrpose keys and qivinq the 
trainees hands•on experience so that they understand 
their use. 
4.11.3 Determine Need for Traininq in Command Lanquaqe 
After providing a gen~rAl exPlanation of computers, 
it ~111 be necessary to consid~r whether the basic 
features of the command lanquaqe need to be taught. 
Three cases can occur: 
1. The user does not have to be familiar with the 
command language in or~er to use the query 
facility. 
2. The user does have h~ familiar with the 
command language but alreadY is. 
3. The user does have to he familiar with the 
command language an~ ls not. 
RO 
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4.11.3.1 case 1: 
Requires no further action 1n this step. 
R~YJ~.!.r br..i.efly, the subsP.t of con.mantls that tne··· 
user will need to know to utlllz~ the query facility. 
4.11.3.3 Case 3: 
- Determine the subset cf co~mands which must be 
taught so that the user can gain access ·t~ the 
system and utilize th~ ~uerv fac!lity. 
- Provide on-11ne train1ncr an~ experience in 
using these commands. 
4.11.4 Data B~~e Principles 
Depending upon t.he part!clllar data model on wt:tich 
the querv ·proctuc:t is. baseri, .eXPlal"n· in ·as simPlified 
terms as· possible, the minimum amo·unt of da.ta base 
• principles that the user w111 n~ed to know to u~e the 
querv facilitv C2.6, 3.9). 
4.11.5 Error Recovery 
Acquaint the trainees with various avenues available 
to them should an error occur. Tf on•llne HELP 
facilities exist, instruct the trainees in their use, 
giving them on•line experience in handling some 
predetermined error situations. If the only recourse is 
off•line documentation, e~olatn its structure and how to 
R1 
4 .............. . 
use it to locate the response to an error message. Make 
the documentation available to the trainees so that they 
can become fa~111ar with ~n~ usp the documentation during 
training • 
. ... ~ ................... ~-·· 
4.11.6 Data Dictionary 0 
Provide training in the orocedure necessary to 
access the Data Dictionarv Rsso~iated with the query 
product so that they will know the correct names of the 
data items (3.9). Again, orovfde the trainees with the 
opportunity for hands•on exPerience. The importanGe of 
providing hands•on experience at each step of the actual 
training cannot be overemphasized. 
4.11.7 Subset of C~mmands 
Explain a basic subset of commands of the query 
product, emphasizing an understanding of the principles 
of the product ahd how it works (2.8, 4.51. This subset 
of commands should be broken down into integral groups so 
that the trainee is given hands-on experience before 
proceeding to learn the next set. of commands. As a rule 
of thumb, these integral subsets should not exceed five 
commands. Some commands ~~n naturallY be grouped 
together such as various formatting commands or 
functional· commands such as MI~, MAX, etc. 
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4.11.8 Monitor Tralnee•s proqress 
Throughout the trainfnq session, provide the 
opportunity for the students to ask questions. This is 
especially critical durinn the oeriod When they are 
experimenting with the co,mouter. 
4.12 Evaluate Tralnino"Proqram 
Especially important in training proqrams is the 
need to determine if the users are grasping what is being 
presented to them. They shoul~ he able to perform the 
following functions after comPleting the trainlnq 
program: 
- translate an English reque~t into the query 
facility 
• comprehend an ex!stinq querv 
- find the errors in an existing query 
~n evaluation can be made hV an~tvztng tne ease with 
which the trainees are able to oerform the on•line 
exercises. This can fac111tate~ by analyzlnq "PHOTO" 
(1.3> outputs of the terminal sessions. The trainers 
should be able to to determine which commands the users 
found most difficult to use and to ascertain whether the 
errors made l'lere syntactic or rJne to a lack: of 
understanding of the principles of the product. Based on 
the results of the evaluation anrJ after soliciting 
R3 
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constructive criticism from the trainees, the course 
should be modified accordtnqtv. 
4.13 Provide Cbntinued Su~~ort ~or Trainees ................. 
·•Ill'· .. ·····•······ 
A training Program of this nature does not cease at 
the end of the formal traininq session. Continued 
support and assistance must be provided to the trainees 
after they return to their 1ohs and begin to productively 
use the query facility (3.10). They will need a "safety 
net" for some time until thev are comfortable with the 
system and the product. Thev need to feel that they have 
a recourse should they att~mot to write a query and have 
difficulty. This necessitates that there be user service 
personnel to provide this neede~ support on a continuing 
basis after the training oroqr~m ends. 
4.14 Determine Whether all Tarqet Groups Have Been 
Trained 
Coupled with providlna continued support for past 
trainees, it will be necessarv to determine if all those 
who have indicated a desire to take tralninq have been 
taught. 
If there are still groups to be taught, return to 
step 4.8 to determine the next class participants. 
R4 
4.14.2 Publicize Traininq Program 
If all groups have b~en tauqht, publicitY should be 
circulated similar to the orlqinal questionnaire 
. iP'""-p-r-oau·~t-s---are· ~ cf!rcrt:rao rean t1 
are required before takino the course. The onlY thing 
that might distinguish this ~uhlicity from the initial 
publicity, aimed at assessino the potential trainee 
population, would be that the c~did comments of previous 
trainees, who are now usinq the ouery facilitY 
productively, could now be lnclurled. 
Based on the responses to the various means of 
publicizing the course, return to Step 1 of the 
methodology to determine if there are any more potential 
trainees. 
... ---··-··- "' 
2. Become Familiar with Available Data Bases 
3. Identify Products for Training 
4. Select and Ertucate TrajnPrs 
s. Develop Basic Metho~ tor Presenting Each 
Product 
6. Compile End•Users Manual, Where APPlicable 
1. Identify Target Group to b~ Trained 
8. Deter~ine Class Participants 
.9. Schedule Class at Trainees' Convenience 
10. Plan Training Exercises arnund Trainees' 
Backgrounds 
--11. Conduct Training Procrram 
12. Evaluate Training Prnqram 
13. Provide Continued Sunport tor Trainees 
14. Determine Whether All Groups Have Been Trained 
F1;Ure 4•2: Prescripttve Methodoloqy 
R6 
CH~PTER S 
RESULTS~ CONCLUSIONS, AND FURTHER RESEARCH 
A step by step implemPntatlon of the Prescriptive 
end of the training progr~m, is nupl!cated on the 
followin~ pages. Included with each question is a count 
of the number of trainees rout of 6) who gave each 
response. A discussion of. tne P.valuation form responses 
and the PHOTO sessions evaluation is included in the 
succeeding evaluation of the methodology. 
R7 
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I Instructional Period: 
·">-··-··-· .......... . 
. l•tlt'-"-···-. .,... •.. - . 
1. Were the ~essions: 
Too Long <-----------------> Too Short X X X 
2. Did you feel that the number of commands covered 
during each session was: 
(6) 
Too Many <-----------------> Too Few 
X X X X 
3. Did you find the JOTJ P.nd-rrser 's Guide: 
(1) (4) {1) 
No Value <-----------------> Very HelPfUl X X J(' X X 
4. Did you get enough oersonalized attention? 
(6) 
Yes 
------... 
No 
---------
s. Did you find the tr~lnlnq program manual: 
(1) ,,, (3) 
No Value <·---------------·> Very HelPful 
X X X 
Figure 5•1: Tabul.::tted P.valuation Form 
RR 
II On•line Exercises 
1. Were the number of exercise sessions: 
(4) (2) 
Too Many <--------------···> Too Few X X X X 
2. Did you find the on•line exercises: 
(1)(1)(4) 
Too Difficult <·-------------··> Too Easy 
X X X X X X 
3. Would you have prefP.rrert to work with a partner? 
(3) (3) 
'ies ------- No-.--... -~- Don't Know -------
4. Were your questions ans~er~d: 
(6) 
Promptly Y~s----.-.. No _ _.. __ _ 
(5) (1 left blank:) 
Satisfactorily Y~S------
No ___ _ 
Figure 5•1, eontinued 
RQ 
III sessions in General: 
-1. Were there any comm~nds or query statements in 
particular that caus~d ynu difficulty ? 
If so, which ones? 
F"IND KEY (3) 
SORT (1) 
Ordering of querY statements (1) 
2. Would you have preferred to have had one all day 
class inltead of twn half-day sessions? 
• . 
(2) (4) 
Yes 
-----
No ---==--
• 
• • 
• • 
3. Do you feel.you have ~nouah basic knowledge 
to start using rQL? 
(6) 
Yes No ----
Figure s-1, concluded 
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5.1 Results ahd Cbneluslons 
A step by step d!s~ussion ot the proposed 
methodology, noting any Points which were reinforced or 
disproved based upon the afore~entioned implementation 
follows. 
5.1.1 Assess Potential Train@e Population 
Since the potential trainee population was in effect 
pre-identified, this step tn the methodoloqy was already 
accomplished. It is, nonetheless, an important step to 
be considered. Unless there are people who would benefit 
from a training program of. this kind, there 1s little 
point. in proceeding further with the methodology. 
The author's conviction that the usefulness of the 
inventory system developed for the Lehigh University 
Computing Center (LUCC) would he greatly enhanced if the 
end•users could learn to develoo their ·own ad•hoc queries 
was actuallY the primary tmn~tus that led to the 
development of this thesis. 
5.1.2 Become Familiar with Available Data Bases 
This step was tacilitRted in the aforementioned 
implementation because thPre w~s only one data base with 
~hich to become familiar. This would not always be the 
case, and is still seen as a critical step at this point. 
Unless the developers of the training proqram are aware 
of what data bases exist, thev will not know whether the 
potential trainees would he able to put to use the 
proposed training to which thev would be devoting their 
time a~d enerqy. 
5.1.3 Identify Products for Traininq 
Prior to developing ~ training program, it is 
obvious that there must bP a Pro~uct to be taught. This 
was predetermined to be IOL in the named implementation. 
Some steps are intuitivelv necessary. The only 
question that arises is at wh~t Point in the methodology 
they should be executed. ~othinq in the implementation 
indicated that this step was misPlaced. 
5.1.4 Select and Educate Trainers 
If the trainer does ~ot und~rstand the products they 
are teachin~, they cannot exPect the trainees to 
comprehend what is presentPd to them. The trainees need 
to feel confident that their questions will be answered. 
If they perceive that the trainers do not understand what 
they are teaching it will undermine the trainees' 
confidence that they will be able to understand the 
material. 
The evaluation form tahulattons indicated that all 
the trainees felt that their questions were answered 
promptly and a11· but one respondent (who left the 
question blan~) felt that thetr questions were answered 
sat is£ actor ily. 
5.1.5 Develop Ba$1c Method for Presenttnq E~ch Product 
In developing a basic meth~n for presenting IOL, 
different techniques were 11sed to attempt to impart an 
understanding of the conc~ntual model of IQL. 
One such techni~ue was the use of a querY template 
. 
~hereby the trainees couln monff~.a sample query to suit 
their aresent query needs. It was felt that this aid 
~ould assist th~ users so that they wciuld not have to 
reme~~er ~s many details. Whether they dld.not 
understand the concept, chose not to use it, or did not 
. . 
" 
. 
u'tilized feel the need to use It, none of the traln.ees 
this training aid. 
• 
The concept of environments was introduced in the 
IQL training, as ls evident from many of the slides in 
the IQL training manual, to assist the trainees in 
understanding ~hen each comm~nd 1s valid. Even with this 
emphasis, one trainee indicated that confusion existed as 
to when certain commands could be used. 
The format appropriate tor oresentinq IQL could 
differ significantly from the method to be used in 
training in other query lanquAQes. It is imDortant to 
consider each product for which there will be a training 
program and give serious thouqht to how it should be 
presented. 
5.1.6 Compile End•Users Manual, Wher~ Applicable 
An End•Users manual (~open~ix VIII) as well as 
training manuals (Appendices TV and Vl were developed for 
this training program. B~sed on the tabulated results of 
the evaluation forms and observation~ of the trainees 
during the on-line sessions, thP.se manuals were very 
helpful to the trainees. Five out of six trainees found 
the End-Users Guide very helpful. The on~- trairiee who 
tndicated.that it was of little value was·the most 
e~perlenced u~er. · T~is trAinee Added a comment that. he 
·did no~ use the End-User's Guide d~r!nq the training 
• 
sessions but probablY woul~ leter. 
Sl~ilar responses were q!ven to the qu~stion 
• 
• 
concerning the training Proqrim manual. Five ~ut of six 
trainees found the trainino proqram manual very helpful. 
The one trainee Who indicated that it was of little value 
was the trainee who ranked second in amount of previous 
computer experience. 
These responses were corroborated by the observation 
of the trainer that the more experienced users responded 
to errors bY using the on-line HELP facilities while the 
inexperienced users relied ~ore on the printed 
documentation, especially the training program manual. 
On•llne HELP facilities wPre explained during the 
lecture, however, they Shonlrl h~ve either been covered 
more thoroughlY or more ori~ortunltv should have been 
given for on•line practice ln their use. The more 
experienced user was more comfortable with the system and 
not afraid to make an error~ The inexperienced user, on 
the other hand, wanted to he eertain before entering any 
information into the comptJter. These observations 
support the i~portance of nrnvi~inq end•user manuals for 
this class of users. 
5.1.7 Identify· Target Grou~s to be Trained 
The importance of this steo varies with the size of 
the potential trainee POP•ll~tton identified in the 
initial step of the methodoloqy. If the potential 
trainee population is laroe, it will be necessary to 
classifY them according to exoerience and homoqeneity of 
backgrounds to arrive at workable subsets of trainees to 
be scheduled into particut~r el~sses. This was not the 
case in .the aforementioned 1mole~entat1on, since only one 
training session was planned ~nd the trainee group was 
pre• identified. 
5.1.8 Determine Class Participants 
In determining partieipants of a particular class, 
ensuring homo~eneity of trainees• background, keeping 
class size small, and ensurinq that no more than two 
people shared __ a terminal dl1rina the on•line exercises 
were stresse~. The actual imPlementation supported these 
requirements as explained helow. 
The backgrounds of a11 the trainees were not 
homoqeneous. Two of the trainees had a significant 
amount of previous exposure to the computer. This caused 
some problems during the trainin~ sessions in that the 
trainee with the least amount o~ experience felt 
pressured bec.ause she was not a'bte to perform the 
. -
exercises as quickly as the others. This trainee 
required much more ind1V1-inal1Zed attention during the 
on•line exercises. She wa~ also the only trainee who 
indicated on the evaluation form that she felt·that the 
exercises tended to be· too difficult. 
. 
If the entire 
class had been composed of. trainees with backgrounds 
similar to hers, the exerc~ses could have been made 
simpler and some of the more comolex features of the 
language could have been omitted. 
Homogeneity of backgrounds ts more comprehensive 
than just ensuring that all participants have similar 
a•ounts of computer exposure. The trainee, in this 
instance, who lacked previous computer exposure, also 
lacked an understanding of data bases and queries 
thereon. She was not able to abstract and formulate the 
types of quest~ons appropriate f.or obtaining information 
Q6 
from a data base. This woulrl not necessarily follow for 
all non-technical users. v.anv ~re well versed in 
formulating the questions that would typicallY be used to 
query a data base. They, heretofore, have merely lacked 
...... ·'1•''-,._... ...... .-... .. --····· 
- -\111' •··-- ·"'o.·-<~t~ns··-oro·t)fa1ning this information without going 
through an intermediary. 
Decisions had to be ma~P in determining how many 
oeople should share a .terminal <inrinq the on-line 
sessions. When queried after the tralninq, responses 
. . 
were evenly split ~s to Whether the trainees would have 
preferred to work with a riartner ot work alon~. Three 
trainees preferred to work with a partner and three did 
not. The three Who indicateo a preference for working 
~ith a partner were the onPs wMo alternately had worked 
with a partner because of a malfunction of one of the 
terminals. The fact that half of the trainees preferred 
to work alone supports the oremtse that no more than two 
people should have to share a terminal during the on-line 
exercises. 
The trainees all felt that their questions were 
answered promptly and satisfactorily. If the class size 
had been larger, this might not have been true. 
Assisting six trainees at the terminal sessions kept the 
trainer quite busy answerinq questions. Considering the 
fact that most of these questions were cominq from four 
of the trainees, additional class members would have 
necessitated having an as~tstant to the trainer durinq 
the on-line exercises. 
·~~-----~--- -~ .. ~ l §£Q1tdu~'- C.'J.~.t~ •t0r~.n.e.e.s ;_ .Conrrwb•nce --·---···- ·- .. 
This step is closely Jinke~ with determination of 
class participants. Originally, it was placed after the 
"Planning the rralning Exercises Around the Trainees' 
Backqround" step, but bec~use one cannot be certain as to 
the class participants until a class· has actuallY been 
scheduled, the ordering of the steps was changed. Even 
with a class of six train~es, scheduling problems arose 
when trying to arrive at a time that would be convenient 
for all trainees. During the tr~ining sessions, the 
Operations Manager's office was essentiallY unmanned. 
Were it not for the willinaness of the Operations Manaqer 
to be of. assistance in the trainer's endeavor, it would 
have been necessaty to con~uct two different training 
sessions to accommodate her entire staff. These problems 
are real and need to be consi~erPd when schedulinq 
classes. 
5.1.10 Plah Ttalnlng Exercises around Trainees' 
B<aekgrounds 
The training exercises in thiS implementation were 
based on an inventory appt~cation. It was interesting to 
note that one trainee commenteo that the exercises should 
nave been of a more practical nature. This trainee was 
the only one who did not h~VP. a sPecific interest in an 
inventory application. Her interest in attending the 
_. __ ,...,_ffaining pr.o:lral was in· lea;n1i! t~; {a~~~-age per se. 
This supports the contention that the exercises should be 
based on an application with which the trainees are 
familiar. 
5.1.11 Conduct Training Program 
Although this Is an ohvinus step In the methodology, 
questions arise as to how to conduct the actual training 
sessions. 
Responses to question~ on the evaluations form 
dealing with the instructtonal oPriod indicated that all 
the trainees were comfortable wtth the length of the 
sessions and with the numher nf commands covered during 
each session. Each also felt that they had received 
enough personalize~ attention. 
Breaklnq the tralninq ~roqram down into two 
segments, one for tra1nlnq In the command lanquaqe and 
one for training in IQL was founn to be helpful. The 
trainees who were already famfllar with the command 
language were not willing tn soend a half•dav reviewing 
it. 
The IOL training proqram was divided into half•dav 
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sessions. four out of six tr~fnees responded on the 
evaluation form that they oreferred two halt-day sessions 
to one all•dav session. nne of the two WhO preferred one 
all-day session was the tr ... tneP with th.e least 
... -_ ......................... WP I .. .•. 
experience. It is the trAiner's opinion that this 
trainee could not have absorbed an entire day's worth of 
material. Perhaps it was that she wanted to get it over 
more quickly because she was having difficulty. 
5.1.12 Evaluate Training Proqram 
The evaluation step 1~ a crttlcal one in the 
methodology. BY studying what has been done, one is able 
to identifY problem areas and correct them. By analyzing 
the evaluation form tabulAtions and the output of the 
PHOTO sessions, it was possible to isolate the types of 
errors made by the trainees and hased on their frequency 
identify the cause. When the same type of error was made 
by several trainees, it WAs an indication that the 
training program should be modified to clarifY these 
concepts. The PHOTO sessions Provided a valuable 
resource in this respect. 
It was originallY the intention of the author to 
score the errors made by the trainees while oerforming 
the on-line exercises. Rv classifYing and quantifying 
the errors, it was hoPed to determine a measure of how 
well the trainees had grasoed the material. Based on 
100 
observations made by the trainer during the on•line 
exercises, this method W011ld have Produced inconclusive 
results. The more experienced users asked very few 
questions. They preferre~ to exoeriment With the system 
·-·41!' ••1••..--:an_d ... recover from their e~·;·~·;~-:··--··-1'he in.;-xp;r~en~~d user, 
on the other hand, asked m~nv more questions and because 
of the help and guidance thev received made fewer 
~!stakes. This is not to sav, however, that the latter 
trainees had a better grasp of the material. In reality, 
the opposite was true. 
In order to provide an accnrate measure, the 
trainees would have had to perform the exercises without 
any assistance. The resutts could then have been scored 
by classifying and countlna the errors made bY each 
trainee. It was judged more fmoortant, ln this instance, 
to provide the trainees with the needed assistance. 
In determining what commands should be taught in 
this introductory ~course, the trainer was uncertain 
whether to include certain proce~ures which she feared 
~lqht cause the trainees difficultY. By analyzing the 
PHOTO sessions, it became clear that the trainer's 
concerns were well foundert. tor, is more procedural than 
many of the other query lanquaqes on the market. The 
user must understand the concept of sorting a file and 
how to link recorrts from one dictionary to another. It 
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performs these functions hv means of a "SORT" query 
statement and a "FIND KEY" query statement respectively. 
These were the two statemPnts that caused the trainees 
the most difficulty as evtnencen by both the PHOTO 
... -~._._sesS"ions-~d ···respo.nses on the ev!ft'a'Tion' form to the.,_, .. 
question which asked "Wer~ therp any commands or query 
statements in particular that c~used you difficulty?" 
rhree of the six respondents mentioned the "FIND KEY" 
statement and one mentionen the "SORT" statement. This 
signaled to the trainer thAt mnre time and examples 
should be devoted to these concepts in future training 
programs. 
By analyzing the PHOTn sesstons and noting the types 
of questions asked during the on•line exercises, it 
became clear that the wordina of some of the exercise 
sessions caused confusion amonq the trainees. The 
following exercise demonstrates this point. 
Create and store a querv that will list all "TUC" 
equipment that is under maintenance contract 
(Service = "M") givinq the vendor•No, Model•Name, 
Serial•No, Cust•No, and Cust•Name. 
It appears that the exercise would have been more 
appropriate if worded: 
Create and store a querv thet will list all "TUC" 
equipment that is under maintenance contract 
(Equip-Service = "M"l qivinq the vendor number, 
model name, serial number, customer number, and 
10? 
customer's name. 
The primary cause of ~onfusion appeared to be the 
names of the items. The v~ndor number, for example, is a 
Vendor Dictionary as vendor-No 
Equipment Dictionary as ~oo~P·Vendor•No 
Model Dictionary as Model·V~ndor•No 
When it wal listed in the exercise as "Vendor•No", 
the trainees assumed that this was the exact label of the 
data item. By expressing it as "vendor number", they 
would realize that they would h;we .to locate the data 
ite~ in the appropriate·dictionary and find the correct 
label. The correct label for this query ~ouJd be 
Equip•Vendor•No not Vendor-No. ~!nee four out of six 
trainees made this error, on the spot cor~ections were 
~ade to the exercises, and the training manual (Appendix 
V) reflects these revisions. 
The fact that adjustments nf this nature should be 
made before conducting any flltnre training proqrarns 
demonstrates the importance of the evaluation step. 
One of the reasons for evaluating the training 
program was to make a determination whether IQL was a 
suitable language for this class of user. Rased on the 
results of the training proqram, even thouqh IQL has some 
problems, it still proved heneftcial to these end•users 
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.-.............. 
in extending the usefulness of their inventorY systems. 
All of the trainees indicated that they felt that they 
had enough basic knowledge to hpqin using IQL and one 
trainee commented that knowledq~ of IQL would be of great 
.. ···-····,_..._ #'~~..,.._,.._.~ . ................ (....,._ ............. 4.. . 
5.1.13 Provide Continued support for: Trainees 
~s a result of this tmol~mentation, it became clear 
to the trainer that the sunport nrovtded for the trainees 
should not be passive. F.ven though the trainees were 
told to feel free to call if thev had any questions, the 
trainer was not contacted with anY questions or problems. 
It cannot be assumed that if the trainees do not call 
with questions, that the trainees have none. After 
~iving the trainees an opoortunity to experiment with the 
system and having had no response from them, the trainer 
contacted the trainees to see if they were having any 
problems. The trainees in the nperations Manaqer's 
department had written queries to augment the inventory 
system. In addition, the trainee with the least 
experience, who had commented on the evaluation sheet 
that she did not think. she would ever have a need to use 
IQL, had written a query to auqment a tape handling 
system that uses IQL as a basis tor reporting. 
When designing the tra1ninq program, a decision had 
been made as to Which comm~nds to include. There were a 
t04 
r..... ....... 
few commands that, should time nermlt, the trainer had 
intended to cover. Based on the results of the class, it 
was deemed inappropriate to cover them during the regular 
sessions. While visiting with the three members of the 
-
-·· •···· ...... ~-~---· . r'..:...--· . • .. 
... ~,--
Operations Manager's staf~, their questions suggested 
that knowledge of one of these commands would be helpful. 
The opportunity was thus qiven to explain this command 
and give them an insert to the P.nd•Users Guide describing 
it. Had the trainer meretv waited tor the trainees to 
call, she would never hav~ been aware of the difficultY 
the trainees were havinq. 
5.1.14 Determine Whether All· Tarqet Groups Have Been 
Trained 
If all groups have not been trained, theY need to be 
consider~d for training. Also, depending upon the number 
that need to be trained an~ the staff available to train 
them, development of publtcitv to attract a new potential 
trainee population could he done concurrently. 
Orlg1nal1y this step In the methodology stated that 
when all groups had been trained, the developer should 
return to Step #7 to determine new target groups. After 
due consideration, it was decl~ed that it would be better 
instead to return at this point to the beqlnninq of the 
methodology. Some of the heqinntng steps of the 
~ethodology may not need to be repeated but they should 
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at least be considered. For e~ample, new data bases may 
have been installed or new products acquired for which a 
method of presentation wo11ld h~ve to be determined. If 
all has remained static in the organization in this 
. ,.. ······· .. . ... " ... -. ~·· .~ .. 
respect, these steps would in etf.ect be completed, but 
the developers of the tratnina oroqram would then be 
certain that their inform~tion w~s current. 
Since the author planned on making only one 
implementation, this step siqna}pd the end of the 
methodology. At the comPletion of the training program, 
one trainee indicated that he knew of another user who 
would have benefited from the traininq proqram. 
satisfied users can provide the best means of publicitY 
and this resource shoUl~ not be overlooked when 
publicizing the training oroaram. 
5.1.15 Summary 
The results of the 1molementat1on suqqested that the 
methodology is complete; additional steps are not 
required and none of the current steps are superfluous. 
A question did arise with the ordering of some of the 
steps: but, as a whole, the methodoloqy provided a sound 
preparation for the conduct of the training program. 
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5.2 Further Research 
The IQL imPlementatinn provided an initial test of 
the methodology. As indicate~, Rome points were 
substantiated based on thP results of the implementation. 
Additional controlled exPeriments could be run examining 
each step of the methodoloov. soecific examples follow 
~hich would be appropriate f.or ~articular stePs. 
5.2.1 Assess Potential Trainee PoPUlation 
Different means of publicizing a training program 
could be developed. For example, questionnaires could be 
devised that would awaken the interest of non•technical 
personnel and, at the same time, convey the most amount 
of information to the train1nq orogram develoPer about 
the prospective trainees. More 1nvestiqat1on would be 
necessary before attemptincr to select the most effective 
means of publicizing a tr~inlnq orogram. 
5.2.2 Identify Products for Training 
Additional research could helP to determine and 
classifY which query langnaqes are appropriate for 
different classes of users. This research effort would 
be dynamic because products of this nature are constantly 
being introduced or improved. 
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5,2,3 Develop Beale Method for Presenting Each Product 
Different methods an~ aids could be researched that 
could be employed to aid the non-technical user in 
understanding how a auery tanauaqe works. 
One trainee commente~ on the evaluation form that it 
would have been helpful to sPe more examples of each 
command. This request would he much easier to accomplish 
through the use Of an "Advent" screen type facility (4.9) 
than by increasing the numher of examples written on the 
blackboard or bY preparina additional transparencies. An 
additional implementation uslnq an "Advent" screen type 
facility coulrl determine tts usefulness as an additional 
visual aid. 
5.2.4 Select ahd Educate Trainers 
Since the non-technical person is emerging as a 
computer user, research would be useful as to what 
characteristics those who are t~ train these individuals 
should possess. Characteristics ~ere suqqested in 3.10 
out further research could he done in def1n1nq these 
characteristics. 
5.2.5 Compile End•Users Manual, Where APPlicable 
Development of approoriate orocedures for compiling 
end•user manuals would be helPful. These manuals should 
express as simply as posslhle, without insulting the 
tOR 
intelligence of the reader, th~ fmportant features of the 
language. AnalYses could he ma~e ~f different end•user 
manuals in order to determine Wh.ch manuals are most 
effective. 
5.2.6 Evaluate TralninCJ Program 
Additional research could also be done to develop 
procedures for evaluating training programs. The 
evaluation form used in th~ TOL implementation could be 
refined to provide better tnsiqhts into the strengths and 
weaknesses of the trainincr prooram. 
5.2.7 Provide C~ntinued Su~port for Trainees 
"Information Centers" have been installed in 
numerous organizations as a means of providing continued 
support for end-users. Thfs is a relatively new concept 
and could be the focus of f•JrtheT' research. 
5.2.8 Determine Whether All Target Groups Have Been 
Trained 
~ethods of publicizlna a training proqram by 
incorporating the comments of Previous satisfied trainees 
could be researched. One oossibil!ty would be to publish 
a newsletter where end•users describe the increased 
productively that they have achieved from using a query 
language. 
5.2.9 summary 
Much work lies to be none in the are ot training 
non-technical users to !ntPr~ct with a computer. Their 
involvement with computers is ~ef.initely becoming more 
predominant. This methodoloov h~s provided a beginning. 
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APPENDIX I 
PHO.TO SESSION EVALUATION 
The PHOTO sessions of. the on•line exercises 
performed by the trainees r!ur!nq the tra.tn~q p_TQt;Jra_.., __ ,..M_...., •. --···· 
.• ~ ------· -- ~--a.\-r ·• 
served as a tool in evalu~tinq the training program and 
subsequently the methodoloqv from WhiCh the training 
program was developed. 
Prior to conducting the trafninq sessions, it was 
deemed appropriate to develop a scoring method to be used 
in evaluating the PHOTO s~ssions. Specific areas 
determined worthy of evaluation included: 
1~1 On•line E~ere1ses 
Initial exercise sessions lead the trainees step by 
step through an exercise. Later sessions require that 
tney develop their own procerlures. The PHOTO sessions 
will illustrate the steps the trainees took to generate a 
query. They may indicate that certain exercises were too 
difficult or were poorly worded causing the trainees to 
have difficulty understandlnq th~m. 
1~2 Response to Errors 
The PHOTO sessions wtJl also show how the trainees 
responded to errors, i.e. whether theY made use of the 
on•line HELP facilities and whether they were able to 
understand the system generated error messages. 
1?.0 
1~3 C~urse C~ntent 
The PHOTO sessions wj11 qiv~ an indication as to 
whether the amount of information that the trainees could 
aosorb was either overestimated nr underestimated • 
............... -.... .-~--~---- ·"ldl -- ;. $c • ··--.. . ... ·-·--·-··- .....,.. ____ _ ..-.............. ----· ~ .. 
Judgments had to be made tn deslan1ng the training 
program as to which comman~s should be covered, the 
number of commands to teach in a particular session and 
how to the group the comm~nds being taught. How well the 
trainees were able to como1ete the exercises should 
indicate whether these judoments were accurate. 
1~4 Value of Template as Tra1ninq Aid 
An IQL template •tQLs~~PtE• was introduced during 
instruction as a training ald. The PHOTO sessions will 
show whether the trainees made use of this aid and the 
~anner in which they used ft. 
I.s Human·C~mQuter Interaction 
T~e PHOTO sessions Should also give an indication of 
how well the trainees were able to interact with the 
system and IQL. This should reveal whether enouqh 
attention was given durino training to the 
characteristics of the user as d~Veloped in Chapter 3. 
1?.1 
.. .,. .. ___ ............... . 
I~6 Error Cla•s1fieat1on and Quaht1~ieat1on 
The errors that the trainees made while performing 
the on•line exercises can he classifed and quantified as 
follOiriSe 
- pu•·--···~······•······ 
••• itac'fi ... quest~~;;~;1;·res ;;yelopment of a query 
could be evaluated for correctness. Points could be 
assigned to these exercises as follows: 
3 completely correct 
2 syntactic errors i.e. spelling 
1 minor logic errors such as mismatch of 
item-name and dictionary 
o severe logic error 
These points could be tahutated across all 
exercises, for individual e~ercises, for indiVidual 
questions within exercises, ~nrl for 1nd1V1dual trainees. 
~ predetermined weight coul~ he assigned to each 
question. 
I·. 7 summary 
...... 
These sessions must he evalttated in conjunction with 
the number and types of questions asked during the 
on-line exercises in order to ascertain the strengths and 
weaknesses of the trainlnq oroqram. 
Considering the wealth of information available 
through these PHOTO sessions, it becomes difficult to 
t 22 
oU •• .,_ ..... 
decide on Which issues to focus. This Pilot 
implementation of the methodoloov may make these issues 
clearer. It would be the ob1ect~ve of future tests to 
single out particular issues and quantify them. A 
···-·· .•.. - ·-· .. ·~-·· ·· II IF *' ~- · · 0 • .... .... ,~._... .. - ..... __ ..... 
multitude of experimental tests could be run varying the 
elements of the training oroor~m as well as the class 
composition. 
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APPENDIX II 
TABLE OF CURRENTLY AVAILABLE PRODUCTS 
••.•. , • ..-·~·- •• ·- .. ll' pn _. ..... ~*"'-"....., ..... -·. ..... ··-··--····· 
L~g~nd of· C~lumn Headinos~ 
1 - Query Language 
2 • Report G~nerator 
3 - Graphics Generator 
4 • Application Generator 
5 • High-Level Programminq 
6 • On•Line? 
7 • Sultabl~ for End•Users? 
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1-' 
IV 
U1 
Product 1 2 1/enctor 
Hachlne 
Type 6 1 Data Rase 
--------------------------------~------------------~--------------~-------------1\ () Ar-1 Y. ~an F'rancisco Own 
lntellloent t-lachine 
'-1-:ichlne Corn. 
AD'HNS/11 X X y 1\DMI"JS CorP. POP/11 X X Its own files 
A;)P~C 1\r:lpac CornputP.r IBr-1 
Lanquaqes Corp. 
ADRS X X TiW 370 X X DL/l 
( APL•b<lserJ) 
1\PG X X r.o.s.s. DF.C X Its own files 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1\PL '( Vlrlous Various X X 
1\PL•()I X TB:VI 370 X X DL/I;I~S 
API,•PLIJS X X X ~l'SC Various X X 
ADF y TB;.-t 370/0S X F'or I~S 
APPlications 
ASI INQUIRY X X 1\PP Software 370 X Queries IHS 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1\SI•Sl' 1\pplicatlons IBM 
Software Inc. 
ASRF:S X X ITnlv. of r.eorg!a 360 X Its own files 
BASIS X X R.=:~te lle Various X X Its own files 
CAF'S X T c r~ Series 2900 X X Its own Info. 
Retr. System 
CnAOL Pro,na•n ~lack/Prime Prime 
Generator 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1-' 
tv 
~ 
Product 1 3 5 VP.ndor 
1>1ach 1 ne 
'T'ype 6 7 Data Rase 
-------------~------~------------------------~---~----~--------------~--------C"JMPOSE•II r.o.r1pusource nata 
General 
CONTE:XT C-705 X X ('')NTEXT System 370 X Its own files 
::s4 X v natabaskonsult DF:C/If\M 1\ssociativ~ 
Sweden records 
01\TA 1\"'Af..,YZE:R X X X oro:::t.Products 370 X X Its own files 
DAfATRIE:VE:•ll X X X nE:C PDP/11 X DEC's files 
and data base 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
D'-15 X ')( TRM 370 X DL/I CICS and 
its files 
D'•IS X '\( T R'-1 RtOO X Its o~~tn files 
DlHr~cr X Rancohio Honeywell Its own files 
Display Info. X X T B:.ll S/3~ X For S/38 DR 
F.::tclUties 
D. IJ. A.. X X ~. '•1. I. I.~td. Various X X Its own files 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
DRS•ll X X ~vnoco {Jtd. DEC X Its own files 
E:ASfTRIE:VE X X ".( Prlnsoohic Various X X IMS, TOTAL, 
ADABAS 
EQUS X X T B~·l S/J,.S/32 X Its own files 
f.XTRA::ro X X notipro Ltd. 370 X Its own files 
F'LF'XTR ACT X r;o.=!Ullmer Various X Its own files 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
~ 
N 
-.....1 
Product 1 2 3 1 Venrlor 
t-1achlne 
Type 6 7 Data Base 
~--~--~------------~---------~~----~-~-----~---~-~----------------------------fOCUS X X X ":( X Tnfo. Builders 370 X X Its own files 
Gen. Tnfo. X X X TAM 37n X X Its own DA 
systems 
GDli\S YS r.eneration 18~1 
Sciences 
GIS X X T Br·1 Various X DL/J;IMS 
HI\RVEST X X T.D.S.A. DEC/If~M X Its own files 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
I o \1 379() X X IB'-1 370 X Its own files 
IB'.! BRI\DS X X '( X TBM 5110/20 X X Its own files 
TCJ:;S X !Jnivac Univac X Its own files 
I n~:A X nata Gener.:3l Data X Its o~tn files 
General 
I D~:AL X X '( X liDR 370 X X DATACO~ 
relational DB 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
liS D~TA X X Tnt. lnf. Sys. DEC X Its o~n files 
[,:Jt;Gf.R 
f'-lDOC X v..A.r.. 370 X Its own files 
f\'lS PAST~Hl X X TA'1 370 X IMS 
I tH'IJR l.f AT X X ".R.P. NOVA X X Its own files 
IN?OUIRY X X Tnformat1cs 370 X IMS and 
own files 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Product 1 3 Vendor 
Machine 
Type 6 7 Data Base 
-~-------------~------------------------------------~---------------------~-----I'lSCI 
I\ISYTE 
I'HELLE:T 
I? 
IRS 
X X 
X X 
X 
X X 
X X 
Tnformation 
Science 
Relflote Comp. 
11rtif1cial 
Intelliqence 
'4an. r.rouo 
Various X 
Hurrouqhs X X 
Various X X 
'370 X 
Its own files 
Its own files 
IDS,IMS, 
TOTAL 
Its own files 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
1-' {Sd./ni\S 
N 
co JPf,D IS 
LTRS 
"\ANI' IS 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X 'l 
X X 
TSA CorP. 
!Tniv. of Georqia 
llniv. of r.eorq.l~ 
r T :-Jco~1 
!Tnivac 
370 
llniV"'C 
370 
Var iotJs 
ltOO 
X 
X 
X X 
X 
X X 
Its own files 
Its own files 
Its own files 
TnTAL,DL/I 
and files 
Its own files 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
~~ ~RK IV 
'1AXHWS 
'10:!S IT 
'-'I~RDDI"\TA 
k F: !I L I T '{ 
"'1RS 
X X 
X 
X X 
X 
X 
Tnformatics 
v?tximus 
Ronevwell 
'41crodata 
Tntooac 
Various X X 
Data Gen. 
& Ecl1nse 
60/66 X 
Reality X 
370 X 
nr~1 I 
Its own files 
Its own files 
Its own tiles 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Machine 
Product 1 2 3 t1. 
"' 
Vendor Type 6 7 Data Base 
--------------------------------------~-~--------~-~--~~~-~-~----------------NCR T1T~L 1:; rJ X X ~TC R ~CR X X TOTAIJ 
'W'1AD X X X ')(' M3t. css NCSS X X Its own 
relational DA 
OAOS X X y C'll lltname Various X X !OMS 
,JtJ•LINE X rullinane 370 X X TD._,S and its 
~~·JGL ISH own f 11 es 
ORI\C fJE X X nlstrlbution PDP/11 X X Its own file 
'lan. Systems 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
~ PRO X A liS i ness f.T)P Rurrouqhs X Its own files 
N Services 1.0 
(ll_, S£ARCH X ()[, Svs terns 370 X X Its own files 
QtH:HY•BY• X T Rr·~ 370/4300 X X Its own 
~:X A r.~ P [, E: relational [)8 
QIJE:R y 5/3 X X T~"'l S/3 S/3 files 
.)..JICK Q!JF.:RY X X r1\C1 Various X X Its own files 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Ri\'HS II X X X Yathemat!ca 370 X Its own DR 
Rf:::At,r. X X n.:~ta Man. 370 Its own files 
RF.QIJF: S T X X ~Y. 1\lltomation Various X Its own files 
RJ'30T X l\rt1t1cial IBM, 
Intelliqence Honeywell 
RPG II X T~M Various X Conventional 
files 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
,..... 
w 
0 
Product 1 2 3 Venrlor 
"'1achine 
Tyre 7 Data Base 
~--~-~---------------------~--------------~---~--~------------~--~--------------RPG III X X T 8~1 S/38 X For S/38 
files and DB 
S/34 )( X "( r B \f S/34 X Uses S/34 
lJT!l, [ T rr:s files 
S/38 [) R ~-1 S X TB'vl S/38 X For S/38 DB 
S IJ/ 1 v y 1'horne 370 X Defines its 
own files 
s ;Jt, X X T B '•4 370 X X Its own 
relational OR 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• STAIRS X TR.-1 Various X X Its own 
information 
S'iS/38 i,?uery X X r w~. S/38 X X Its own DA 
T•ASK X X rincorn 370 X X TOTAL 
r:::s117oo X X ned. Systems Burroughs X X Its own tiles 
UCC/FCS X X n.c.c. rorn. Various Its own fils 
IJSF:R/11 X X X v: ~Jorthcounty PDP/11 X X Uses tts 
own DR 
IJ'JR K TF.:'J H.::\tlonal IP.M 
Computlntl Tnrl • 
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APPENDIX III 
IMPLEMENTATION OF PRESCRI~TIVE METHODOLOGY 
This appendix descrihes a step by step annotated 
implementation of the prooosed methodology which later 
·-p-r-ovided a ba5'1Pi~~~val~~~ttnq thedm:ftlodo1~~~ Tt;;-i£·:--··...,....···-···m 
III.1 Assess Potential Trainee PoPUlation 
The prospective target: arnno, identified as 
potentially benefitting from training in a query language 
was determined to be the teh!qh fJnlversity Computing 
:enter (LUCC) Operations ~RnRaer•s administrative staff. 
They were already using an inventory application which 
uses IQL as a basis for much nf fts reportinq. 
III.2 Become.Fa~1liar with Ava11abl~ Data Bases 
The data base availahle to the trainee population 
was the afore~entioned inventorv data base. The author, 
who was to be the trainer, ~es1crned and implemented this 
inventory system, and was thoronahly knowledgeable of it. 
111.3 Identify Products for Training 
The product to be use~ in the training oroqram was 
IQL since the purpose of trainina these particular users 
was to enhance the usefulness and flexibility of an 
already installed system. 
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I·II·. 4 Select a·nd Educate Trainers 
The author was selected as the trainer and since the 
author was the inventory svstem designer, the basic 
trainer education was alreadv eompleted. Nevertheless, 
Jilllllll''." ..... ~ .. •·•·· :, . ... ......... . ·.a--····· .. 
the trainer fvun.Sft f'e'£resher on the capabilities of IOL, 
prior to beginning the traininq program, was most 
helpful. 
III.S Develop aa•ic Method ~or Presenting Each Product 
In order to use IQL, an end-user must first be 
familiar with the basic features of the DEC 20 TOPS•20 
command language. A separate training program was 
developed to aecommodate those trainees who were not 
familiar with the command lanquaoe. This training 
program (Appendix IV) contains an outline of the course, 
copies of selected slides used during the training, the 
on-line exercises, and an Alohahetic summary of all 
commands taught in the course. This program was 
developed to take one half-~av of instruction. Its 
purpose was to get the trainees acquainted with the 
computer and the command lanquaqe. A subset of commands 
was chosen that would allow the user to meaningfully 
interact with the system. 
Trainees who have familiarity with the command 
language can skiP the TOPS-20 training program and begin 
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with the IQL training proaram. The IQL training program 
(AppendiK V) contains the session outlines, copies of 
selected slides to be used durtna the course, and the 
on•line exercises. Appen~t~es to the 
............... 
alphabetic summarv of commands, ~ data dictionary 
inventorv data base which was used as a basis for the 
on-line exercises, and a aloss~rv of terms used in the 
training program. Its puroose was to provide a reference 
for the end-users during the training program. A review 
of the command language was tncl11ded at the beginning of 
this program. The IQL trainlna orogram was divided into 
two half•dav sessions. It was t.elt that this would qive 
the trainees an opportunitv to a~sorb what was taught the 
tirst ctav and experiment w;_th tor. before learning more 
complex commands. 
The template approach (3.4.1) was deemed appropriate 
for IQL training, because the use of a template reduces 
the amount of syntactic inf.ormation that the trainee must 
commit to memory. Instea~, the trainees are able to 
reference the template querv "lOLS~MPLE" whenever they 
want to write a query and modif.v it to suit their present 
query needs. 
At this time, along with developing the training 
manuals, an evaluation form (Appendix VI) was also 
developed to be used in the evaluation of the training 
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program. Since people generallY balk at filling out 
evaluation forms, this form was structured so that a 
minimal amount of response was required of the trainees 
but opportunity was given for elaboration on any point. 
The evaluation form served a twofold purpose. 
Initially, it was used to P.Valuate the training program 
per se. Certain pre-judgments had been made by the 
trainer in designing the trainlnq program; such as the 
number of commands to be tauqht in a particular session, 
when to have on-line exeretses, etc. Results of these 
evaluations would indicate ~hetner these judgments were 
accurate or should be revised. 
The PHOTO se~sions, couoled with the insights gained 
from the types of questions asked, and the evaluation 
forms completed by the trainees orov1ded a good basis for 
evaluating the training Proqram itself and the 
methodology used to develop the training program. 
In analyzing the training program itself, the author 
was interested in determintnq whether IQL itself was 
user•friendly enough to be used bY the casual user. The 
trainer was also concerned with determining whether the 
structure of the course was balanced correctlY with 
respect to the number of commands taught in a session. 
The outline for the traininq proqram was based on the 
premise that, in the beginntnq, very few commands should 
tJ4 
, , I ' . . 
be introduced at one time, wheTP.AS later, the trainees 
should be able to see the similarities between some 
commands and be able to grasP more in one session. 
Last, but not least, training users in the IQl 
language may provide insiqhts into which characteristics, 
be they those pertaining to the language itself or those 
that distinguish this class nf user, are most crucial to 
training a non-technical user to use a query language. 
III.6 Compile End•Users Manual, wher~ APPlicable 
Since only a subset of TOL ~eatures were being 
presented to the trainees, it w~s felt that it would be 
advisable to compile an end-users manual including just 
these commands. DEC's "Inter~ctive Query 1anguaqe User's 
Guide" was used as a basis for this manual providing 
continuity should the user later want to explore the more 
complex features of IQL an~ refer to the complete User's 
Guide. This end-user's m~nual (Appendix VII) was used in 
conjunction with the traininq Program. 
111.7 Identify Target Group to be Trained 
Since it was beyond the scope of this thesis to make 
this training program available to the entire Lehigh 
University user community, the target group for training 
was in effect pre-identified. 
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111,8 Determine Class Partietpants 
The LUCC Operations Manaoer was consulted to see if 
any individuals outside her imm~~iate staff would benefit 
from being able to ad-hoc ~u~rv an inventory data base. 
Her suggestions were followed and the class participants 
were determined. Appendix VTII contains a profile of the 
training program participants. 
III.9 Schedul~ Class at Trainees• C~nvenience 
After consulting with all the class participants, 
the training program was ~cheduled for three morning 
sessions. Only two train~es were scheduled for the 
TDPS•20 Command Language tralninq pr~gram. 
111~10 Plah Tra1n1nq Exercises around Traineesi 
Bee kqr ounds 
The majority of the tralneP.s were interested in 
learning IQL, either to supplant an existing inventory 
system or as an aid in dev~loPina a similar inventory 
system. OnlY one trainee lacked experience with 
inventory systems and her ourpose in taking the training 
was to learn about query lanquaaes to broaden her 
professional skills. 
The training exercises were, therefore, developed 
around the existing inventorv data base. A training data 
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oase was created which forme~ a subset of the actual 
Inventory data base. It w~s th~refore familiar to the 
trainees but of a more manaaeahle size for performing the 
on•llne exercises. 
These exercises, annotate~ to explain the purpose of 
each, along with the expected output are included as 
~ppendlx IX. The expecte~ output was used as a basis for 
scoring the PHOTO session outout automaticallY generated 
when the trainees performe~ the on•line exercises. The 
number of errors made before aetting the exercises 
correct served as an indication of how well the trainees 
were absorbing the tralnina material. 
111.11 C~nduct Traintno Program 
The training program was conducted in a classroom 
which had terminal facilities in an adjacent room. These 
facilities were chosen because they provided a well lit 
room with a blackboard and facility tor use of an 
overhead projector. Havina the terminals in an adjacent 
room made it convenient to perform the on-line exercises 
and afforded each trainee the oooortunity to work at a 
terminal individually. 
The sessions were hel~ verv much in accordance with 
the developed training proqram. Each trainee was 
provided with a notebook containing the trainlnq program 
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manual as well as an End•llser's Guide. They were free to 
write in these manuals as they w~re theirs to keep. 
It was originallY inten~e~ that each trainee would 
work at his own terminal, hut ~ue to a malfunction of one 
terminal, one trainee (the Operations Manager> worked as 
a partner alternately with the two members of her staff. 
rnis provided the opportunitY tn query the trainees as to 
their preference of workina alone or with a partner. 
Transparencies were m~~e of many of the slides 
depicted in the training manual. Examples of the 
commands were demonstrate~ bV ustng the blackboard as a 
visual aid. 
I-II.12 Evaluate Trainlnq Proqram 
The trainees were asked to fill out an evaluation 
form {Appendix VI) at the en~ o~ the IQL training 
program. These evaluation forms, along with the PHOTO 
output were the basis for the Pvaluation of the 
methodology and are discusse~ in Chapter 5. 
I-II .13 Prov·ide Continued support for Trainees 
The background of the tr~jnees was diverse. Since 
the author's affiliation with the university was a 
temporary one, having more experienced people in this 
training program would insure that there would be some 
13R 
on-site continued support for the non-technical trainees. 
If these more experienced users saw the benefits of the 
query facility and began usinq 1t to develop systems, 
resident experts would emerqP, thUS providing continued 
support after the author·tra!neP had left the university. 
In the interim, the trainees were assured that they 
should not hesitate to call if they had any problems or 
questions concerning their use of IQL. 
IJI.t4 Determine Whether All Target Groups Have Been 
Trained 
Since it was the intention of the author to only 
conduct one training program, all target groups had 
therefore been trained. 
III.15 summary 
This completed the imolementatlon of the 
methodology. The evaluation itsplf is discussed in 
:hapter s. 
APPENDIX IV 
TOPS•20 TRAINING PRO.GRAM 
140 
TOPS•20 COMMAND LANGUAGE 
TRAINING PROGRAM 
141 
This training program is modeled after the traininq 
program developed by National css, Inc. for introducing 
new users to the National css computer system [NCSS 791. 
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I 
~ 
COMPUTER SYSTEM HAS FACILITIES FOR& 
ENTERING INFORMATION INTO SYSTEM 
STORING INFORMATION 
PROCESSING INFORMATION 
DISPLAYING RESULTS OF PROCESSING 
146 
ENTER 
I~ FORMATION 
• INPUT 
PROCESS 
t47 
GET RESULTS 
• OUTPUT 
STORAGE 
CARD 
READER 
--
/ 
/ 
/ 
INPUT 
CPU 
t4R 
STORAGE 
OUTPUT 
--
PRINTER 
DISK 
\ 
\ 
8 
CARD 
PUNCH 
PROCEDURE FOR ~CCESSING THE SYSTEMI 
1. Turn on power for terminal ahd coupler. 
2. Be sure LOCAL/REMOTE switch on your terminal 
is ln RgMOTE position. 
3. Be sure DUPLEX switch is on rutL. 
4. Dial: 4020 on the telephone. 
s. When you hear· a hiqh-~itched· tone, Place 
receiver in coupler. ~n indicator on coupler 
11;hts up to verifY that you t~lephone eall 
wa$ successfullY com~leted. 
6. Hit the RETURN key. 
1. In response to 
LEHIGH UNIVERSITY, TOPS•20 Monitor 
Type LOGIN userid 
a. The system· will prompt you for· ~he password. 
Enter pa$sword, which for security purposes, 
wil'l· not be visible on screen. 
9. The system responds wlth 
~ This symbol indicates that you are in the 
TOPS•20 operating system environment. 
10. When your work is completed, you notify the 
syste~ that you have ~inished bY typing 
11. Hang up the telephone and turn off the power 
for both your terminal and the coupler. 
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DEL OR RUBOUT 
CTRL U 
CTRL C 
CTRL H 
150 
? 
$ 
HELP 
151 
TOPS•20 Environment 
~ 
Edit Env·ironment 
* 
Input Environment 
tile File not found, creatinq new 
0100 
$ 
152 
EDI·T f1lena·me.f1letype 
1. 53 
p. 
P" 
Pn:m 
$' 
line feed 
PRINT COMMANDS 
Prints current line 
Prints first line 
Prints last line 
Prints beqinninq line t to endinq line t 
Prints Previous line Cpressinq the 
'Escape• keY) 
Prints neit line Cpr•ssinq the jLineieed' k:ey) 
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ON•LINE EXERCISE 1 
Creat!n~ a new file 
1. Loq in, and when you are connected to the 
system, create a new file called DEPT.DAT. 
Include the followino items in this file: 
JOHNS JOSEPH 
WILLI ~~tS SUSAN 
MICH~ELS JAMES 
WILSON ANDREW 
DAVIS MATTHEW 
ROGERS DENNIS 
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING 59 
MECHA~ICAL F.NGI~EERING 20 
MATHEMATICS 35 
ENGLISH 19 
PHYSTCS 21 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 15 
2. After the last line of input, return to the 
Edit environment. verifY bY printing all the 
lines. 
3. Store the file OEPT.nAT on your disk without 
line nu;nbers. 
4. Logout. 
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____, i 
LO.GIN 
• LOGOUT I 
TOPS•20 Environment 
~ Edit 
r .-c:..,,,. """-·-·~-- .-:~~ .......... _ .. 
....... 
.. 
Edit e:·nvironment e 
* 
print eu 
eq 
Input Environment 
File not found, creating new fll e 
0100 
$ 
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. ............----·--·----.---
............ """_." _____ ---·-- ............ ····--
EDIT COMM~NDS 
d delete dn:m 
1 insert in,inerement; 
in!number of lines 
r replaee rn,lnerement 
f find tstr1nq$ 
s substitute soldstrlnq~newstringSn~m 
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ON•LINE EXERCISE 2 
Correcting and Modifving the File 
t. Bring the DEPT.DAT file into the editor. 
·--~--·-- ·· ·-· .,~: .. -ror-~cttc"eT;··P~i-o~~-;;;;i7 1n a 
3. 
4. 
file: 
a. Print the first line of the file. 
b. Print lines 200:300 
c. Print the last line of the file. 
d. Print line 500 
e. Print the previous Une. 
f. Print the next line. 
g. Print the current Hne. 
If '{OU have any tYPina errors to correct, make 
the desired changes. 
Make the following revisions to the file: 
a. Change susan t-Jllllam's department to 
CHEMISTRY. 
b. Replace the line for J~MES MlCH~EL'S 
with the follow1na: 
S"4ITH D~VID 
c. Change the spe\l!nq of DENNIS ROGER'S 
first name to nENTS. 
d. Delete line Joo. 
e. Insert the fottowinq line as the first 
line in your file: 
GOLD DAVID COMPUTER SCIENCE 
61 
58 
f. Print from the beq1nninq of the file to 
1"1ne 400. 
g. Change all butldlnqs numbered 58 to 38. 
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h. Add the followinq lines immediately 
after the line for ~tTSAN WILLIAMS: 
STONE MARY HTSTnRY 
RERNHARD CLAR~ FR~~CH 
5. Verify all revisions hV nrinting the entire 
file. 
35 
22 
6. Store the file and leave the Edit environment. 
1. Logout. 
p;q 
-· 
--, t LOGI :-J r--lr--------------------+---, 
" LOGOUT I 
....... 
TOPS-20 Environment 
~ E1it 
.. -- ... .... I ....,....._.....~---- ·-· 
E:di~ Environment 
* print insert find 
delete replace substitute 
Input Environment 
e 
eu 
eq 
File not fonnd, creating new £1 1 e 
0100 
$ 
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·• .... 
TOPS•20 COM~ANOS 
PRINT f1lena•e.f1letype/opttons 
, , ciWY o~~&a\•r91"'!.e..9~~-t.~I~tv.ar l''f11et:"~'~~n.ew:t.tJ,.t.yP.G ··41(41(••••--•••""'..-~·--­
RENAME oldftlename.oldiilety~e newf1lename.newf1letype 
DELETE f1lena•e.~1lety~e 
UNDELETE ftlename.f1lety~e 
EXPUNGE 
DIRECTORY 
INFORMATION DISK 
INFORMATION OUTPUT 
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ON•LINE EXERCISg 3 
Manaqinq F'i.tes 
1. Log in, and when you are connected to ~he 
syst?Pf ... create a new tile F'fJ~ .•. SEO conta1n.1.ng 
the ollowing information: 
005 WHITAKER LABOR~TORY 
006 MOOD BUILDING 
007 SINCLAIR LABORATORY 
014 CHRISTMAS•SAUCn~ HALL 
019 P~CKARO LABDRATnRY 
2. List all the files tn your directory. 
3. List the contents of RLDG.5EQ on your terminal 
screen. 
4. Change the name of nF.PT.OAT to DEPT.LOG. 
s. Print the file DEPT.LOG on the printer. 
6. Check to see if it is printing or if it is 
waiting to be printeo. 
7. ~1ake a dupl'icate file of Rt.DG.SEQ and call it 
BLDG2.SEQ. 
s. Delete BLDG.SEQ from vour oirectory. 
9. OOPS, I told you to ~e\ete the wrong file: get 
it back and delete RLDG2.SF.Q instead. 
10. List the files that ar~ now in your directory. 
11. See how much space vou have left in your 
directory. 
12. Free up the space for files you have deleted. 
13. Check again to see how much space you have 
left. 
14. Logout. 
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LOGIN 
ATTACH ~ 
TOPS•20 
~ Edit 
Type 
Pr1nt 
Environment 
c·opy Delete 
Rename U~delete 
Expunge 
Ecit Environment 
* print insert finn 
delete replace suhstitute 
Input F.nv1ronm~nt 
LOGOUT 
Dil'eetory 
Information 
e 
eu 
eq 
File not found, creating new £1 e 
0100 
$ 
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ENCLOSURE I 
SUMMARY OF COMMANDS 
.... , •. ,. 
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~-··· 
· ATTACH 
::o.PY 
. _...-.---·-
OE:LETE 
DIRECTORY 
EDIT 
EXPUNGE 
TOPS•20 COMM~NDS 
Reconnects system following certain 
system crAshes or When telephone 
connection !s interrupted. 
....E~~ate a i'liJ H;aJ:~ . w~-uU 
Delete file from directory. 
---·-u 
Lists files stored in directory. 
···~-·-··-
Transfers control to EDIT.environment to 
create or modify files. 
Frees up ~n~c~ held bY deleted files. 
INFORMATION DISK 
Determines amount of space left in 
directory. 
INFORMATION OUTPUT 
LOGIN 
LO.GOUT 
PRINT 
RENAME 
T¥PE 
UNDEt.ETE 
Det~rmines status of printer queue. 
Gains access to system. 
Ends access to system. 
Prints a f~le on the off•llne Printer. 
nptions: 
/DELETE - deletes file after printing 
/FORMS:nNtJlNE - prints on unlined paper 
Changes filenamp and/or filetype of file. 
Displays contents of file at terminal. 
Recovers a file that has been deleted but 
not expunrted. 
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d 
EDIT COMM~NDS 
Delete one or more lines from the file. 
dn:m 
f Pind the occurrence of a string of 
............... ...--· _ ... ~ch?. w,t..er-s...-w !~n t "'~ 'aillll 1 ---·-
foldstrinos 
,.......__. __ 
1 
• 
r 
p 
s 
eu 
e 
eq 
Insert one or more lines into a file. 
1 n,i 
1n1~ of lin~s to insert 
Move point~r to specified line • 
.n 
Replace one or more lines in the file by 
deleting ~nd !nsertinq one or more lines. 
rn:m,1 
Move pointer to sPecified line and Print 
it. 
pn:m 
Substitute a q!ven string o~ characters 
for another string within one or more 
lines in the file. 
soldstr1nqsnewstring$n:m 
Exit from P.~lt and save file unnumbered. 
Exit from P.d1t and save file with line 
numbers. 
~xit form P.dit and quit without saving 
changes. 
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SPECIAL CHARACTERS 
TOPS-20 operating system for the DEC•20 recognizes 
certain special characters as commands to perform certain 
_f ·~.t' "r-..1:! ~ .,.. .... - .• -'J:· .. -· ·-·-··--.. --.......... -·--·· .... . -~ 
.1.-p .......... -.... _ ............. 1_:.~-.,l.-'."'if~~ ...... - .... 'T-·~·-- ~·-··--· . ~ ....... - .... ··---.·: ..... -·---
-
:TRL/C 
:TRL/U 
DEL or RUBOUT 
CTRL/R 
:TRL/0 
:TRL/S 
:TRL/Q 
:TRL/T 
:TRL/H 
Suspend execution of program currently 
running. 
Delete the current line. 
Delete the last character entered. 
Redisplay current line being entered. 
Suppress ~isolaving output of currently 
executing oroqram. 
Stop displaving of output at terminal if 
in PAGE mo,e. 
C~ntinue ~lsolav1ng of output at terminal 
if in PAGF. mode. 
Display current status of the user. 
When an error is made in entering a 
command, rediSPlays command line up to 
erroneous field. 
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ENCLOSURE II 
GLOSSARY 
Terminal Comm~nicat tons -~_E!_v,ic~ use"d-~~_() __ col"::+fial 
B --·-·- ., ... ~r- -s ·--o1l'@fii!IJC I15ns "t<J lbft"(f and rece ve 
information from the computer. 
Coupler 
Login 
Environments 
Command 
Delimiter 
F'lle 
F'ilename 
F'iletype 
Record 
String 
Communications device that transmits 
signals from the terminal to the computer 
over telephone lines. 
Processing comPonent of comPuter. 
Procedures that establishes communication 
with the computer. 
Portion of computer that has control. 
Computer lAnQnaoe instruction to perform a 
task. 
Character ntaced before or after one or 
more charaet~rs in order to set them apart 
as a group, for example a slash (/). 
Collection of records or lines processed 
as a unit. 
Descr1pt1v~ name used as an identifier 
(limited to 6 chAraeters> 
DescriptiVP. name used as a second 
identifier (limited to 3 characters) 
One item or line of input. 
Series of one or more characters. 
Jff•line Device 
Dictionary 
Device that ls accessed interactively by 
the system as it is available. 
Table storert hV TOL that describes a data 
file or data base. 
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APPENDIX V 
IOL TRAINING PROGRAM 
a •. ...... •• 
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•'''c'•'• ..... 
IQL TRAINING PROGRAM 
170 
The concept of environments as depleted in this 
training program was adapted from National css, Inc. 
training program literaturP. fMCSS 791. 
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IQL SESSION OUTLINE • DAY 1 
1. Explanation and purpose of IOL. 
2. Review command languaqe. 
3. Review On-line HELP f~cllities. 
4. Relational database coneeots. 
"····-~-· Introdt).ce commands: 
a. IQL 
b. EXIT 
c. DICTIONARIES 
d. ITEMS 
6. on-line exercise l 
7. Introduce new commands: 
a. WRI1'E 
b. EDIT 
c. OPEN 
d. PRINT 
e. HEADING 
f. RUN 
B. on-line exercise 2 
9. Rev!eA~ 
10. Introduce new commands: 
a. If 
b. SORT 
c. STORE 
d. REPLACE 
e. DELETE 
f. QUERIES 
11. on-line exercise 3 
12. Review 
13. Introduce new commands: 
a. OPEN(more than on~ dictionary) 
b. fiND KEYn 
14. Dn•line exercise 4 
15. Rev!e.--
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QCjobS.Q~P 
QCjobE.LPT 
name.INQ 
QPQRYS.SEQ 
1Sl\MF"6.IOX 
ISAMF"7.IOX 
QPDICT.SEQ 
Previous querv area 
Print form~tte~ report 
l\nalyzed querv 
One or more non•analyzed queries 
Dummy file required by IQL 
Dummy file req111 red by IQL 
One or more ~1ctionarles 
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LO.GIN r--+1----------------+--f--. ~TTACH • LOGOUT 1 
TOPS•20 Environment 
I Edit C~py Delete 
Type Rename Undelete 
Prin.,....-----~·--- . e~qe-
Ec it Env·1ronment 
• print insert find 
delete replace substitute 
Directory 
Information 
-····-·· -~-----· ... . •... 
e 
eu 
eq 
Input Environment 
File not found, creat1nq new til~ 
0100 
$ 
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? 
$ 
HELP 
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BUILDING TAB·LE 
* 1-aldg•No B·l~Name I ......, 
VENDOR TABLE 
I / '-
/ I 
-", /, I 
-....... / 
EOUfPMeyT TAB·LE \I 
/ " 
* Equlp•NC)--/ "e:qu~p·BJidq•No 
~qu~·Model•No e:quip·R~om 
~qulp•Vendor•No Equlp·P~s 
Equlp•Serlal•No Equlp•Da1~e·Recvd tqu1p·C~t·No e:quJp•Pr11ce 
I ~~~~:::!:~~e ~~~1::~~{~~~~~:~ 
1
1 Equlp•Svc•End··~.p~te Equip•Op~i.ons 
I " I 
I ' t 
I I "·------~'--------------~ 
:CUSTOMER TAB•LE "'-., M~DEL TABLE 
17 " 
* {cust•No *'Mddel•No 
,cust•Name ~odel•Vendor•No 
1 Cust•F1rst•Name Model•Name 
1 Cust·L~St•Na~e Model•Desc lcust·B~dg•No Model•Curr•Maint•Rate 
CUst•Room Model•New•Maint•Rate 
cust•Dept 
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., ... 
IQL 
EXIT 
DICTIONARIES 
ITEMS 
t7R 
<QA>diction':lries 
Dictionaries in your dir~ctorv: 
Diet F'ile F'!le-1n Rec FHI< Kev KY KY RD CP RW 
~la:ne rvpe Name ntrect Len F'ac t,oc JJN TP PW pW PW 
----
...... 
---- ------ --- --- --- -- -- -- -- --
BUILD IlliG IS Dsk7 P,[,DG Tf"X 29 10 1 3 NU 
vr:~woR IS Dsk7 VF.NDmnnx 29 10 1 3 AU 
E Q IJI P 1.1 E: N r IS Dsk7 F.QUIP TOX 112 10 \ 15 AU 
CUSTO~F.R IS Dsk7 C!IST rnx 52 10 1 4 Nll 
:..10D~;L IS Dsk7 MIJDET, TOX 53 10 1 5 AS 
...... 
(End list of dlctionariF"sl 
-...J 
~0 
<~)~>items customer 
Diet file File-11"1 Rec Rll< Key KY KY HD CP RW 
"'::111 e rvpe Name n1rect t.en fac t.oc To~N 'l'P PW PW PW 
_.., __ 
-·-- ---- ------ ---
:: IJS TOI.1ER IS Dsk7 CUST Tnx 1)2 10 1 4 NU 
tte·n Top Rot tom tst # T s Printing scan 
ID ~Jame Title 1'1tl~ Char Char y c Picture GNNS PT 
·-------
---------- ----------
----- -----
.. 
-
----------------
---- --
~ 
OJ DD C U S T' • f I R S T • N 1\ t-4 f: 
0 F'TP~'l' ~~ l\ M ~ 5 10 A 0 
DO CUS T•!,T\S T•N IHH; 
T.l\ ~1' M ~l.•E 15 11) A 0 
OD *C rrs T•REC 1 52 A 0 
f),) C!JS T•RLOr.-~H1 
~l. [)l, "Tn 30 3 N 0 99Q 
f) f) CUST•NO CIJST N(') 1 4 N 0 Q999 
DD CUST•ADDR 
* 
1\1)!1PF.~R 10 7 A 0 xxx-xxxx 
DD CUST•RO:JM 
ROC'lr.( 1\1(') 33 4 J\ 0 xxxx 
DD CUST•OE:PT 
!"'t:'PI\P'T'~F.NT 37 15 A 0 
on ClJST•NA'.(E: 
* 
MJ\t..4F.; 5 25 A 0 
(E:nd list of items) 
ON•LINE EXERCISE 1 
1. F.nter the IQL environment. 
2. Find out what dictionaries are available to 
your directory. 
3. find out what data tt~ms ~re in the Building 
dictionary. 
4. Leave the IQL environment. 
s. Logout. 
LO.GIN 
ATTACH 
---, 
l 
TOPS•20 Environment 
~IOL 
IOL E wironment 
<QA> 
t 
LOGOUT I 
EXIT 
DICTIONARIES 
ITEMS 
1A2 
FOUR STEPS OF REPORT WRITING 
1. Write down the request for the report. 
2. Is the necessary data available? Find out in 
which dictionaries the data is' located. 
3. Sketch the physical layout of the report. 
4. Translate the English request into IOL 
statements [NCSS 781. 
tR3 
·IF ....... - - ·-·-···. ~-·- ....... .-..~--·----
IQL environment 
<QA> EDI·T 
Edit Level 
$ 
Input Level 
0100 
~ ' .............. -.~- ··---·--· --·- . ill_ ........ . 
WRirE 
EU 
194 
BASIC RE~bRT STATEMENTS 
OPEN 
PRINT 
HEADING 
IP' 
SORT 
tB5 
ON•LINE EXERCISE 2 
1. Enter the IQL environment. 
2. Create a query that will nrint the contents of 
the Building dictionarv. 
3. Generate this report usinq the RUN command. 
4. Find out what data ttems are in the Customer 
dictionary. 
s. Print tne names and departments of all 
customers. 
6. Leave the IQL environment. 
7. Print the reports lOt cr~~ted on the printer 
using the delete option. 
B. Logout. 
tR6 
r.,OGIN r------11----------------~t__., ATTACH • LOGOUT I 
TOPS-20 Environment 
@IQL 
IQL ~nvironment 
<OA> WRITE. 
EDIT 
RUN 
DICTIONARIES 
I't'F.MS 
Ed t ~nvironment 
* 
EU 
Input Environment 
0100 $ 
1A7 
• 
EXIT I 
**IOLSAMPLE 
HEADING " 
* 
" • (What title do vou want for this report?). 
O.PEN 
* 
---------· 
IF ----.--------
* 
(What tables are required to satisfy this 
request?>. 
(What selection criteria, if any?). 
SORT BY 
* 
-------· 
PRit-IT 
* 
(What sequence?). 
---------· (What data items ~o you want to see?). 
NAMING AND STORING A~ QUERY 
STORE 
RESTORE 
DELETE 
OUERIES 
189 
ON•LIN! EXERCISE 3 
1. Enter the IQL environment. 
2. Generate a listing of all customers in 
sequence by last name and then first name. 
Along with their names, Print their department 
and building number. 
3. ModifY this query so that it also prints the 
customer's room no. 
4. Run the modified qu~rv. 
5. Store this querY as ~ non-analyzed query 
called CUSTJ..~IST. 
6. Generate a query thRt will list the equipment 
number, customer numher, building number and 
Roo~ of all 'DEC' (Vendor•Mo of 'OEC') 
equiprtaent. 
1. Store this query as nECLis~. 
8. Change the CUSTLIST ~uerv so that it prints 
only the customers' first and last names. 
9. Make these revisions permRnent. 
10. List all the queries available to your 
directory. 
11. Delete the CIJSTLIST ~nerv. 
12. Leave the IQL environment. 
13. Delete the print files created durinq this 
session. 
14. Logout 
LD.GIN 
A TTr>.CH + 
TOPS-20 Environment 
~IQL 
IQL Environment 
<QA> WRITE STORE 
EDIT REPLACE 
RUN DELETE 
IHCTTONARIES 
ITF.MS 
QUERIES 
Ed t F.nviron~ent 
* EU 
Input F.nvironment 
0100 $ 
191 
LOGOUT I 
t 
EXIT I 
POOLING INFORMATION FROM DIFFERENT DICTIONARIES 
OPEN DICTIONARY! DICTIONARY2 DICTIONARY) 
FINO KEY2 • 
FINo· KEY3 = 
192 
ON•LINE EXERCISE 4 
1. ~fter logging into the svstem, enter the IQL 
environment. 
2. ModifY the DECLIST qu~rv to print the owner's 
name as well as his custom~r number. (This 
will require having two dictionaries OPF.N at 
one time). 
3. Replace the non•anatvz@d quer~ DECLIST with 
this mo11fied query. 
4. Run the modified querv without listing it. 
s. Create and store a auerv that will list all 
'TUC' equipment that is unrler maintenance 
contract (Equip•Service = 'M') giving the 
vendor number, model name serial no, customer 
nu~ber and customer name. Call this query 
TUCLIST. 
6. ModifY this query to he 1n sequence by the 
vendor number and dP.sr.ending model name. 
7. Make the change permanent. 
s. Run the query. 
9. Leave the IQL enviro~ment. 
10. Logout. 
LO.GIH .---:--t-+-----------------~--;t__, 
ATTACH • LOGOUT 1 
TOPS•20 Environment 
kliOL 
·····- ,.,_.., __ _ 
IOL nv·ironment 
<QA> WRI·TE' STORE DICTIONARIES 
EDt~ REPLACE ITEMS 
RUN DELETE QUERIES 
Edj t· environment 
* EU 
Input Environment· 
0100 $ 
\94 
t 
I 
EXIT 
IOL SESSION OUTLINE • DAY 2 
1. Review previous day•s comm~nds 
2. Introduce function commanrls: 
a. TALLY' 
b. TOTAL 
c. MAXIMUM 
d. MINIMUM 
e. AVERAGE 
f. SA.VE 
g. EXECUTE 
3. On•line exercise 
4. Review 
s. Introduce Formatt!nq commands: 
a. DATE 
b. HSPACE 
c. VSPACE: 
d. DISPLAY 
e. LMARGIN 
£. RI.IA.RGIN 
6. On•line exercise 
7. Rev'iew 
B. Evaluation 
19'5 
LO.GIN 
ATTACH 
-==::1 
~ 
TOPS•20 Environment 
IHOL 
IQL nvtronment 
<QA>~ WRITE. STORE DICTIONARIES 
EOI.T REPLACE ITEMS 
RUN DELETE QUERIES 
,. 
Ed t Environment 
* 
r EU 
j 
1 
Input Environment 
0100 $ 
• 
LOGOUT 
EXIT 
REPORT FUNCTIONS 
TALLY 
TOTAL 
MAXIMUM 
MINIMUM 
AVERAGE 
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DIFFERENCE BETWEEN RUN AND EXECUTE 
lOL. Environment 
<OA> RUN 
( 01'\.liY 1 f 
error in 
query) 
EXECUTE 
Analysts Level 
(Analyzes statements 
in nonanalyzed query) 
(automatic·) 
• Exeeution Level 
C~ollows statement 
'---+-.. ----1 analysis 1 passes l--
one or more data 
files to prepare 
reports) 
1 QR 
Cautomat1e) 
ON•LINE EXERCISE 1 
1. After gaining access to the system, enter the 
IQL env1ronment. 
2. List all the queries available to your 
d 1 r ector y • -·· .. · .._ · · 
3. rind out how many ·n~rot• nieces of equipment 
there are. 
4. What is the highest customer number that has 
been used? 
s. In order to save computer time, issue the 
command that will analvze the TUCLIST query. 
6. Generate the report nsinq the command that 
will use the analyzed querv. 
7. What is the total monthlY maintenance charge 
for LUCC owned equlri~ent (~qu!p•Cust•No = 1) 
that is under maintenance (Equip•Service = 
."f.)? 
B. Keep this query in the file of non-analyzed 
queries as LUCCRATE. 
9. How many pieces of equipment are there in the 
equipment table of each model type? 
10. Leave the IQL environment. 
11. List all the files In vour directory with a 
filetype of .INQ. 
12. Delete all unneeded ~r1nt files. 
13. Logout 
LO.GIN 
~TJ:ACH 
I 
• TDPS•20 Environment 
~IQL 
IQL Environment 
<Qfl.)lWRITF. STORF. lHCTTONARIES 
JTE~S 
OUF.RJES 
EDIT REPLArF: 
RUN DELETP. 
Ed t Environment 
* EU 
Input P.nv1ron~ent 
0100 $ 
200 
LOGOUT I 
SAVE 
EXECUTE 
EXIT 
LMARGIN 
RMARGIN 
FORMATTING STATEMENTS 
HSPACE 
VSPACE 
DATE 
DISPLAY 
?.0! 
ON•LINE EXERCISE 2 
1. After gaining access to the system, enter the 
IQL environment. 
2. ModifY the TUCLIST q11erv to create only the 
print file and not dtsplav on the terminal. 
3. Make this change permanent. 
4. Create a report called 'Vpndor Listing' that 
lists the number an~ name of all vendors. 
Double space this renort and leave 10 spaces 
between columns. Start the report in column 
s. 
s. Find the total maintenance rate for each 
customer. 
6. Leave the IQL envlr~nment. 
7. Logout. 
?.02 
LO.GIN 
J.TTJ.CH • 
TOPS•20 Environment 
t'IQL 
IQL Environment 
<QA> WRITE STORE DICTIONARIES 
EDIT REPLACE ITEMS 
RUN DELETE QUERIES 
Ed t Environment 
* •. EU 
Input ~nvironment: 
0100 $ 
?.03 
i 
LOGOUT I 
SAVE 
EXECUTE 
i 
EXIT I 
ENCLOSURE I. 
COMMANDS 
?.04 
AVERAGE 
DATE 
---- 04···~--··· ~ ......... ---·-··-----
DISPLAY 
F'IND KEY 
HEADHJG 
HSPACE 
IF' 
LMARGIN 
MAXI"iUM 
MINIMUM 
OPEN 
PRII'H 
RMARGIN 
SO.RT 
TALLY 
TOTAL 
IQL QUERY STATEMENTS 
Calculates the ~VRRAGE of a numeric item. 
Turns report ~~ting on or off or give a 
report a SPP-C1f1c date value to print in 
page headinas. 
Turns on or off an automatic terminal 
display of reoorts. 
Reads an IS~M file randomly based on 
either the valuP of a data item or one or 
more specific kev values. 
Provides text for title of report or turns 
automatic n~qe headings on or off. 
Sets the de~ault horizontal spacing 
increment between items when IQL sets up a 
print or disPlav line. 
Specifies a con~ition for IQL to test to 
determine whether the query statements 
that follow shout~ be performed.· 
Sets the left marain for printing reports. 
Calculates thP maximum value of a numeric 
item. 
Calculates the minimum value of a numeric 
item. 
Informs IQL which dictionaries to use in a 
query. 
Specifies a print line in a report. 
Sets the rlaht margin for Printing 
reports. 
Sorts pr!marv Input file on one or more 
keys. 
Counts the occurrences of an item. 
Calculates the total of a numeric item. 
?.05 
VSPACE Changes th~ verti~al sPacing of reports 
..... -... - ......... ____ •---- --· .. .oa:wa .... · --·--- · ......... _ ~•·--·--· .. ·---·-·---.. - ...... ·-·---··-··-··-·--· ••• -------
' 
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DELETE 
DlCTlONT\RIES 
-· .... 
EDIT 
·EXECUTE 
EXIT 
'I T.EMS 
qUERI_ES 
REPLACE 
RUN 
SAVE 
STORE 
WRITE 
IOL ASSISTANCE COMMANDS 
Removes stored nonanalyzed query(s) from 
the file of stor~~ queries. 
Provides a terminal displa!_._O~he_ .. w.~-·-· 
informatic....-for E-ACh dlctYona in the 
directory. 
Transfers control to the edit environment 
to change either the current query area or 
a stored nonanalvzed query. 
Generates a report from an analvzed query 
file that have been saved usinq the SAVE 
command. 
Returns control trom the IQL environment 
to the TOPS-20 ooerating system. 
Form~ts an~ disPlaYS the contents of a 
dictionary. 
Displays a list of all nonanalyzed queries 
stored by IOL 1n the file of stored 
queries. 
Deletes the named query from the file of 
stored queries and writes the contents.of 
the current ~uerv area into the file of 
stored querles. 
Processes a nonanalyzed query and 
generates a rePort. 
Analyzes and saves in an analyzed query 
file a stored nonanalyzed query. You can 
subsequently qenerate a report from an 
analyzed querv ftle with the EXECUTE 
command. 
Stores the current query area into the 
file of nonanalvzed queries. 
Allows you to beqin writing a new query in 
the current Query area. 
?.07 
• 4JIIIttt"'>· 
ATTACH' 
DELETE 
DIRECTORY 
EDIT 
EXPUNGE: 
TOPS•20 COMMANDS 
Reconnects svstem followinq certain system 
crashes or when telephone connection is 
interrupted. 
G..c·e·ate- a dnp l1c:ate 1111!1¥ .. 1·~·''11!F~-·-· ------
. ... -....... _._ .. ____ -.. 
Delete file from directory. 
klsts files stored in directory. 
Transfers control to EDIT environment to 
create or modifV files. 
Frees up sriace held by deleted files. 
INFORMATION DISK 
Determines ~mount of space left in 
directory. 
INFORMATION OUTPUT 
LO.GIN 
LO.GDUT 
PRINT 
RENA"1E 
TYPE 
UNDELETE 
Determines status of printer queue. 
Gains access to ~vstem. 
Ends access to svstem. 
Prints a file on the off•line printer. 
Options: 
/DELETE - deletes file after printing 
/FORMS:UIIft,I~E - prints on unlined paper 
Changes f11ename ~nd/or filetype of file. 
Displays contents of file at terminal. 
Recovers a tile that has been deleted but 
not expunged. 
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d 
f 
.,...__.. ..... _ ..... ... ~---
1 
• 
r 
p 
s 
eu 
e 
eq 
EDIT COMMANDS 
Delete one or. more lines from the file. 
d n:m 
Find the occurrence of a strlnq of 
, ,.h.ar.a.c.te.r.:ia'l'+I;:!..!R---t~~--·- -·- _.....---------
• foldstrings 
Insert one or more lines into a file. 
1 n,i 
Move pointer to soecified line • 
.n 
Replace one or more lines in the file bY 
deleting an~ lnsertinq one or more lines. 
rn:m,i 
Move pointer to specified line and Print 
it. 
pn:m 
Substitute a oiven string of characters 
for another strinq within one or more 
lines in the file. 
soldstringsnewstringsn:m 
E~it from ~dlt an~ save file unnumbered. 
Exit from ~dit and save file with line 
numbers. 
Exit form P.d!t an~ quit without saving 
changes. 
209 
SPECIAL CHARACTERS 
TOPS•20 operating system for the DEC•20 recognizes 
certain special characters as commands to perform certain 
functions. 
CTRL/C suspend ex~cution of program currently 
running. 
CTRL/U Delete the current line. 
DEL or RUBOUT Delete the 1ast character entered. 
CTRL/R Redisplay current line being entered. 
CTRL/0 Suppress disolav!ng output of currently 
executing oroqram. 
CTRL/S Stop displavlnq of output at terminal if 
in PAGE mode. 
CTRL/Q Continue di~olaying of output at terminal 
if in PAGE mode. 
CTRL/T DisplaY current status of the user. 
CTRL/H When an error is made in enterinq a 
command, re~isplavs command line up to 
erroneous £1el~. 
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ENCLOSURE II· 
DATA DICTIONARY 
21.1 
Bldg•Name 
Bldg•Rec 
Item 
ID Name 
--------
DD*BLDG•REC 
DD BLDG• NO 
DO BLDG•NAME 
Top 
Title 
BUILDING DICTIONARY 
Name of university building 
Unique kev of Building Dictionary 
Numeric code of universitY building 
Represents entire Building 
Dictionary. 
Not used in writing queries. 
Bottom 1st # T s 
Title Char Char y c 
Printing 
Picture 
----------
____ .. _____ 
---- ---- - -
---------
1 29 A 0 
B'LDG Nn 1 3 N 0 999 
BLDG N J\1.1F: 4 25 A. 0 
212 
Cust•Addr 
Cust•Bldg•No 
cust•Dept 
Cust•First•Name 
Cust•Last•Name 
Cust•Name 
Cust•No 
Cust•Rec 
Cust•Room 
Item Top 
I"D Name Title 
CUSTOMER DICTIONARY 
Customer•s a~dress comPrised of 
Bldg-~o and Room 
Link to Builrting Dictionary 
Buildtn~ nn af custamer•s address 
customer•s rtepartment 
customer•s last name 
customer·~ first and last name with 
blanks in hetween 
Unique k~v of Customer Olctionary 
Represents entire Customer Dictionary 
Not usert in writing queries 
Room number of customer•s address 
Bot. tom 1st • T s Printing Title Char Char y c Picture 
-- --------
__ ., _______ 
----------
---- ---.. - -
---------
DD CUST•F'IRST•NAME 
FIRS1' NAMF: 5 10 A 0 
DD CUST•LAST•NM1E 
LAST NAMF.: 15 15 A 0 
DD*CUST•REC 1 52 A 0 
DD CLJST•BLDG•NO 
B·LOG NrJ 30 3 N 0 999 
DD CUST•NO CUST Nn 1 4 N 0 9999 
DO CIJST•ADDR 
* 
ADORP.SS 30 7 A 0 xxx-xxxx 
DO CUST•ROOM 
ROOM Nn 33 4 A 0 xxxx 
DD CUST•OEPT 
DEPARTMENT 37 15 A 0 
DO CUST•NAME 
* 
NAME 5 25 A 0 
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Equip-Account-No 
Equip•Acct-Posl 
Equip•Cust-No 
Equip•Date Recvd 
EQUIPMENT DICTIONARY 
Chargeable account-no in format 
xxxxxx-xxx 
First position of Account•No 
Link to Building Dictionary 
Buildtnq where equipment housed 
Link to Customer Dictionary 
Cust•No of owner of this piece of 
equipment 
Date equipment received (YYMMOD) 
Equip•Date-Recvd·M~DD 
MMDD oortion of date received. Used 
in con1unctton with 
Equip-nate•Recvd•YY to print a date 
in format M~ODYY 
(Print ~au!p-Date•Recvd•MMDD, o, 
Equip-nate•Recvd•YY) 
Equip•Date•Recvd•YY YY portion of date received. Used in 
conjunction with 
Equtp-nate•Pecvd•MMDD to print a date 
in format MMODYY. 
(Print ~auio•Oate•Recvd•MMDD, o, 
Equip-n~te•ReCVd•YY) 
Equip-Location Location of equipment; comprised of 
Bldg•No, Room, and Position. 
Equip•Maint•Vndr Code of vendor servicing this piece 
of equipment 
Equip•Model•No Link to Model Dictionary 
Equip-No UnlquP. key of Equipment Dictionary 
Equ1p•Pos Position in room where equipment 
located 
Equip-Options Options aPPlicable to this piece of 
equipment 
Equip•Price Original cost of equipment in whole 
dollars 
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Equip•Room 
Equip•Serial•No 
E:quit>-Service 
Represents entire Equipment 
Dictionarv 
Not used in writing queries 
Room in which equipment housed 
Manufacturer•s serial no 
Code neslqnating service: 
w warrantv 
M Maintenance Contract 
X No 5ervice 
Equlp•Status Subdlvtslon nf LUCC equipment 
All customer owned equipment has a 
status of •c• 
rJucc P.qn1Pment is subdivided as 
follows: 
R Reontal 
S Spare 
A ~dmin 
L All remaining LUCC equipment 
Equip•Svc•End•Date Endina date of service (YYMMDD) 
Equip•Svc•End•Date•MMDD 
MMDD portion of Service End Date. 
Used in conjunction wit~ . 
Equtp-svc•End•Date•YY to print a date 
in the format MMDDYY. (Print 
Equip-svc•End•Date•MMDD, o, 
Equip-5vc•Enn•Date•YYl 
Equip•Svc•End•Oate-YY 
YY portion of Service End Date. used 
in con1unctton with 
Equlp-Rvc•P.nd•Date•MMDD to print a 
date in the format MMDDYY. (Print 
Equip-svc•End·Date•MMDD, o, 
Equtp-svc•End•Date•YY) 
Link to Vendor Dictionary 
Manufacturer of this Piece of 
equipment 
2t5 
Item Top Bottom 1st # T s Prlntlnq 
ID Name Title Title Char Char y c Picture 
-- --------
---------- ----------
---- ---- - -
---------
DO EQUIP•REC 
1 112 A 0 
DO EQUIP•BLOG·~O 
. ·-·~>•· 
BLDG Nn 40 3 N 0 999 
DO EQUIP•SERIAL-~0 
* 
SERT 1\T.J•NO 6 10 A 0 
DD EQUIP•SVC~ENO•DAT~-YY 
* 
22 2 N 0 99 
DD EQUIP•SVC•END•DATE-MMD~ 
* 
svc END ni\TF. 24 4 N 0 99/99/ 
DD EQUIP•DATE•RECVO•YY 
* 
28 2 N 0 99 
OD EQUIP•OATE•RECVD•MMDD 
* 
DATE RF.CVD 30 4 N 0 99/99/ 
DO*EQUIP•NO EQUIPMENT NO 1 15 A 0 
DO EQUIP•MODEL•NO 
MODEL No 1 5 A 0 
DO EQUIP•VENDOR•NO 
* 
VENDOR rm 1 3 A 0 
DO EQUIP•CUST•NO 
CUST Nn 16 4 N 0 9999 
DD f.QUIP•STATUS 
STATTJS 20 1 A 0 X 
DO EQUIP•SERVICE 
SERVICF. 21 1 A 0 X 
DO EQUIP•SVC~END-DATE 
SVC•END DA'l'F. 22 6 N 0 99/99/99 
DD EQUIP•DATE•RECVD 
DATE RCvn 28 6 N 0 99/99/99 
OD EQUIP•PRICE 
PRTCF:: 34 6 N 0 $ZZZZZ9. 
DO EQUIP•LOCATION 
LOCATION 40 9 A 0 
OD EQUIP•ROD'wf 
ROOM Nn 43 4 A 0 xxxx 
DO EQUIP•POS 
POS 47 2 A 0 XX 
DO EQUIP•ACCOUNT•NO 
ACrnUNT•NO 49 10 A 0 
DO EQUIP•ACCT•POS-1 
* 
49 1 A 0 X 
00 EQUIP•MAINT•VNDR 
MAINT VNOR 59 3 A 0 XXX 
DO EQUIP•OPTIONS 
OP'J'IONS 62 50 A 0 
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MODEL DICTIONARY 
Model•Curr-Maint•Rate 
.... ~ . ··--··-~ -..-..-· -~-·- --- .... -· ... ,,... ___ ., __ _ 
Model•Desc 
Model-Name 
Model•New•Maint•Rate 
\'lodel•No 
'-1odel•Rec 
\'lodel•Vendor•No 
Item Top 
ID Name Title 
Current monthlY maintenance rate 
Description of model 
Name of Monel 
Pendlnq monthlY maintenance rate 
Unique kev of Model Dictionary 
First three characters are the code 
of the manufacturer 
Represents the entire Model 
Dictionary. 
Not used In writing queries. 
Link to Ven~or D1ct1onarv 
Alphah@tic code to desiqnate a 
manufacturer 
Bottom 1st • T s Printing Title Char Char y c Picture 
--
-------- ---------- ----------
---- ---- -
- ---------
DO MODEL•REC 
* 
1 53 A 0 
DO 1·10DEL•NO MODEL NO 1 5 A 0 
DO MODEL•rJ A. ME 
MOnEL 6 10 A 0 
DO ~ODEL•VENDOR•NO 
* 
VEt•JOOR t.JO 1 3 A 0 XXX 
DO MODEL•CURR•MA.INT•RATE 
CURR RATF: 16 6 N 2 $ZZZ9.99 
DO MODEL•NEW•MAINT•RA.TE 
NEW RI\TF. 22 6 N 2 $ZZZ9.99 
DO MODEL•DESC 
nF.::SC 28 25 A 0 
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lfendor•Mame 
Vendor•No 
Vendor•Rec 
Item Top 
10 Name Title 
VENDOR DICTIONARY 
Manufacturer's name 
Unique kP-v of Vendor Dictionary 
Alphabetic code to designate a 
manufacturer 
Represents entire Vendor Dictionary. 
Not used in writing queries. 
Bottom 1st # T s Pr!ntinq 
Title Char Char y c Picture 
-- --------
---------- ----------
---- ---- -
- ---------
DO VENDDR•REC 
* 
1 29 A 0 
DO VE:NDOR•NO 
VENDOR ~m 1 3 A 0 
DO VENDOR•Nfi.ME 
VE~DDR NAMF: 4 25 A 0 
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Terminal 
Coupler 
Baud Rate 
Login 
Environments 
Command 
Delimiter 
File 
F'ilename 
Filetype 
Record 
String 
ENCLOSURE IIJ:, 
GLOSSARY 
Communications device used to control 
user's operations to send and receive 
information from the computer. 
Communications ~evice that transmits· 
signals from the terminal to the computer 
over telephone lines. 
Speed at Which terminal sends and ~ec!ves 
messages. 
300 baud - JO char/sec~ 1200 baud - 120 
char/sec 
Processing comPonent of computer. 
Procedures that establishes communication 
~ith the comPuter. 
Portion of computer that has control. 
Computer lanquaqe instruction to perform a 
task. 
Character nlaced before or after one or 
more characters in order to set them apart 
as a group, for example a slash (/). 
Collection of records or lines processed 
as a unit. 
Descriptive name used as an identifier 
(limited to 6 characters) 
DescriptiVP. name used as a second 
identifier (limited to 3 characters) 
One item or. line of input. 
Series of one or more characters. 
Clff•line Device 
IQL 
Device that is accessed interactively bY 
the system as it is available. 
InteractiVP. Ouerv Language 
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Dictionary Table storert bV tOL that describes a data 
file or data base. 
Alphavariable ~n alphanum~r1c working item created by 
IQL while qener~ttnq a report. Name s of 
alphavariables must start with A, can be 
up to thirtv characters and can contain a 
• z, 0 - 9 an~ -. 
Assistance Level 
Constant 
The initial command level in tOL. 
A pure numh~r used anywhere in an IQL 
command. Constants can contain decimal 
points or omit them. 
Current record If a file is positioned at a particular 
record, that record is called the current 
record. 
Data Item 
r.dit Level 
Help Word 
Literal 
Query 
An item in a record read by IQL from a 
data file or ~ata base. IQL lists 
data•!tem names under the ITEM NAME column 
title of the rtictionary display. 
IQL enters the edtt level when issue 
either the WRITF. or EDIT assistance 
command to write or edit a query file. 
~ help word is a key word that you submit 
to IQL for a rtlsPlay of explanatory help 
text. 
A literal is anv string of characters 
enclosed in quotes and used bV IQL exactly 
as you specifferl. 
A query is a collection of source 
statements written like English language 
sentences that IOL us~s to aenerate one or 
more reports. 
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APPENDIX VI 
EVALUATION FORMS 
2?.1 
Please circle the desired response. Feel free to 
elaborate on any point you see f.it. You may use the back 
of the p~ge if necessary. 
The evaluation is d!vtded into three parts: 
questions concerning (I) the instructional periods, (11) 
the on•line exercises, and (TTJ) the sessions in general. 
I Instructional Period: 
1. Were the sessions: 
Too Long <---------~-------> Too Short X X X X X 
2. Did you feel that the number of commands covered 
during each session was: 
Too Many <·--------------··> Too Few X X X X X 
3. Did you find the IOL ~nd-user•s Guide: 
No Value <·····--·-·----···> Very HelPfUl 
X X X X X 
4. Did you get enough oersonalized attention? 
~es 
-------
No ------~ 
5. Did you find the trainlna program manual: 
No Value <·----------------> Very Helpful 
X X X X X 
22?. 
11 on-line Exercises 
1. Were the number of exercise sessions: 
Too Many <--------·········> Too Few 
X X X 
2. Did you find the on•llne pxerelses: 
Too Difficult <·--·-·····----··> Too Easy 
X X X X X X 
3. Would you have preferred to work with a partner? 
'ies ------- No-~-----
4. Were your questions answered: 
Promptly 
satisfactorilY 
Ye!:;---~-
Yes-_ .. __ _ 
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Don•t Know 
------
No ___ _ 
No __ _ 
III Sessions in General: 
1. Were there any commands or query statements in 
particular that caused vou difficulty ? 
If so, which ones? 
2. Would you have pre~erred to have had one all day 
class instead of two hal~·day sessions? 
Yes ----- No -----
3. Do you feel you havP. enouqh basic knowledge 
to start using IQL? 
'ies ----- No---
4. What suggestions or comments do you have regarding 
the training program? 
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APPENDIX VII 
PROFILE OF TRAINING PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS 
The training program riart!cipants are all employees 
of the Lehi~h University Computing Center (LUCC) and 
reflect a variety of user types. Three of the trainees 
have extensive computer eiposure but are unfamiliar wlth 
IQL or the data base system on which the training 
exercises are based. One of these trainees has previous 
computer exposure but not with the DEC 20. Two of the 
other three trainees have much less computer exposure, 
out are intimately familiar with the inventorY data base. 
The final trainee has the least amount of computer 
exposure and is only superficiallY familiar with the 
inventory data base system. 
A short profile of each of the participants follows: 
Carol Rauch • Operatioris Manager: 
Previous eKperience as a user consultant 
assisting users with programming problems 
Extensive familiarity with computer 
hardware but 11mjted programming exposure 
in recent VPars 
ramiliaritv with TOPS•20 Command language 
Intimate familiaritY with Inventory system 
Knowledge of how to enter and exit IQL 
environment and execute analyzed queries 
Kathy Horwath - Operations Administrative Assistant: 
Limited computer exposure 
ramillaritv with TOPS•20 Command Language 
2?.5 
• 
Fam!liaritv with Inventory data base 
Knowledge of how to enter and exit IQL 
environment and execute analyzed queries 
Monica ~organello - Operations Secretary: 
Very limited computer exposure 
Limited exoerlence with TOPS•20 command 
language for data entry 
surface familiarity with Inventory data 
base 
Becoming familiar with tape handling 
system that uses !QL for reporting 
Tim Foley • Technical Consultant: 
Extensive computer experience 
no previous exposure to the Inventory 
system 
Interest in the course lies in the 
possib111tv of developing an accounting 
system utillzinq IOL for its reporting. 
The types o~ queries he would need to 
generate are very similar in nature to 
those of the inventory system. 
Kevin Weiner - User Consultant: 
Extensive computer experience 
No previous exposure to the Inventory 
system 
Interest in the course also lies in the 
poss1b111tv of utilizing IQL tor an 
accounting svstem. 
Mati vaze - Systems Proqrammer: 
Previous computer exposure on POP/11 and 
IBM 4331 
Unfamiliar with TOPS•20 Command Language 
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No previou~ exoosnre to the Inventory 
system 
Interest in course lies in qaininq work1nq 
knowledge of nEe ?.0 and familiarity with 
IQL. 
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APPENDIX VIII 
IOL ENO•USERS GUIDE 
228 
IQL 
END•USERS 
GUIDE 
September 1982 
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This manual contains ~ subsPt of the features of IQL 
~hich are approprlat~ for an end-user utillzinq IQL as a 
query language. "InteractivP Query Lanquage User's 
Guide" was used as a guideline ~n developing this manual 
and it should be referenced should it be desirable to 
become acquainted with all the features of IQL. 
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CHAPTER t 
RUNNING IOL 
You enter the IOL environment from the Operating 
svstem bV typing IQL. You terminate the command with a 
carriaqe return which nermtts the Operatinq System to 
execute IOL. IQL ~!splays a <OA> prompt and expects you 
to input an assistance command. 
1.1 Explaining On•line HEL~ facilities 
IQL has on-line helo facilities consistent with the 
TOPs-20 operating system. There are of three different 
formats: · 
1. ? A ·question mark entered after partially 
typing in a command will cause IQL to list the 
possible commands that begin with those 
letters· and wait for you to finish the 
command. 
F'or instance: 
<QA>d? Type an assistance mode command one of 
the following: 
DEFINE DELETE DICTIONARIES DUMP 
<QA>d 
2. $ Hitting the esc~pe keY after partially 
completing a comman~ will ~ause IQL to finish 
the command and orompt for any required 
information. 
F'or instance: 
<QA>quERIES (available) 
Queries stored in Yonr directory: 
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3. HELP ? will cause tnt to display the names of 
all available HELP me-ssaqes. 
HELP name Will causp the system to give an 
explanation of the eomman~ in question. 
These on•line HELP facilities apply only when you 
are in the query assistance environment (siqnif!ed by the 
<QA> prompt). If you are entering a query via the IQL 
editor, error messages w~ll not appear until you RUN or 
EXECUTE the query. 
1.2 Explaining Message Formats 
IQL displaYs messages as follows: 
1. (message) 
IQL displays progress reo~rts or information 
messages and encloses them in parentheses. 
You are not required to take any action. 
ror instance, IOL disPlavs: 
CIQL25 DELETED) 
The message informs vou that query IOL25 has 
been deleted from the file of nonanalvzed 
queries. 
2. % message 
Messages starting with ~ percent slqn are 
warning messages. 
For instance, IOL miqht ~!sPlay: 
% CANNOT FIND THTS O!rTIONARY 
The message informs vou that IQL cannot locate 
the dictionary that vo11 specified in an 
assistance command. Repeat the command with a 
valid dictionary or use the DICTIONARY 
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assistahce command tn ~!so1ay the names of the 
dictionaries in the directory. 
1.3 Using A$slstahee Commands 
To enter an ass!stanee command, you need only supply 
enough of the command to t1ntquely identifY it. (For 
instance, DIC iS enough to identifY the DICTIONARIES 
command.) 
1.4 Cteating~ Editing, and Savlnq a Query 
When you first write a querv with either the EDIT or 
NRITE command, IQL enters the information into the 
current query area. IQL u~es the current query area as a 
work space. The current ~uerv area contains the source 
query statements that vnu enter following the EDIT or 
WRITE assistahce command. The source query statements 
are described in Chapter 2. You can store the current 
query area into a file with either the STORE or SAVE 
command. With the STOP~ command, IQL writes the 
nonanalyzed current query area into a permanent disk 
file. With the SAVE eommann, IQL analyzes the source 
query statements from either the current query area or a 
nonanalyzed query file and writes the analyzed query into 
a permanent disk file. 
You can edit a nonanalyzert query file but you cannot 
edit an analyzed query. You should, therefore, be 
certain a query is stored or reolaced before saving it. 
2l4 
1.5 Us1no a Query File to Generate a Report 
IQL first analyzes the qupry instructions and then 
performs them. Use the RmJ command to analyze the query 
and to generate the report(s) from a nonanalvzed query. 
The nonanalvzed query can b~ located in either the 
current query area or in a nonanalyzed query file. 
Use the EXECUTE comman~ to aenerate a report from an 
analyzed query. Before t1s 1 no the EXECUTE command, you 
must analyze and save the nonanalyzed query with the SAVE 
command. Generating a report f.rom an analyzed query is 
faster than generating a renort from a nonanalvzed query. 
1.6 Maintaining Query Files 
IQL retains nonanalyze~ qu@ries In a single file and 
analyzed queries in separate files. Use the QUERIES 
command to list the nonanalvzed queries. Use the DELETE 
command to remove a nonanalvzed query and the REPLACE 
command to replace a store~ nonanalyzed querv with the 
contents of the current querv area. 
1.7 ASsistahce C~mmand Formats 
The assistance comman~s use the following command 
con vent 1 ons: 
1. First character location - The command begins 
in the first character location after the <QA> 
prompt. 
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2. Space • One or more snaces separate words in a 
querv sentence. 
3. lower case and u6ner case characters - A 
parameter 1dent1t1en hv lower case characters 
indicates that you ~re to supply a variable as 
indicated by the variAble name. 
A parameter identified by uoper case 
cnaracters indicates that vou are to supply 
the exact characters as they are shown in the 
text. Usually, an uooer case parameter is an 
option to the command and provides you with 
additional functions to the command. 
4. Square brackets [ J - A o~rameter enclosed in 
square brackets ln~lcates an optional 
parameter. Do not use the square brackets in 
the assistance commands vou write. When you 
do not supply the parAmeter, the system 
applies a default value as explained in the 
parameter description. 
A parameter not enclosed 
indicates that the 
parameter. 
in square brackets 
svstem requires the 
5. Boldface characters - ~he characters of the 
command that are in boldface in the FORMAT 
sections represent the abbreviation that can 
be used tor that command. 
1.8 Assistance Commands 
The re~alnder of the chaoter presents the assistance 
commands in alphabetic or~er. 
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OELETE 
fUNCTION: 
The DELETE command removes the stored nonanalvzed 
query(s) from the file ~f stored queries. 
DELETE querY-name £ ••• querv•namel 
EXAMPLES: 
<Q~> DELETE IQL01 IQL30 
(IQLO 1 DELETED) 
% IQL30 NOT FOUND TO R~ O~L~TED 
<Q~> 
IQL deleted IQLOl, b~t coutrl not find a query with 
the name IQL30. TOL therefore displays a warning 
message. 
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DICTION"RIES 
fUN'CTION: 
The DICTION~RIES comm~n~ orovides a terminal display 
of the file inform~tton fnr each dictionary in the 
directory. 
fORI:.1AT: 
DICTIONARIES 
DISCUSSION: 
The only column of concern to you 1s the initial 
column DICT NAME. 
DICT NAME 
The DICT NAME column lists the dictionary names. 
E>CA~PLE: 
·<QA> DICTIONARIES 
Dictionaries in your directorv: 
Diet F'ile File•in Rec Blk Key 
ttl a me Type Name nirect ten Fac Loc 
---- ---- ---- ------ --- --- ---
BlJJr,DING IS Osk7 BJ.JDG TOX 29 10 1 
VENDOR IS 0Sk7 VENDOPTOX 29 10 1 
EQUIPMENT IS Dsk7 EQUIP rnx 112 10 1 
:US TOMER IS Dsk:7 CUST :rnx 52 10 1 
'ofO.DEL IS Dsk:7 MODEL :rnx 53 10 1 
PROGR~MS SQ Dsk:7 PROG ~~0 57 0 0 
(End list of d1ct1onar1e~) 
As shown in the examnle, t~e directory contains the 
dictionaries; AUILDIN~, V~MnOR, EQUIPM~NT, CUSTOMER, 
MODEL, AND PROGRAMS. 
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EDIT 
FUNCTION: 
The EDIT command transfers control to a text editor 
to edit or change either t~P current query area or a 
storer:l nonanalyzed auery in the file of stored 
queries. 
FORMAT: 
EDIT [query•namel [LIST] 
DEFAULTS: 
If you omit a querv name, IQL edits the current 
query. If you omit the LTST option, IQL does not 
list the query before entering the editor. 
DISCUSSION: 
If you furnish 
of the related 
before entering 
a QUPrv namP, IOL moves the contents 
querv to the current query area 
the erH tor. 
Any TOPS-20 EDIT c~mman~s are valid in the IQL 
editor. There is a r:Jtsttnct!on between the IQL 
editor and the TOPS•?O P~itor. You cannot EDIT a 
query that does not exist. In TOPS•20 editor, if 
the file does not exist thP system will assume that 
it is a new file and out you in the INPUT 
environment. EDIT in IOL will give an error message 
if you try t'o edit a l'lllt-!TV that does not exist. You 
must use the command WRTTF. to create a new query. 
In the TOPS-20 editor, when you type 'E' to exit 
EDIT, the file you are e~iting is permanently saved • 
. This is not so with the TOt editor. Typing E or EU 
to leave EDIT onlY saves a •temporary• file. If you 
EXIT IQL and later enter TOT) again the query will be 
gone. You must STnP.E or REPLACE the query to make 
it a permanent query. 
EXAMPLES: 
EDIT IQL14 
**IQL14 
Edit: QC012S.TMP.3 
(Any valid EDIT comm~nds are appropriate> 
*EU 
[QC012S.TMP.4J 
IQL, in this !nstan~~, loc~ted IQL14 in the file of 
nonanalyzed queries and hrought it into the current 
querv area as a temporary file QC012S.TMP. Changes 
were made using EDIT environment commands and the 
current query area w~s modified. EU was used to 
exit the EDIT environment. 
These changes had no Pffect on the stored 
nonanalyzed query. To make these changes permanent, 
you WOUld have to REPLACE IQL14. If you use the 
EXECUTE command to generate reports, you must also 
SAVE IQL14. 
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EXECUTE 
FUNCTION: 
The EXECUTE comman~ aenerates a report from an 
analyzed query file. 
fORMAT: 
EXECUTE query-name 
DISCUSSION: 
You must specifY an Rnalvzp~ query that has 
saved using the SAVF command. Each analyzed 
file uses the extension of .INO. Refer to the 
com~and tor more Information on analyzed 
files. 
been 
query 
SAVF. 
query 
If you expect to use a query frequently without 
changing it, you c~n sav~ computer time bV storing 
the query, saving it, and using the EXECUT! command 
each ti~e you wan~ a report. With the EXECUTE 
command, IQL bypasses the ~nalyze staqe an~ produces 
the report. 
EXA~PLF.: 
<QA>EXECUTE IQL50 
(Report 1oes here 1~ DtSPLAV is on) 
(End query PhaseJ print flle is QL112ELPTl 
A print file is creatP.d named QL112E.LPT. If you 
want to print it, Yo•J must EXIT the IQL environment 
and issue the TOPS•2n PRTNT command. 
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EXIT 
F'li~CTION: 
The EXIT command r~turns control from IQL to the 
Operating System and ~tsolavs an exit message. 
F'O.RI..f~T: 
EXI·T 
fHSCliSSION: 
When you terminate the lOt session, IQL deletes all 
the working files it creates, including the current 
query area. To PresPrve the current query area 
before you terminate TOlJ, use the STORE command. 
EXI\MPLES: 
<QA>EXIT 
(End of IQL session) 
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ITEMS 
PU~CTION: 
The ITEMS command formats and diSPlays the contents 
of a dictionary. 
fORMAT: 
ITEMS dictionary 
DISCUSSION: 
IQL formats the ~ictionarv contents for a 
72•character terminal dlsolav line. IQL displays 
the information in two sections. The first section 
is a description of the dictionary and the data 
file. Refer to the orr.TIONARY command for an 
explanation of the first section. The second 
section of the diSPlAY is a description of the 
dictionary contents lAbeled with column headings. 
The columns that are of concern to you are: ITEM 
NAME, TOP TITLE, ROTTOM TITLE, NO. CHAR, TY, SC, and 
PRI~TI~G PICTURE and these will be explained below. 
ITE~ NAME: 
TOP TITLE: 
The item nam~ ts the name of the data item 
to be used tn a query. 
The top title ts the top column heading 
which Will aooear above a column when you 
use the item name in a query. 
BOTTO~ TITLE: 
The bottom title is the bottom column 
heading Which will appear above a column 
when you use the !tem name in a query. 
NO. CH~R: The no. char. ts the length of the item. 
TY: 
For an alphabetic or alphanumeric item, 
the length of the item is expressed in 
characters. For a numeric item, the 
length is expressed in d1q1ts, exclusive 
of sign. 
TY refers 
alphabetic 
numeric. 
to the item type~ 
or alPhanumeric and 
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for 
for 
sc: SC tells thP number of decimal positions 
in the dat~ ttem. 
PRINTING PICTURE: 
EXI'\MPLES: 
The print~na Pi~ture is a qroup of 
characters that IQL uses to format the 
item value foT nisplaying or printing so 
that you can rP.an it conveniently. 
<QA>ITEMS ("HSTnMF:'R 
Diet file file•in Rec Bll<: Key 
Name Type Name Dfrect Len Fac Loc 
---- ---- ---- ------ --- --- ---
:us TOMER IS Dsl<:7 CUST TOX 52 10 1 
Item Top Bottom 1st # T s Printing 
ID f~ame Title Tlt:le Char Char y c Picture 
--------
____ .. _____ 
----------
---- ---- - -
---------
DD CUST•FIRST•NAMF: 
FIRST NA"F: s· 10 A. 0 
DO CUST•LAST•NAME 
LA~'l' N~MF, 15 15 A 0 
DD*CUST•RF.:C 1 52 A 0 
DO CUST•BL,OG•NO 
B·LDG Nn 30 3 N 0 999 
DO CUST•NO CUST Nn 1 4 N 0 9999 
DO CUST•ADOR 
* AOORESS 30 7 A 0 xxx-xxxx 
OD CIJST•ROOM 
ROOM Nn 33 4 A 0 xxxx 
DD CUST•DEPT 
DEPI\RT~F.~T 37 15 A 0 
DD CUST•NAME 
* 
NA~F: 5 25 A 0 
(End list of items) 
This command displaven the names of the data items 
in the Customer DlctionaTv. for example CUST•NO 1s 
a 4 digit zero decimal numeric data item with the 
report heading CUST//~0. 
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QUERIES 
F'UNCTION: 
The QUERIES command ~iSPlays a 
nonanalyzed queries stored bY IQL in 
stored queries. 
list of all 
the file of 
F'O.RMAT: 
QUERIES 
EXAMPLE: 
<QA>quer!es 
Queries stored in Your directory: 
XAVERAGE 
XFIND 
XIF' 
X'1INIMU\f 
X PRINT 
xrorAL 
XDATF. 
XH~ADTNG 
XLM.I\Rl:TN 
xo~P.~ 
XR~~~RGtN 
XV~PlCF. 
(End list of stored queries) 
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XDISPLAY 
XHSP~CF. 
XMAXIMUM 
XTALLY 
X SORT 
XOPEN2 
REPL~CE 
FUNCTION: 
The REPLACE command rleletes the named query from the 
file of· stored qu~ries and writes the contents of 
the current query area into the file of stored 
queries. 
FORMAT: 
REPLACE [query-name] 
DEF~ULTS: 
If you omit the querv name from the command line but 
you name the current auerY area, tOL replaces the 
stored nonanalyzed qnerv with the contents of the 
current query area. t£ vou do not name the current 
query area and do not suoolv a query name with the 
command, IQL prompts vou for a query name. 
DISCUSSION; 
The contents of the current query area are not 
affected by the REPLACF. command. 
EXAMPLES: 
<QA>REPLACE IOL50 
CIQL50 replaced) 
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RUN 
P'U~CTID~: 
The RUN command Processes a nonanalyzed query and 
generates a report. 
fORMAT: 
RUN (query•namel (NOt.'TST] 
DEFAULTS: 
If you omit the querv name, IQL runs the query 
located in the current ~uerv area. If you furnish a 
query name, IQL moves that query from the stored 
nonanalyzed query into the current query area, 
analyzes the query, and generates a report. 
DISCUSSION: 
The query in the current query area 
by IQL when you use the RUM command 
report from the current query area. 
is not affected 
to generate a 
If IQL finds an error tn the querY during the 
analysis, IQL issues the aooropriate error messages 
and returns to the assistance level so that you can 
correct the errors (hv us1nq the EDIT command). 
EXAMPLES: 
<QA>RUN 
(Listing of query goe~ here1 
(Report ~oes here if ntsPT,AY is on> 
(End query Phase; print file is QL012ELPT) 
The print file QL012~.LPT h~s been created. If you 
want to print it, EXTT the IQL environment and print 
it. 
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SAVE 
F'UNCTION: 
The S~VE command an~lvzes and saves in an analyzed 
querv file a stored nnnanalYzed querv. You can 
subsequentlY qeneratP a report from an analyzed 
query file with the F:XF:r.tJTF: command. 
F'O.RM.l\ T: 
SAVE query•name [NOLT~'l'l [RTJN] 
DEF'AULTS: 
IQL analyzes the non~nalvzert query in the file of 
stored queries and writes the analyzed querv into a 
file named name.INQ. The filename is the first six 
characters Of the querv name. 
If you use the NOLIS'l' oPtion, IQL does not list the 
query contents. If vou omit the NOLIST option, IQL 
lists the query contents. 
lf vou use the RUN oPtion, IQL analvzes the query, 
generates the report, anrl s~ves the analyzed querv 
into a disk file. 
DISCUSSION: 
IQL writes the analv7.ed query in a disk file with a 
filename consisting of the first six characters of 
the query name comhineo with the extension .INQ. 
Since some versions of the system utilities do not 
fully process f!lenam~s with dashes (•) in them, you 
should avoid usin~ oashes in the first six 
characters of the querv name. 
You should always store or replace a moctified 
nonanalyzed query prfor to savinq it. Otherwise, it 
is possible that a otscrepancy could exist between 
the nonahalyzed file ~nd the saved file. 
If a .INQ file alreaov PX!sts with tarqet name, IQL 
will load that nonan~lvzed query into the current 
area, analYZe it and save tt. You will thus lose 
the current query von were working with unless you 
stored it before 1ssuincr the save command. 
EXA~PLES: 
<Q~>SAVE IQL50 NOLIST 
**IQL50 
STORE 
F'lHlCTION: 
The STORE command stores tne current query area into 
the file of nonanalyze~ queries. 
F'DRMl\T: 
STORE [querY•nameJ 
DEF'l\IJLT: 
If you omit a querv name, IQL uses the name of the 
current query area. If vou did not name the current 
query area, IQL promots vou for a query name. 
DISCUSSION: 
IOL writes the nonan~tvzed query into the file of 
stored queries. You can retrieve a stored 
nonanalyzed query at anv ti~e with the LIST, EDIT, 
RUN, and SAVE assistance commands. 
If you attempt to stnre a query and a query already 
ex 1 s ts by that name, Tor, not! fies you of the 
conflict and refuses to store the query. Neither 
the current query area nor the existinq stored query 
is affected. 
To generate a report from a stored query, use the 
RUN command with the querv·name OPtion. Refer to 
the RUN assistance comman~ tor more information. 
EXAMPLES: 
<QA>STDRE IQLSO 
(IQL50 stored) 
IQLSO is now stored in the file of nonanalyzed 
queries QPQRYS.SEQ. It is permanently stored until 
you either REPLACE or nELET~ it. 
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STORE 
F'UNCTION: 
The STORE command storP.s t~@ current query ~rea into 
the file of nonanalyzerl qnpries. 
F'ORMAT: 
STORE [query•namel 
DE:F'AULT: 
If you omit a querv namP, IOL uses the name of the 
current query area. tf von did not name the current 
query area, IOL promnts von for a query name. 
DISCUSSION: 
IOL writes the nonan~tvzed query into the file of 
stored queries. You can retrieve a stored 
nonanalyzed query at anv tl~e with the LIST, EOIT, 
RUN, and SAVE assistance commands. 
If you attempt to store a ~uery and a query already 
exists by that name, Tor, notifies you of the 
conflict and refuses to store the query. Neither 
the current query area nor the existing stored query 
is affected. 
To generate a report from ~ stored query, use the 
RUN command with the query-name option. Refer to 
the RUN assistance comman~ £or more information. 
EXAMPLES: 
<QA>STORE IQLSO 
(IQLSO stored) 
IOLSO is now stored in the file of nonanalyzed 
queries QPQRYS.SEQ. rt is permanently stored until 
you either REPLACE or OELET~ it. 
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WRITE 
fUNCTION: 
The WRIT~ assistanc~ command allows you to beqin 
writing a new query in the current query area. IQL 
places you into the Insert level of the editor. 
f'O.R~-tAT: 
WRITE [query•nameJ 
DEF'AULT: 
If you omit a querY name, IQL does not name the 
current query area. Tf you later attempt to save or 
to store the current query ~rea and omit the query 
name from the assistance command, IQL prompts you 
for a query name. 
DISCUSSION: 
The ~RITE assistance comman~ destroys the previous 
contents of the current auery area. 
EXAMPLES: 
<QA>write 
%F'lle not found, Creatinq New file 
Input: QC012S.TMP.1 
00200 OPEN MODEL 
00300 PRINT MODEL-~n MODF:f,•NA~E 
00400 $ 
*EU 
[QC012S.TMP.1l 
IQL created a temoorary file QC012S.TMP. You can 
RUN this query. but if you want to make !t 
permanent, You must STOPr. it and possiblY SAVE 1t. 
2c;t 
CHAPTER 2 
CREATING ANO EDITING A QUERY 
A query is a· collection of ~uery statements that IQL 
reads to generate one or more reports. 
statements direct IQL to rto the following: 
1. Read data files 
2. Select records or data 
3. Calculate information 
4. Summarize the data 
s. Format reports 
6. Resequence the order of records 
The query 
With the RUN assistance comman~, you instruct IQL to read 
a query, analyze it, and aPnerate the reportCsl. You can 
store the query into a file with the REPLACE and STORE 
9Ssistance commands. Tf vou use the SAVE assistance 
command to create an analvzed query file, you should use 
the EXE:UTE assistance command to generate the report(s). 
If you use the REPLACE, or srnRE assistance command to 
create a nonanalvzed querv file, and have not saved it 
also as an analyzed quPrv tile, you must use the RUN 
assistance command to generate the report(s). Refer to 
Chapter 2 for more information on these assistance 
commands. 
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IQL use the followino defaults in formatting reports 
if you do not override these defaults in a query: 
1. Single spacing vertteallV 
2. Three spaces between elements horizontallY 
3. Fifty•nine printed lines (including heading) 
per page 
4. Date of run as mm/dd/VV at top left of each 
page 
s. Page number at top riaht of each page 
6. Left margin at 1 
7. Right margin at 72 
2.2 Ordering Query Statements 
IQL determines which file you wish to process from 
the dictionaries you named in the OPEN statement. Any 
statements that IQL finds before the OPEN statement are 
executed once at the start ot the query. The query runs 
much faster is you put overall format statements at the 
beginning of the query. 
2.3 C~mmentlng ln a Query 
Any statement that starts wtth an asterisk C*l is a 
comment. The comment c~nt1nues until IQL encounters a 
period. 
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2.4 Query Statement Formats 
The query statements use the following statement 
conventions: 
1. first 
begins 
line. 
character location - The statement 
in the first chara~ter location of the 
2. Space - One or more spaces separate words in a 
query. 
3. lower case and UPPer case characters - An 
argument identifie~ bV lower case characters 
implies that you are to suoply a variable as 
indicated by the variahle name. 
An argument identified bY upper case 
characters indicate~ that vou are to supply 
toe exact characters as they are shown in the 
text. 
4. Square brackets [ l - An argument enclosed in 
square brackets indicates an oPtional 
argument. Do not use the square brackets in 
the query statements vou write. When you do 
not supply the argument, the system applies a 
default value as exPlained in the argument 
description. 
5. Special chatacters - An argument conta!ninq 
special characters, such as the equal sign, 
quotation marks, parentheses, and arithmetic 
symbols, requires the special characters as 
shown in the statement format. Parentheses 
must be preceded and followed by a space. 
6. Alphanumeric values • Enter an alphanumeric 
value as a string of characters including 
quoted spaces. If vou do not furnish all the 
characters to fill the field, the system left justifies the valu~ and inserts spaces to the 
right of the value. 
If the string contains spaces, enclose the 
string in either sinqle quotes (') or double 
quotes ("). The svstem understands either 
quote mark, but he sure you end the quoted 
space with the same quote mark with which you 
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started. If you u~e quotes in the value, set 
off the quoted value with the other quote 
mark. ror instance: 
'SMITHSONIAN INSTITH'Y'lON' 
'BDB "CHIP" JONES' 
"ROBERT C. SMITH" 
To enter all spacPS as the value for an 
alphanumeric field, enter the value as ' •. 
1. Numeric Values - Enter a numeric value as a 
string of special svmhols and digits. You can 
use the following special symbols: 
comma 
dollar symbol 
decimal point 
si;ms 
, 
s 
• 
+ and • 
The system ignores dollar signs and commas in 
the numeric value an~ accepts signs in the 
leading or trailing oosltion of the value. If 
you do not enter a siqn, the system assumes a 
positive value. 
The system uses the decimal point that you 
supply to verticallY allqn the value, but the 
system does not actuallY store the decimal 
point. The system knows trom the scale in the 
dictionary where th~ decimal point is located 
in the numeric field. 
If you do not furnish enouqh digits to fill 
the field, the sv~tem provides leading and 
trailing zeroes (after the decimal point) to 
fill the field. 
To furnish an all zero value for a numeric 
item, simply enter the slnqle digit o. 
B. Continuation You can continue a query 
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state~ent on the next line. However, do not 
split words. If yott must split a literal, 
divide the literal into two literals with the 
first part on one lfne anrt the second part on 
the second line. 
2.5 Query Statements 
The re~ainder of the chapter presents the query 
statements in alphabetical ordPr. 
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~VERAGE 
f"Uf-lCTION: 
The AVERAGE statem~nt calculates the average of a 
numer lc 1 tem in one of two ways·: 
1. over an entire reoort. 
2. Within a specific value of one or more 
controlling items (breaks·). 
F'O.RMAT: 
AVERAGE item [BY item [ ••• 1 l 
DEf"AULT: 
If you do not SPecifY a break item (that is, BY 
item), the average i~ calculated over all records 
that pass through the ~VF.RAGE statement. 
DISCUSSION: 
The format and use of 
exactly the same as the 
MAXI MUM, MINHW~t, TAf,f; Y, 
the AVERAGE statement are 
other summary statements 
anc1 TOTAL. 
The AVERAGE statement is a stand-alone statement: it 
is not necessary for vou to use TOTAL or TALLY 1n 
order to use AVF.RAGE. 
If you specify a break itPm, IQL calculates the 
averaqe and prints it when IQL detects a change in 
the item. 
**You can specify more than one break item as long 
as the file has been sortec1 in the order you specifY 
the breaks.** 
Since averaging is an arithmetic operation, the item 
you averaoe must he numeric. However the item(s) 
controlling the break can he any type. 
IQL prints the avera~e line on the report as an 
average title on the left and the averaqe value on 
the right. IQL constructs the average title for an 
item from the top and bottom dictionary titles and 
from the worrl AVG:. YOIJ constructs the title for a 
break item from the to~ and bottom dictionary titles 
of the break item and constructs the overall title 
for all the break items with the word overall. 
2-;7 
EXAMPl,ES: 
The following report c~tcul~t~s the averaqe monthlY 
maintenahce rate fnr each vendor. It ~lso 
calculates an aver~qe maintenance rate for all the 
models. It is not nP.c~ssarv to sort the dictionary 
into sequence bY Vendor-~o because it is already in 
that sequence. 
OPEN MODEL 
~VERAGE ~ODEL•:URR•MAINT·R~TF. 8Y MODEL-VENDOR•NO. 
AVERAGE MODEL•CURR•MAINT·P~T~. 
06/10/82 PAGE 
VEnDOR NO AJ CURR RATE ~VG: $ 4.00 
VENDOR NO CAL CURR RATE Avr.: $ so.oo 
VENDOR NO DEC CURR RATE AV~: $ 187.00 
VENDOR NO IB·M CURR RATE AVG $ 30.75 
VENDOR NO ICC CURR RATE 1\VG $ 4.00 
VENDOR NO ITT CURR RATE 1\V('; $ 18.50 
VENDOR f\10 PCO CURR RATE Avr. $ 4.00 
VENDOR NO TCP CURR RATE AV'r. $ 1.00 
VENDOR NO TEC CURR RATE AVG $ o.oo 
VENDOR NO TUC CURR RATE Avr.: $ 4.00 
OVER~LL CURR RATE Avr.: $ 59.23 
(End query phase; print ftle is OL029ELPT) 
1 
OATE 
FUNCTION: 
The DATE statement turns report datinq on or off or 
gives a report a specific ~~te value to print in 
page headings. 
FO.RMA. TS: 
DEFAULT: 
1. DATE [ON] 
DATE [OFF] 
2. DATE Value 
If you do not use D~TF. in a query, report dating is 
automatically turned on - tOL puts the date of the 
run in report headinos. 
DISCUSSION: 
Value can be an item, constant, or literal. You can 
turn report dating on or ot.f, or change the value of 
the report date at anv ooint. 
If you use DATE OFF, rot omits the date from the 
page heading. 
If you use DATE ON, report ~ating is turned on and 
IQL pla~es the date the report ls run, formatted as 
mm/dd/yy, at the top left of each page heading. 
If vou furnish a va111e in DATE, report dating is 
turned on, and the vAlue is printed at the top left 
of the page heading. The value can be a constant, a 
literal, or an item vAlue. If it is a constant, it 
must contain six ~1q1ts and it is printed with 
slashes inserted after the second and fourth digits. 
If it is a value, it is edited per the picture ln 
the dictionary entry tor th~t item. 
F.:XAMPLES: 
The same report headinq is shown reflecting the use 
of the different formats of. the DATE statement. 
1. DATE ON (default) 
JPEN VENDOR. 
PRINT VENDOR•NO VENDOR•NA~~. 
06/09/82 
VE:NDOR 
NO 
AJ 
CAL 
DEC 
VENDiJR 
NAME 
ANDERSON/JACOBSO~ 
C ALCO~,p, INC. 
DIGITAL EQ. CORP. 
2. Dl\.TE OF'F 
DATE OFF. 
OPEN VENDOR. 
PRINT VENDOR•NO VENDOR•NAM~. 
VENDOR 
NO 
AJ 
CAL 
DEC 
VENDOR 
NAME 
ANDERSDN/JACOBSO~ 
CALCOMP, INC. 
DIGITAL EO. CORP. 
3. DATE 063082 
DATE: 063082. 
QPEN VENDOR. 
PRINT VENDOR•NO VENDOR•NAM~. 
06/30/82 
VENDOR 
NO 
AJ 
CAL 
DEC 
VENDOR 
NAME 
ANDERSON/JACOBSON 
C ALCOMP, INC. 
DIGITAL EQ. CORP. 
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DISPLAY 
PUNCTION: 
The DISPLAY statement t11rns on or off an automatic 
terminal· display of rep~rts and displays messages on 
the termtnal while IOL runs the query. 
FORMATS: 
1. DISPLAY [ON] 
DISPLAY [OFF) 
2. DISPLAY value r ••• vatuel 
DEFAULT: 
If you do not use nt~PLAY in a query, IQL 
automatically displ~vs all reports at the terminal 
as well as creating a print file. 
DISCUSSION: 
If you do not want the report to be displayed on the 
terminal, use DISPLAY orr. 
Value can be an item, lltPral, or constant. 
IQL sends slnqle•spaced lines with no column titles 
to the terminal. rot dtsplays the item values in 
the display line form left to right as they occur in 
the DISPLAY statement. Unless you specifY otherwise 
(as described below), IOL places three spaces 
horizontallY between ltem values. 
If you use an integer 1n the display statement, IQL 
places that many spaces between the item values for 
the remainder of the disPlay line or until IQL 
encounters another ~uch Integer in the DISPLAY 
statement. The use of a spacing integer overrides 
any other horizontal spacinq. 
If you omit a 
statement in 
between items 
statement. 
spacinq value and use the HSPACE 
a query, lOL reserves as many spaces 
as vou specify in the HSPACE 
Before IQL displays the line, IQL edits the item 
values as specified by the oicture in the dictionary 
(or any override o~cture you furnish with the 
PICTURE statement). 
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Generally, you use the nrsPLAY statement for short 
prompts or progress repnrt messages. 
EXAMPLES: 
1. DISPLAY ON (default) 
OPEN VF:NDOR. 
PRINT VENDOR•NO VENOOR•NAM~. 
06/10/82 
VENDOR 
NO 
AJ 
:AL 
DEC 
f.JAZ 
IBM 
ICC 
ITT 
PCO 
SOR 
TCP 
TEC 
rsP 
rue 
VENDOR 
NAME 
ANDERSON/JACOBSON 
CALCOMP, JNC. 
DIGITAL EQ. CORP. 
HAZELTINE INC. 
INTERNATIONAL BUS. MACH. 
ICC 
ITT 
PRECISION COMPON~~TS 
SORBUS, INC. 
TELEX COMPUTER PRnOTJCTS 
TECHTRAN INDUSTRT~S, T~r.. 
TI~E SHARING PERJPH~RALS 
TUCK 
CEnd query phase; print flle Is OL129ELPT) 
PAGE 
2. DISPLAY OFF (Report is not nisplayed on terminal) 
DISPLAY OPP. 
OPEN VENDOR. 
PRINT VENDOR•NO VENDOR•NA~E. 
CEnd query phase: print ftle is OL429ELPT) 
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1 
FIND KEY 
FUNCTION: 
The FIND KF:Y 
based on either 
more specific 
permits reading 
statP~ent reads !SAM files randomly 
the v~lue of a data item or one or 
key values. The FIND KEY statements 
on either ~ull or partial keys. 
FD.R ~ATS: 
1. fiND KEY = literal r ••• llteralJ 
fiND KEYn = literal THRU 
[ ••• literal THRIJ literal] 
literal 
FIND KEY = l~teral THRU EOF [ ••• literal 
THRU EDF'l 
2. FINO KEY = item 
fiND KEYn : ite~ 
DISCUSSION: 
If you omit the FIND Kr.Y statement and you process 
an ISAM file, IQL re~ds the ISAM file sequentially. 
This is useful for SParchinq items that are not key 
i tem·s. 
If you use FIND KEY = literal, IQL advances the file 
directly to the rPcord that contains the value of 
the literal as the full or partial (leading portion) 
of the k:ey. IQL provtdes an end•of•file response if 
it does not find the record. 
If you use a range of llter~ls (literal THRU literal 
or literal THRU EOF), JOL starts with the first 
record whose key is tn the range and each time IQL 
executes the FIND statement, tQL reads the next 
record in the ranqe. If you use several such 
literal ranges, IQL ~oes to the first record in the 
next range when IQL exhausts the last range. It is 
not necessary that the ranqes be in any specific 
order of k:ey. 
If you F'IND KEY = item, ror. looks for a record that 
has as a l<:ey the valnP. of the indicated item. Jf it 
does not find such a record, it returns an 
all•spaces record and continues. The name on the 
21; 3 
right of the = siqn is always an item in the first 
or primary dictionary in th~ OPEN statement. 
To read a primary fliP., us~ the FIND KEY or FIND 
Key1 statement. To r~ad a secondary file, use the 
FIND KEY2 statement; an~ to read a tertiary file, 
use the FINO KF.Y3 st~tement. 
E:XA.r<lPLES: 
In the following query, we want to list equipment so 
the equipment dictionary is the first or Primary 
dictionary. For each Piece of equipment we want to 
print the Model-Name instead of just the Model-No. 
Model-No is in the eonip~ent dictionary and is our 
link to the Model Dictionary. We also want to print 
the customer's name Alonq with his customer number. 
Cust•No is in the Equtoment Dictionary and is our 
link to the Customer ntctionaty. 
OPEN EQUIPME~T MODEL CUSTOMF.R. 
IF EQUIP-~ODEL•NO = 'DEC04' 
Fl~D KF.Y2 =.EQUIP•MODEL•Nn 
FI~D KE¥2 = EOUIP•CUST•NO 
PRINT EQUIP•VENDOR-NO MODPJ,•N AMP EOUI P•SERJ AL-NO 
:UST•ND CUST•NAME. 
06/10/82 PAGE 
VENDOR 
NO SERTAT.-Nn 
CUST 
NO NAMF. 
DEC PDP 11/34A AG21QQt; 0001 
(End query phase; print file is OL529ELPT) 
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LUCC 
FUNCTION: 
The HEADING 
of the report 
or off. 
FD.R~A.TS: 
HE~DING 
statement fnrnishes text for the title 
and turns "''ltcmatic page headings on 
1. HEADING ON 
HEA.DING OFF' 
2. HEADING value r, ••• , value l 
DEFA.ULT: 
If you omit the HP~ntNG statement in a query, IQL 
automatically turns on heanings, and the heading 
text in the center r~malns blank. 
DISCUSSION: 
Value can be an item, constant, or literal; a 
constant or literal mtJSt he enclosed in parentheses. 
You can turn headings on or off at any point and as 
often as necessary. 
If you turn headinq on or off, IQL prints the body 
of the report with or without the heading as soon as 
IQL advances to a new paqP. 
A. page heading consists of the report date on the 
top left, one or more lines of report heading text 
in the center, and a oaqe number on the top right. 
You can turn on or off anv or all of these 
ingredients of the ~A~P heading with the DATE, 
HEA.DING, and PAGE statements. 
IF you use Format 2, headinqs are turned on. 
The text in Format 2 is exactly the same as the text 
for a PRINT statement, with the exception that IOL 
starts a new line 1£ the literal contains a double 
slash (//). Note that since you can use items in 
the heading, part or all of the heading can come 
from the current record or variable values. 
Each line of headina text is centered at the top of 
each page. The center is halfway between the 
current left and right marqtns. 
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If you are creat1nq onlv one report, the query runs 
faster if you put the H~ADTNG statement before the 
OPEN statement so that IOT, only executes the HEADING 
statement once. 
Headings, once set, rem~ln set until you change 
them. 
F.:X11.MPLES: 
We want to create a rePort with a title of BUILDING 
LISTI~G. In the first example, we want the title to 
print on the same lfne as the date and page number. 
In the second example, we w~nt the title printed on 
the line after the d~te an~ page number. 
1. 
HE~DING 'BUILDING LISTING'. 
OPEN BUILDHIG. 
PRI~T BLDG-NO RLDG•NAME. 
06/10/82 
BLDG BLDG 
NO NM,E 
005 WHIT~KER L~BORATORY 
006 MUDD BUILDING 
007 SINCL~IR LABORATORY 
014 CHRIST~AS•SAUCON HALL 
019 P~CKARD LABORATORY 
023 EDUCATION BLDGS & ~tTNTC 
027 ALUMNI BUILDING 
030 LINDERM~N LIBRARY 
031 WILLIAMS HALL 
035 DROWN HALf., 
(End query Phase; print file is OLB29ELPT) 
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2. 
HE4DING •//BUILDING LISTINr,'. 
OPEN BUILDHlG. 
PRINT BLDG•NO BLDG-NAME. 
06/10/82 
BUILDTNG T.l:S,.I~G 
BLDG BLDG 
NO NAME 
005 NHITAKER L~BORATORY 
006 ~UDD BUILDING 
007 SINCLAIR LABORATORY 
014 CHRIST~AS•SAUCON HALL 
019 PACKARD LABORATORY 
023 EDUCATION AJ.JDGS & rr.TNTC 
027 ALUMNI BUILDING 
030 LINDERMAN LIBRARY 
031 WILLIA.~S HALL 
035 DROWM HALL 
(End querv phase; print file is OL929ELPT) 
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HSPACE 
F'UNCTION: 
The HSPACE statement s~ts the default horizontal 
spacing increment between ttems when IQL sets up a 
print or diSplay line. 
F'O.RMAT: 
HSPACE integer 
DEFUALT: 
If you omit the 
places three spaces 
display line. 
HSPACF. statement in a query, IOL 
hetween items in a print or 
DISCUSSION: 
You can use HSPACE anv place in a Query, and as 
often as necessary. 
If you use specific horizontal spacing in a PRINT 
statement, it overri~es the current HSPACE setting. 
The HSPACE value remains unchanged. 
If you are onlY usinq one HSPACE 
place the HSPACE state~ent before 
so it is eKecuted onlv once. IQL 
HSPACE statement follows the OPEN 
EXAMPLES: 
for all reports, 
the OPEN statement 
runs taster if the 
statement. 
Instead of the default of ~ spaces between columns, 
we want to generate a listing of Vendor-No and 
Vendor•Name with 6 spac~s between columns. The 
first example shows the report without the HSPACE 
statement and the se~ono with the HSPACE statement. 
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1 • 
HE~DING '//BUILDI~G LISTINr,'. 
OPEN BUILDING. 
PRINT BLDG-~0 BLDG•NAME. 
06/10/82 
BUILDTNG LISTING 
BLDG BtDG 
NO NAME 
005 WHIT~KER LABORATORY 
006 MUDD BUILDING 
007 SINCLAIR L~BORATORV 
014 CHRI STMAS•SAUCON HAJ,T, 
019 PACKARD LABORATORY 
023 EDUCATION Bl,OGS & r.r.tNIC 
027 ALUMNI BUILDING 
030 LINDERMAN LIBRARY 
031 WILLIAMS Hl\f,L 
035 DROWN HALL 
(End query phase; print file is OL~29ELPT) 
2. 
HSPACE 6. 
OPEr~ BUILDING. 
PRINT BLDG•N3 BLDG-NAME. 
06/10/82· 
BLDG BLDG 
NO N~ME 
005 WHITAKER LABORATnRY 
006 MUDD BUILDING 
007 SINCLAIR LABORATnRY 
014 CHRISTMAS•SAUCON HALL 
019 PACKARD LABORATnPV 
023 EDUCATION BLDGS & CLINTC 
027 ALUMNI BUILDING 
030 Ll~DERMAN LIBRARY 
031 WILLIAMS HALL 
035 DROWN HALL 
(End query Phase; print f11~ is OLB29ELPT) 
PAGE 1 
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P~GE 1 
IF 
rtH.r:TION: 
The tf statement sp~clfles a condition for IQL, to 
test. Depending on wh~ther the condition is 
satisf led or not, t:he Qllerv statements that follow 
are performed. Control of the IF ends when IQL 
encounters a period. 
fO.RMATS: 
1 • IF value1 relation V<\lUe2 [AND ••• l (ELSE 
... ] 
IF valuet relrttion value2 [OR ... ] [ELSE 
... ] 
2. If FIRSTIME 
• •• 
fF.LS~ ... ] 
IF LASTIMF. 
••• 
[ F.l,SF: ... ] 
IF' r:orn ••• [F.LSF. ••• l 
IF fiiE:WGROUP 
••• 
[F.T.~P. ... ] 
DISCUSSION: 
Valuet and value2 c~n h~ one or more items, 
constants, or literals sep~rated by a comma. 
You can write relationships in any of the following 
ilt'ays: 
Relation Accepteri Words/Symbols 
equal FO ts - EQUALS 
-
not equal ~0 NF: <> NEQ 
less than "~ ,,,. < LESS greater than r,~ GT > GREATER 
less than or 
equal to LF:O LP. <= LQ 
greater than or 
equal to r.~o G~ >= GQ 
Note that you can use NOT to reverse a relationship. 
For instance: NOT Eo is t~P. same as ~E: and NOT LEQ 
is the sa-e as GR. 
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You can combine simole relationships to make a 
complex relationship hV 1olnlng them with AND or OR 
clauses. You can use oarentheses to clarifY complex 
relationshiPs. IQL evaluates all OR clauses before 
any AND clauses. You cannot nest IP statements1 
that is, IQL does nnt oermit the construct of IF ••• 
IF ••• ELSE ••• ELSE. 
If you use the Jo:t.~F: clause, IQL r:>ertorms the 
statement(s) that follow the ELSE clause 1£ the 
condition preceding the clause is not satisfied. 
If you are comparing two numbers, the decimal points 
are lined up and any necessary leading or trailing 
zeros are supplied betore the comparison is made. 
If you are comparinq two alphanumeric items or 
literals, any necessarv trail!nq spaces are added to 
the shorter item before the comparison is made. 
EXAMPLES: 
In the following examole, we want to select only 
those equipment that are under maintenance contract 
(Service = •M•). We want to list for this 
equipment, the Equloment number, customer number of 
the owner and the date the maintenance contract will 
expire. 
OPEN EQUIPMENT CUSTOMER. 
If EQUIP-SERVICE = •M• 
fiND KEY2 = EQUIP•CUST•NO 
PRINT EQUI !?•NO EQIJIP•CUST-li.Jn I"HST•N AME EQUIP•SVC•END•DATE 
06/10/82 
E:QUI PM~: NT 
NO 
A.J 01-15460 
A.J 01•6162 
DEC05•AG01199 
DEC06•AG10100 
• 
• 
• 
CUST 
NO 
0029 GER~LO 
0001 
0058 ROBF.QT 
0007 F.MDPV 
~MITH 
r_,ucc 
~lEI 
ZIMMERS 
(End query phase1 print file is OLE29ELPT) 
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PAGE 
SVC•END 
DATE 
82/06/30 
99/06/30 
82/06/30 
82/06/30 
1 
LM~RGIN 
F'lJNCTIO~: 
The LMARGIN statement S@ts the left margin for 
printing reports. 
F'ORMAT: 
LMARGIN integer 
DEfAULTS: 
If vou omit the LMAR~T~ statement in a query, IQL 
sets the left margin to t. 
DISCUSSION: 
You can use LMARGTM Rnv place in a query, and as 
often as necessary. 
LM~RGIM ~ffects paqe headinas, summary lines, and 
detail Print lines. 
EXAt•IPLES: 
1 • 
Instead of having our rennrt 
want it to start in column 10. 
shows the report wtthout the 
the second with it. 
HEADING •////BUILDING LISTING•. 
OPEN BUILDING. 
PRI~T BLDG-~0 BLDG•NAME. 
06/10/82 
BLDG BtDG 
NO NAME 
005 NHITAKER LABORATORY 
006 ~UDD BUILDING 
007 SINCLAIR LABORATORY 
014 CHRISTMAS•SAUCON H71J,IJ 
019 PACKARD LABORATORY 
023 EDUCATION BLDGS & r.r,II\lTC 
start in column 1, we 
The first example 
LMARr.IN statement and 
PAGE 1 
(End querv phase; print file is OLA29ELPT) 
?.7? 
2. 
HEADING '//BUILDING LISTING'. 
LMARGIN 10. 
OPEN BUILDING. 
PRINT BLDG•NO BLDG•NAME • 
.. ······- 0"6/10/82 
BLDG RLDG 
NO NAME 
005 WHJTAKER LAAORATnRY 
006 MUDD BUILntNG 
007 SINCLAIR LARORATORY 
014 CHRISTt.,AS-,!:P\Hr.nN HALL 
019 PACKARD L~AORATnRY 
023 EDUCATION RLOG~ & CLINIC 
027 ALUMNI BUT~ntNG 
030 LINDERMAN ~tARARY 
031 WILLIAMS Hl\f,T, 
035 DROWN HALT, 
(End query Phase; print file is OLF29ELPT) 
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PAGE 1 
MAXIMUM 
fm~:TION: 
The M~XIMUM statement calculates the maximum value 
of a numeric item in o~e of two ways: 
F'OR"'l'\T: 
1. Over an entire report. 
2. Within a spec1~1c value of one or more 
controlling Items (brPaks). 
MAXIMUM item [BY item [ ••• item]] 
D EF' 1\.!JLT S: 
If you do not specifv a break item (that is, BY 
item), the maximum is c~lculated over all records 
that pass through th~ MAXTMTTM statement. 
Unless you specifY otherwise, each maximum statement 
both calculates the ~pecif~ed maximum and prints it 
at the Proper time. 
DIS:::USSION: 
The format and use of the MAXIMUM statement are 
exactly the same ~s the other summary statements 
AVERAGE, MINIMUM, TAT,J,Y, anti TOTAL. 
If you specifY a break item, the maximum is 
calculated and printeti on the change in the 
indicated Item. If vou specify more than one break 
item, MAXIMUM breaks on ~ change in anv of the break 
items. 
Since taking a maximum is an arithmetic operation, 
the item for which vou q~t the maximum must be 
numeric. However, the item controll!nq the break 
can be any type. 
IQL prints the maximum line on the report as a 
maximum title on the teft and the maximum value on 
the right. IQL constructs the title for an item 
from the top and bottom dictionary titles and from 
the word MAX:. IQL constructs the title for a break 
item from the top ann bottom dictionary titles of 
the break item and constructs the overall title tor 
all the break Items with the words OVERALL. 
?.74 
EXI\MPLES: 
We · want to find th~ m~ximum rate that is being 
charged for monthly maint~nance. 
OPEN MODEL. 
MA~IMUM MO~EL•CURR•MAINT·R~TF. 
06/10/82 PAGE 1 
OVERALL :URR RATE $ 658.00 
(End query phase; print file is OLG29ELPT) 
275 
MINIMUM 
F'lJNCTID:-.J: 
The ~INI~lJM statement ca1~ulates the minimum value 
of a numeric item in one of the two wavs: 
1. over an entire rePort. 
2. Within a specific valne of one or more 
controlling it~ms fbreaks). 
F'DR~AT: 
MIN'H1U~1 item [B'i item f ••• i.tem] 
DEf AlJt,T: 
If you do not specifY a break item (that is, BY 
item), the minimum is calculated over all records 
that pass through the ~TNTMTJM statement. 
Un 1 es s vou spec 1 fy otherw1 s e, each MIND4l1l., statement 
both calculates ~he specified minimums and prints 
them at the proper time. 
DISCUSSION: 
The format and use 
exactly the same 
AVERAGE, MAXIMUM~ 
of t~e MI~IMUM statement are 
~~ the other summary statements 
TALtY, and TQTAL. 
If you specifY a hreak Item, the minimum is 
calculated and Prtnte~ on the change in the 
indicated item. If vou specify more than one break 
item, ~INIMlJM breaks nn a change in any of the break 
items. 
Since taking a minimum is an arithmetic operation, 
the item you take the minimum of must be numeric. 
However, the break item can be any type. 
IQL prints the minimum line on the report as a 
minimum title on the left and the minimum value on 
the right. IQL constructs the title for an item 
from the top and bottom dictionary titles and from 
the word ~IN:. IOL constructs the title for a break 
item from the top and bnttom dictionary titles of 
the break item and constructs the overall title for 
all the break items with the word OVERALL. 
?.76 
EXAMPLES: 
we want to find the smallest maintenance rate (other 
than zero) being charqerl for monthlY maintenance. 
OPEN MODEL. 
1 F' MODF.:L•CU.RR•MAINT•RATE tJP 0 
MINIMUM ~ODEL•CURR•MAINT•PnTP. 
06/10/82 
OVERALL CURR RATE 
(End query phase~ print file Is OLH29ELPT) 
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PAGE 1 
$ 1.00 
OPEN 
fUN:TION: 
The OPEN statement jnfor~s IQL which dictionaries 
an1 files to use in ~ query. 
rORM~T: 
OPEN dictionary [d1ctton~rv1 [dictionary] 
DISCUSSION: 
Only one OPEN stateme~t c~n be used in a query. 
You can use from one to three dictionary names in an 
OPEN statement, depen~ina on how many dictionaries 
you wish to process in the auery. 
The file described hv the first dictionary in the 
OPEN statement is ca11e~ the primary file. This 
file controls the current phase of the query. If it 
is a sequential file, tor. automaticallY reads it. 
If the Primary file !s an indexed sequential (!SAM) 
file and you do not ~o vour o~n reading with a FIND 
KEY statement, IOL automaticallY reads it 
sequentially. 
If vou use more than one dictionary name in OPEN 
statement, the files descrthed by the second and 
third dictionaries are secondary files. You must do 
your own reading of these files by appropriate use 
of fiND item or FIND KF.Yn. NormallY secondary files 
are read under control of information you get from 
the primary file. 
When IQL comes to the last statement in the current 
stage or it encounters a ~n TO NR, IQL qoes directly 
to the statement just aftPr the OPF.N. If it is 
reading sequentiallv as ~escribed above, it reads 
the next record before carrying out the statement. 
Any statements that come before the OPEN statement 
are carried out onlv once at the beqinninq of the 
query and before any recor~s are read. The query 
runs faster If you out one•time formatting 
statements at the beotnnlnq of the querY when you 
are not qo1nq to chanoe formats during the run. 
27R 
F:XAMPLES: 
In the first examole, wp want to access the Model 
Dictionary. In the sP.con1 example, we want to 
access the Equioment, ~odel, and Customer 
dictionaries. (To use information from the second 
and third named dictlon~ries, we must use the FIND 
K~:X'ir- statement). 
1 • 
JPEN MODEL. 
PRINT MODEL•NO MODEL•NAME. 
06/10/82 
'10.DEL 
NO 
r..J 01 
:::AL01 
DEC01 
DEC02 
2. 
• 
• 
• 
MODEL 
ADAC242 
1012 
LA36 
[,A.34 
OPEN EQUIPMENT MODEL CUSTnMER. 
PAGE 
HEADING "//EQUIPMENT IN BTTTtnt~r, " EQUIP•BLDG•NO. 
If EQUIP•&LDG•NO = 7 
fiND KEY2 : EQUIP•MODEL•Nn 
FIND KEY3 = EQUIP•CUST•NO 
PRDIT EQUIP•VENDOR•NO MODF:T,-~TAMF: CUST•NAME. 
06/10/82 
VENDOR 
NQ 
DEC 
DEC 
DEC 
TEC 
TEC 
EQUIPMENT T~ ATTTr,niNG 007 
~to DEL 
LA36 
LA34 
PDP 11/04 
TECHT 8410 
TECHT 817 
KEN 
GARY 
ROBF:RT 
KF:N 
GARY 
I<LIER 
SIMMONS 
WEI 
KLIER 
SIMMONS 
(End query phase; print file is OL329ELPT) 
PAGE 
1 
1 
PRINT 
PUNCriON: 
The PRINT statement soectfies a print line in a 
report. 
PORMATS: 
PRINT value [, ••• , ValUPJ 
DEfAULTS: 
If you do not speclfv oth~rwise, IQL turns titling 
on, uses three spaces hnrizontallY between item 
values, and single snac~s vertically. 
DISCUSSION: 
Value can be an item, lit~ral, or integer. Item 
values are laid out in the print line from left to 
right as they occur 1n your PRINT statement. 
Item values are editen according to their Picture in 
the dictionary (or anv override picture you use in 
your query) before betna put in the print line. 
If you use an integPr ln the statement, the integer 
overrides standard soacinq for the PRINT statement. 
IQL sets the inteqer to the horizontal spacina 
increment for the remalnner of the print statement 
or until you use another such spacing integer. For 
instance, if you use HSPACE 2 and the print 
statement: 
PRINT NAME, STREET, ~, PHOM~, TITLE, t, YEAR 
IQL provides two snaces between NAMF. and STREET, 
five spaces betw~en STRF.F.T and PHONE, five spaces 
between PHONE and TITLF., ann one space between TITLE 
and YEAR. If you no not use a spacing integer and 
use HSP~CE in you querv, as many spaces are left 
between item values as vou nes1gnate with HSPACE. 
If you print line is too long for the space between 
your current left ann riaht margins, IQL truncates 
the print line on the riaht and continues. No error 
message is issued. 
If t1t11n~ is on, IOL nrints two lines of column 
titles at the top of each new page. In laying out 
space for each ite~ horizontally, IOL uses the 
longer of the enited ttem lPnqth or the length of 
2RO 
the column title. Colu~n titles for alphanumeric 
ite~s are left justifteo. Column titles tor numeric 
items are ri~ht justified. 
If titling is on, 
a different PRINT 
IQL prints titles 
c u r r en'(,; .. 1.1 n e • 
anrt the current print line is from 
st~temP.nt than the preceding line, 
before Printing the body of the 
. ., .... 
If tltlin::J is off, Inr, or1nts only the current line. 
In layin~ out this lin~, IQL ignores the title 
lengths. ~ote that if vnu print a line, turn 
titling off, and print the line again, there can be 
a difference in alignment since the length of the 
column titles can af~ect the first line but not the 
second line. Vertic~l soactng is done just before 
the print line (and title tf any) is printed. 
EXAMPLES: 
We want to print the names and addresses of all 
customers. 
OPEN CUSTOMER. 
PRIIIfT CUST•NO CUST•NA.ME CIT~'l'-Rl.ol"lG•NO CUST•ROOM. 
06/10/82 PAGE 1 
CUST BLDG ROOM 
NO NA.ME NO NO 
0001 r.,ucc 019 154 
0006 GARY SIMMONS 007 3058 
0007 EI40RY ZIMMER.S 019 222 
0010 BERRY RICHARDS 030 100 
0013 RICHARD HF:RTZBERr, 005 454 
0019 GEORGE: SIH 019 451A 
0021 STA.N JOHNSON Q19 551 
0023 Kf:N KLIER 007 315 
0026 RAYMOND BELL 023 524 
0028 LEE TIJSCHER 023 520 
0029 GERALD S'-flTH 030 7 
0040 F'RANK T.JUH 035 203 
0048 ARTHUR HUMPHREY 027 204F 
0051 ALISTAIR MAC PHERSnN 019 5'58 
0055 DONl\LD TAL HELM 019 304 
0058 ROBERT WEI 007 3?.78 
(End query phase; print f1le is OL229ELPT) 
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RMARGIN 
F'LTN:TION: 
The RM~RGIN statement sets the rlqht margin for 
printing reports. 
F'O.RI.fl\T: 
RMA.RGIN integer 
DEFAULTS: 
If you do not use RMARGTN in you query, IQL uses a 
right mar~in of 72. 
DISCUSSION: 
You can use RM~RGT~ ~nv olace in you query, and as 
often as necessary. 
RM~RGIN affects page hea~inqs, summary lines, and 
detail print lines. 
E:XA~PLES: 
We are goinq to create ~ report that will be too 
wide to fit o~ the scre~n hut will fit on paper 1£ 
we print it off-line. We should include the DISPLAY 
OFF' statement in ottr qu~rv because the report will 
not be ve~v readable at the terminal because it will 
fold over. 
RMARGIN 132. 
DISPLAY OFF. 
OPEN EQ!flPMENT. 
IF' EQUIP-OPTIONS NE ' ' 
PRINT E9UIP•NO EQUIP•CUST•"n ~OtTTP•STATUS EQUIP-OPTIONS. 
(End query phase; print file is OL229ELPT) 
?.R2 
SORT 
F'UNC't'IOI.J: 
The SORT statement ~orts the primary inPut file on 
one or more keys. ThP. kevs can be data items or 
variables and can be sorted in ascending or 
descending order. 
F'O.RMAT: 
SORT BY [ASCENDING] value r, ••• [ASCENDINGJ value 
SORT RY [DESCENDING] value (, ••• [DESCENDING] value 
DEF'AULT: 
IF you do not specify ASCENniNG or DESCENDING, IQL 
sorts on an ascendlna order. 
DISCUSSION: 
Value can be an ttem or a variable. There is no 
maximum number of sort keys that can be used other 
than that the number ot characters in all sort keys 
- taken together • c~nnot exceed the total length of 
the record. 
You can sort on calculated variable values. 
However, the calculated values do not pass through 
the SORT statement. 
EXAMPLES: 
Suppose we want to sort items from the Equipment 
Dictionary in order by Model-Name (which is in the 
Model Dictionary). The following sequence is 
required. 
1. QPEN EQUIPMENT MOnEL. 
F'IND KF.:Y2 : F;QTTIP•MOOF:L•NO. 
(The link in the primary dictionary to 
the secondary) 
2. SORT B¥ EQUIP·V~NDOR-~0 MODEL•NAME. 
Because the prP.vious FIND KEY was issued, 
Model•Name is available to the sort for 
sequencing. The onlv data items that are 
actually kept in the sorted file, 
however, are those from the P.guipment 
Dictionary. 
3. If we want to Print information 
the Model Dictionary, it will 
necessary to iss~e another FIND 
statement after the snRT statement. 
F'I~O KEY2 : EQ!TtP•MOOF'L•NO. 
from 
be 
KEY 
4. ~e can now print the Information we want. 
PRINT EQUIP•VENnOR•Nn MODEL•NAME ••• 
The query will now be run to demonstrate the above. 
QPEN EQUIP~ENT MODEL. 
F'IND KEY2 = EQUIP•MODEL•Nn. 
SORT BY EQUIP•VENDOR•NO Mon~t-NAME. 
F'IND KEY2 = EQUIP•MODEL•Nn. 
PRHH EQUIP•VENDOR•NO MODF:J,•NAJ.fP. EQUIP•SERIAL•NO. 
06/10/82 PAGE 1 
VENDOR 
NO MODEL SERtATJ•NO 
AJ AI)AC242 15460 
AJ ADAC242 616? 
DEC LA120 PNO<l657 
DEC LA120 WF24140 
DE: LA34 084r:;7 
DEC LA34 16345 
DEC LA34 3266~ 
• 
• 
• (End query phaSeJ print file is OLG30ELPT) 
?R4 
TALLY 
F'UNC1'ION: 
The T~LL¥ statement counts the occurrences of an 
item and enters the total in one of two wavs: 
1. Over an entire report. 
2. Within a specific valne of one or more 
controlling items (hrP.eksl. 
F'OR'4ii.T: 
T~LL¥ item [BY item r ••• JJ 
DEF'i\ULT: 
If vou do not 
item), the tallY 
pass through the 
speclfV a break item (that is, BY 
is cRlculated over all records that 
TALLY statement. 
Unless you specifY otherwise, each TALLY statement 
calculates the specifle~ tally and prints It at the 
pro~er ti'Tie. 
DISCUSSIO~: 
The format and use of the TALLY statement are 
exactly the same as the other summary statements 
AVER~GE, M~XIMUM, MHJT~TTM, and TOTAL. 
If you specify a break Item, the tally is calculated 
and printed on the chanqe in the indicated item. If 
you specifY more than one hreak item, TALLY breaks 
on a change in any of the indicated break items. 
You can tally any type 
TALLY '11erely runs 
increments by one each 
statement. 
of item or break items, since 
an internal counter that 
time IQL encounters the TALLY 
IQL prints the tally line on the report as a tallY 
title on the left an~ the tally value on the right. 
IQL constructs the title for an item from the top 
and bottom dlctionarv titles and from the word 
TALLY:. IQL constructs the title for a break item 
from the top and bottom dictionary titles of the 
break item and constrncts the overall title for all 
the break items with the words OVERALL. 
?.85 
EXAMPLES: 
Suppose we want to find out how many terminals we 
have in each buildinry. 
HEAfliNG •11 EQUIP,.,ENT COllf\lT ~y ATTILDING•. 
OPE~l EQUIPr4ENT. 
SORT RY EOUIP•BLDG-NO. 
TALLY EQUIP•NO BY EQUIP•Btn~·NO. 
06/10/82 
EQtJIPtw1EN't' rniJNT RY BUILDINr, 
BLDG r~o 005 EQ!.JI PP.1EN't' NO Tl\tJfJY: 
BLDG NO 006 ~QUIPMENT NO T!H1LY': 
BLDG NO 007 EQUIPMENT NO TAt,f.~Y: 
B£JDG NO 011 EQUIPMENT NO TALLY 
BLDG NO 014 EQUIPMENT NO TIH,LY 
BLDG NO 019 EQUIPMENT NO Tl\t,LY 
BLDG NO 023 EQUIPMENT NO TJ\TJLY 
BLDG ~0 027 EQUIPMENT NO TAt..LV 
BLDG NO 030 EQUIPMENT NO Tl\t.,LY 
BLDG NO 031 EQUIPMENT NO TA T.,LY' 
RLDG t-10 035 EQUIPMENT NO TAT,LY 
(End query phase; print file is OL529ELPT) 
2R6 
PAGE 
4 
2 
5 
1 
4 
33 
2 
30 
13 
2 
6 
1 
TOTAL 
fUt.JCTlON: 
The TOTAL statement calculates the total of a 
numeric item in one of two wavs: 
1. over an entire reoort. 
2. Within a speciflc valiJe of one or more 
controlling items (hreaks). 
fOR~A.T: 
TOTAL [BY item [ ••• itemll 
DEfAULTS: 
If you do not 
1 tem), the total 
pass through the 
spectt.y a break item (that is, BY 
is c~lclllated over all records that 
TOTAL statpment. 
Unless you specify otherwl~e, each TOTAL statement 
calculates the specified total and Prints it at the 
proper time. 
Dis:ussrmJ: 
The format and use of the TOTAL statement are 
exactly the same as the other summarY statements 
AVERAGE, MAXIMUM, MlNTMU~, and TALLY. 
If you specify a break item, the total is calculated 
and printed when IQL sees a change in the indicated 
item. If you specifY more than one break item, 
TOTAL breaks if it sees a change in any of the 
indicated items. 
You can specify more than one break item as long as 
each is minor to one orecedinq it. A total is 
calculated for each such break item. When a change 
in any break item occnrs, a change is assumed to 
have occurred in each break item to the right of it 
in the TOTAL statement. The purpose of this is to 
prevent inadvertent overlaP of minor break Items 
over major ones. 
Since totaling is an arithmetic operation, the Item 
you total must be numeric. However the item(s) 
controlling the break can he any type. 
2R7 
IQL prints the tot~t line on the report as a total 
title on the left and th~ total value on the right. 
IQL constructs the tftle for an item from the top 
and bottom dictionarv titles and from the word 
TOTAL:. IQL construct~ the title for a break item 
form the top and bottom dictionary titles of the 
break item and constructs the overall title for all 
the br ed"lc 1 tems · with the word OVERALL. 
EXA""'PLES: 
We want to find out the total maintenance charge for 
each customer for ~ouiP~ent they have under 
maintenance contract. w~ also want to list the 
customer's name. Since the Equipment Dictionary is 
in sequence by Equi~-~o, we must first SORT it into 
sequence bY Cust•No. 
QPEN EQUIPMENT CUSTOMER Mon~t. 
SORT BY EQUIP•CUST•NO. 
FIND KEY2 = EQUIP•CUST•NO. 
FINO KEY3 : EQUIP•MODEL•Nn. 
TOTAL MDDEt•CURR•MAINT•RATP RY ~OUIP•CUST•NO. 
IF FIRSTIME OR NEWGROUP Ef'IHT.P•CtT5T•NO 
PRINT EQUIP•CUST•NO CUST·N~ME. 
06/10/82 
:usr 
NO 
0001 
NAME 
LUCC 
CUST NO 0001 CURR RATE 
0006 GARY' SIMMONS 
CUST NO 0006 CURR RATE 
0007 EMORY' ZtMMERS 
• 
• 
• 
TnTAL: 
(End query phase: print ftle Is nLJ30ELPT) 
?RR 
PAGE 1 
$2146.00 
s ta.oo 
VSP~CE 
fUNCTION: 
The VSPACE statement ~hanqes the vertical spacing of 
reports. 
- --- --- --- f'OR r4-AT :-
VSPACE integer 
DEF'AULT: 
If you do not USP- VSPACE in a query, IQL single 
spaces reports; that Is, it acts as if you had used 
VSPACF.: 1. 
DISCUSSION: 
IQL physicallY vertical spa~es just before it prints 
a line or the titles thAt correspond with the line. 
You can use VSPACE at any point and repeatedly. 
VSPACE onlY affects rePoTtS produced by PRINT; it 
does not affect output from DISPLAY. 
The integer in VSPACF. cAn hP any reasonable value. 
EXMIPLE: 
V'SPACE 3. 
OPEN VENDOR. 
PRINT VE~DOR•NO V~NDOR•NA~F.. 
06/10/82 
VENDOR 
NO 
AJ 
• 
• 
• 
VENDOR 
NAMf. 
ANDERSON/JACOBSON 
CALC:JMP, INC • 
(End query phase; print file is OL729ELPT) 
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PAGE t 
ENCLOSURE I 
IQL ERROR MESSAGES 
Error message from TOL ~re preceded by either a 
que~tion mark (?) which tndlcatPS an error that cannot 
be handlei by IQL or a p~rcent siqn (%), which indicates 
either a ~arn!ng message or an information message. When 
1QL encounters an (?) error, TOL displays the error 
~essage, terminates IQL, ~n~ rPturns you to the TOPS•20 
environment. You will lose the current querv area. When 
TQL encounters a (%) error, ror. ~is plays the warning or 
information message and continues. 
following are expl~nat!ons of the most common tQL 
(%) error ~essages: 
%THERE IS ~0 QUERY TO STDRP. 
There has to be a current qnerv area before you can 
issue the STORE command. 
%THERE IS NO QUERY TO REPL~CE WITH 
There has to be a c~rrent ~uerv area before you can 
Issue the REPLACE command. 
%THERE IS NO CURRENT QUERY TO RtT"-T 
When you issue the RTJN command, there must either be 
a current query area or vou must name a query that 
has been stored in thP file of nonanalvzed queries. 
%THERE IS NO :uRRENT QUERY 
You issued the EDIT command for a query that does 
not exist. You must use the WRITE command instead. 
%query•name IS ALRE~DY STnRF.O. PLEASE DEL~TE tT OR STORE 
IT UNDER A NEW NAME. 
Once you r.ave stored a query, you must use the 
REPLACE command to uo~ate it. 
%item•name NOT DEfiNED 
?90 
~U~DEFINED DATA JTEN OP ~LSF ~N ALPHA VAR SPELLED 
INCORRE:TLY You prob~hlV misspelled a data item or 
you have named a ~At~ item that iS not in the 
dictionaries you have onened. You also could have 
neglected to prece~e an~ follow parentheses or 
logical operators with a soace • 
. %NO ~NDJNG P~RfN •. 
%f00 MANY RIGHT PAPEN. 
You have unbalance~ parentheses. Possibly you 
forgot to Precede ann follnw the parenthesis symbol 
with a space. 
%NO ENDING QUOTE 
You have an uneven n11mner nf. quotation marks. 
%DICTIONARY NOT FOIJND F'OR F'lT,F: 
The dictionary you name~ in the OPEN statement is 
not a valid diction~rv name. Use the DICTIONARIES 
command to find the n~mes of valid dictionaries. 
%1/ERB EXPECTED 
%IF' STATEMENT HAS NO VERB PHRASF: 
An action command such as PRINT, SORT, TALLY, TOTAL, 
AVERAGE, "tAXI MUM, MHJT'-HIM must follow an IF' • 
%INVALID RELATIONAL OPERATOR 
%1~1/A.LID OPERATOR 
See the IF' statemP.nt for the list 
operators. 
%VERB EXPECTS A DATA ITEM LIST 
of valid 
Action statements such as PRI~T, SORT, etc. must act 
on some data items. 
APPF.NDIX IX 
TRAINING EXERCISES 
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IX.l TOPS•20 Training Exercises 
ON•LINE EXERCISE 1 
---·---··-- ............... -·-- .. -·· --T-h-ls---e-xerc is-e \'1-il-1 bP. Prece~ed bV ·an -·explanation· of- · 
the features of the termin~l itsPlf, pointing out the 
special purpose keys. To do this exercise, the trainees 
~ill have to know how to qain access to and to exit from 
the system. They will also need to know the procedure 
for creating and storing a file. 
The trainees will need to nnderstand the concept of 
the environments; TOPS-20, Edit, and Input, and to know 
which commands are used to enter and exit from each. 
The most common error that novice users make is to 
neglect to exit the input environment. The commands they 
think they are issuing are actuallY becoming lines in the 
file they are creating. 
The trainees should he ahle to accomplish this 
exercise with a modicum of errors. 
2Q3 
ON•LINE EXERCISE 1 
Creatlna a npw file 
1. Lo:;r in, anq when yo•J iltrf'l' c"nnected to the 
svstem, create a new file called DEPT.OAT. 
Include the followina items in this f.ile: 
JOHNS JOSEPH 
WILLIAMS SUSAN 
MICHAEL'S JI\MES 
WILSON ANDREW 
DAVIS MATTHEW 
ROGERS DENNIS 
INDUSTRtAL ~NGINEERING 58 
MECHA~ICAL PNGINEERING 20 
MATH~MATTCS 35 
ENGLISH 19 
PHYSICS 21 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 15 
2. After the last line of inout, return to the 
Edit environment. VerifY hY printing all the 
lines. 
3. Store the file DEPT.nAT on your disk without 
line numbers. 
4. Logout. 
1 • 
LEHIGH UNIVERSITY , TOPS-?0 Monitor 4(33)•3 
@LOGIN NEF 
Job 31 on TTY2 15-Jun•B?. 13:43:44 
End of LOGIN.CMD.6 
@EDll' DE!?T.DAT 
\Pile not found, Creating New f1le 
Input: DEPT.DAT.l · 
00100 JOHNS JOSEPH 
00200 WILLIAMS SUSAN 
00300 ~ICHAELS JMAES 
00400 ~ILSON ANDREW 
00500 DAVIS MATTHEW 
00600 ROGERS DENNIS 
00700 
2. 
00700 $ 
*PA.:* 
00100 
00200 
00300 
00400 
00500 
00600 
* 
3. 
*EU 
JOHN'S JOSEPH 
iHLLI6.MS SUSAN 
MIC!iAELS JMAES 
WILSON ANDREW 
01\Vl S MATTHEW 
ROGERS DF:NNJS 
(DEPT.DAT.1l 
@ 
4. 
@LOGOUT 
INnnSTPTAt, ENGINEERIN(; 5R 
f.1ECH ANIC l.'t J, ENGINEER IN~ 20 
MATHF.MATTCS 35 
ENr,T,JSH 19 
PHYSTCS 21 
ELF.C1'PlCAL ENGINEERI~G 15 
INnTTSTRIT\T, ENGINEERING SR 
MECHANTCI'I.f, Et-IGINEERING 20 
MATH~MATtrS 35 
. F.Nr,T,TSH 
PHYSTCS 
ELP.r'TRICAT, ENGINEERING 
19 
21 
15 
Killed Job 31, User NEF, Account , TTY3, 
15·Jun•B2 13:41:56, Used o:02:4R in 0:58:18 
?.9'5 
ON•LINE EXERCISE 2 
This exercise deals with correcting and modifYinq a 
file that thev have previnuslv created. A main concept 
to be instilled in this lntrnrluctlon to the computer is 
that, the trainees are not P.XPected to remember each 
command and its format. Thev onlY need to be aware that 
tnere is a command to do what theY want and to know where 
to lOOK to find OUt its ex~ct format. 
?.Q6 
ON•LINE EXERCISE 2 
Correcting an~ Mo~lfvinq the File 
1 • B r 1 n q the DEPT • D AT t.tl F! 1 n t o the e ~J t s>..r • 
2. For practice in pos1tloninq yourself in a 
file: 
3. 
4. 
a. Print the first line of the file. 
b. Print lines 2nn:300 
c. Print the last line of the file. 
d. Print line son 
e. Print the prev1ons line. 
f. Print the next line. 
g. Print the current line. 
If you have any typ:fnq f:'rrors to correct, make 
the desired changes. 
Make the following rPvisions to the file: 
a. Change susan William's department to 
CHEMISTRY. 
b. Replace the lfne for JAMES MICHAEL'S 
with the followinq: 
SMITH DAVID PHTT,nsOPHY 
c. Chan~e the SPPllinq of DENNIS ROGER'S 
first name to nF.~Ts. 
d. Delete line 3on. 
e. Insert the folJowinq line as the first 
line in your file: 
GOLD DAVIn r.OMPIJ'T'ER SCIENCE 
61 
58 
f. Print from the heqtnning of the file to 
line 400. 
g. Change all bUildinqs numbered 59 to 39. 
2Q7 
h. Add the followtna lines immediatelv 
after the line for snSAI'l WILLIAMS: 
STONE MARY HTS'l'I1RY 
BERNHARD CLAR~ FR~MCH 
ADAMS DIANE MATH~MA'l'TCS 
s. VerifY all revisions hv Pr,nting the entire 
file. 
35 
22 
35 
6. Store the file and le~ve the Edit environment. 
7. Logout. 
29R 
1 • 
@EDIT DEPT.DAT 
Edit: DEPT.DAT.l 
* 
2.a. 
*P", 
00100 JOH~S JOSEPH JNJ"HTS'J'RT AJ, ENGINEERING 58 
*1'200:300 
00200 WILLIAMS SUSAN MECHANIC~t ENGINEERING 20 
00300 ~ICHAELS JAMES MATREMA'l'TCS 35 
2.c. 
*P* 
00600 ROGERS DENNIS ELF.r.'t'RIC At, ENGINEERING 15 
*PSOO 
00500 
2.e. 
*$ 
00400 
2.f. 
* 00500 
2.q. 
*"· 00500 
3. 
DAVIS '-'ATTHEW PHYSICS 
wiLSON ANORF:W ENr:J,ISH 
DAVIS MATTHEW PHYSTCS 
DAVIS MATTHEW PHYST.CS 
%Search falls 
*P". 
21 
19 
21 
21 
00100 JOHNS JDSf.PH 
*FJMAES$ 
INntJS't'RT AT, ENGINEERING 58 
00300 ~ICH~ELS JMAES MATH~MATTCS 
*SJMAES$JAME:S$. 
00300 MICH~ELS JAMES MATH~MATTCS 
*!"SUSAN$ 
%Search falls 
35 
35 
*P". 
00100 
*I" 
00200 
JOHr-IS JOSEPH INfHTS1'RT~T. ENGINEERING 58 
WILLIAMS SUSAN ...,.F:CHANIC"~r. ENGINEERING 20 
*R• 
0 0 2 0 0 WlfJLI ~MS SUSAN CHFMI S1'RY 
1 Lines (00200/1) deleted 
*F'JAM~;ss 
00300 ~ICHAELS JAMES MATHEMATICS 
*R. 
0 0 300 SMITH DAVID PHTT,nSOPHV 
1 Lines (00300/1) oeleted 
4.c. 
*!"DENNIS$ 
20 
35 
61 
00600 ROGERS DENNIS ELFrTRTC~L ENGINEERING 15 
*SDENN$DEN$. 
00600 ROGERS DENIS ELF.r1'R!CAT, ENGINEERING 15 
*SDENIS$DENIS S. 
00600 ROGERS DENIS 
*D300 
ELFCTRTCAt ENGINEERING 15 
1 Lines (00300/1) deleted 
4.e. 
*ISO 
00050 
4.f. 
*P".: 400 
GOLD DAVID CO'-'PfT1'FR SCIENCE 58 
300 
00050 GOLD DAVID COMPU'l'F.:R SCIENCE 58 
00100 JOHNS JOSEPH INmtS'l'RT 1\ f, F:NGINEER ING 58 
00200 wiLLIA"fS SUSAN CHJ"~TSTRV 20 
00400 WILSON T\NDREW ENr.r,T~H 19 
4.q. 
*S58$38$'".: * 
00050 GOLD DAVID COMPTITF:R SCIENCE 3ij 
00100 JOHNS JOSEPH INniJS'l'Pli\To ENGINEERING 38 
4.h. 
*I" SUS$ 
00200 WILLIAMS SUSAN CHP.MtSTRV 20 
*1.,10 
00210 STONE '4ARY HIS't'I1RY 35 
00220 LIENHARD CLARE FRF:~CH 22 
00230 ADAMS DIANE MA't'HF:~l\Tir.S 35 
00240 $ 
s. 
*Pl. 
Page 1 
00050 GOLD DT\VID COMPTJTF.R SCIENCE 38 
00100 JOHt>IS JOSEPH INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING 38 
00200 WILLIAMS SUSAN CHFMTSTPY 20 
00210 STONE MARY HIS'I'I1RY 35 
00220 LIENHARD CLARE FRF.t>JCH 22 
00230 AOT\MS DIAI'IE M A'l'HF.'-1 A'l'TCS 35 
00400 WILSON ANDREW F:NGT,ISH 19 
00500 DAVIS MT\TTHEW PHYSICS 21 
00600 ROGERS DENIS ELF.r.'l'R tr. AT, ENGINEERING 15 
* 
6. 
*EU 
[DEPT.DAT.2J 
@ 
7. 
(a LOGOUT 
301 
ON•LIN€ EXERCISE 3 
This exercise will reoulre that the trainees be able 
to distinguish TOPS•20 commands from Edit commands and 
know that they must be in thP. correct environment to 
perform each. 
Several comm,nds are introduced here. Again, the 
emphasis is Placed on knowtnq that a command exists to do 
what they want to do and knowfnq where to find this 
information. 
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ON•LINE EXERCISE 3 
Manaqtnq F'iles 
1. Log in, and when you ar~ connected to the 
system, create a new file RLDG.SEQ containinq 
the following inform~tion: 
005 WHITAKER LABORATORY 
006 MUDD BUILDING 
007 SI~CL~IR LABORATnRY 
014 CHRISTMAS-SAUCn~ HALL 
019 PA:KARO LABORATORY 
2. List all the files in vour directory. 
3. List the contents of RLnG.sEQ on your terminal 
screen. 
4. Change the name of n~PT.nAT to DEPT.LOG. 
s. Print the file DEPT.r,nG on the printer. 
6. Check to see if it is orinting or if it is 
~aitinq to be printe~. 
7. Make a duplicate file of RLDG.SEQ and call it 
BLDG2.SEQ. 
s. Delete BLDG.SEO from your rtlrectory. 
9. OOPS, I told you the wronq file to delete, get 
it back and delete Rt0G2.s~o instead. 
10. List the files that are now in your directory. 
11. See how mUCh space you have left in vour 
directory. 
12. Free up the space for files you have deleted. 
13. Check again to see how mneh space you have 
left. 
14. Logout. 
103 
1 • 
E<'LOGIN NEF' 
Job 31 on TTY2 15-Jun-8? 11:41:44 
End of LOGIN.CMD.6 
@EDIT BLDG.SEQ 
%No such filename, Creat1nq New file 
Input: BLOG.SEQ.l 
00100 005 ~HITACKER LARnRATORV 
00200 006 MUDD LABORATORY 
00300 007 S!NCL~IR LABOR~TORV 
00400 014 CHRISTM~S-STHJrON HTI.t,L 
00500 019 PACKARD LABORATnRY 
$ 
*EU 
[BLDG.SEQ.2J 
2. 
~DIR 
PS:<NEP'> 
BLDG.QEQ.3 
.SEQ.6 
DEPT.DAT.2 
.QAT.1 
LOGIN.C~tD.6 
Total Qf 5 files 
3. 
@TYPE BLDG.SEQ 
005 WHITAKER LABORATORY 
006 MUDD BUILDING 
007 SINCLAIR LABORATORY 
014 CHR IST~AS•SAUCON H"ALt, 
019 PACKARD LABORATORY 
4. 
@RENAME DEPT.DAT DEPT.LOG 
DEPT.DAT.2 => DEPT.LOG.t rnK] 
5. 
@PRINT DEPT.LOG 
'J04 
[Job DEPT Queued, Request-rn 5R5, Limit 91 
6. 
@!NfORM~TION OUTPUT 
Printer Queue: 
Job Name Req• Limit , .. User 
-------- -·-- ----- ---------------~--------* PASCAL 
Started 
JANET 
TEST 
f!,jl'69 
ASM69 
ECE142 
DGEN 
REPORT 
DEPT 
MS 
ADDED 
TOPMAN 
RETfiL 
ECER53 
ASM69 
ECER52 
E:CER30 
REPORT 
IQLMAN 
USERS 
RETRV 
RETRV 
RETRV 
There are 
7. 
562 2232 --r.umw on Unit: 
at 10:35:53, Printert 309 of 2232 pages 
15 72 JEwnnn /Forms:THESIS 
563 1B SBr 
567 18 ••t,flGRII 
568 18 ••Lf1GRU 
578 9 ••T,rJGR!T 
582 9 IR.PCLYONS 
584 9 ••LTTG'PIJ 
585 9 NEF' 
572 45 --rjtrr;Ru 
5 1 6 2 7 TAr, TJ A rr n., n 
564 72 NEF' 
565 72 IR.MJL~NTO 
581 36 ••T,fl(~RIJ 
569 81 --rjnGRn 
580 45 ••TJIH~RU 
579 54 ••T,I1GRU 
583 54 ••TJtJGR!I 
571 108 NEF 
561 198 NEF' 
570 234 IR.~KWILSON 
575 234 IR.PCLYONS 
577 234 IP.MKWTLSON 
23 Jobs in the oueue C1 in Progress) 
@:OPY BLDG.DASEQ BLDG2.SEO 
BLDG.SEQ.6 => BLOG2.SEQ.1 [OK) 
(9 
B. 
@DELETE BLDG.SEQ 
BLOG.SEQ.6 [OK] 
@ 
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@UNDELETE BtDG.SEQ 
BLDG.SE0.2 [OK] 
BLDG.SEQ.3 (OK] 
BLDG.SEQ.6 [0Kl 
ra 
10. 
caDIR 
PS:<NEF'> 
BLDG.QEQ.3 
.SEQ.2,3,6 
BLDG2.SEQ.1 
DEPT.LOG.l 
.Q~T.1 
LOGIN.:'-1D.6 
Total of 9 files 
@ 
1 1 • 
@INfORMATION DISK 
PS:<NEF'> 
@ 
27'3 Pages assigned, 256 in 11se, 13 deleted 
500 WorKing pages, 500 Permanent paqes allowed 
47117 Pages free on PS: 
12. 
taElCPUNGE 
PS:<NEF'> [13 pages freed1 
~ 
1 3. 
@INF'ORMATION DISK 
PS:<NEF> 
260 Pages assigned 
500 Working pages, 500 Perm~nent pages allowed 
47133 Pages free on PS: 
14. 
@LOGOUT 
IX.2 IQL Training Exercises • Day 1 
ON•LINE EXERCISE 1 
The purpose of this exercJse is to get the trainees 
comfortable ~ith the proce~urP for entering the IQL 
environment and leaving .1t. Tt also·requires them to 
know which commands are u•ed to list all the available 
dictionaries and the data items tn a particular 
1ictionary. fhe trainees will need to know how to do 
this if and ~hen they forqet a data item name or its 
spelling. 
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ON•LINE EXERCISE 1 
1. Enter the IQL envir~nment. 
2. rind out what d!ct!on~ries are available to 
your directory. 
3. rind out what data items ~re in the 6u1ldinq 
dictionary. 
4. Leave the IQL environment. 
5. Logout. 
lOR 
1 • 
~IQL 
<QA> 
2. 
<UA>DICTIONARIES 
Dictionaries in your dirPctorv: 
Diet 
r-ia me 
----
BUILDING 
VENDOR 
EQUIPMENl' 
CUSTOMER 
~O.DEL 
(Enr.t list 
<QA> 
3. 
F'ile 
Type 
----
IS Ds1<7 
IS Ds 1<7 
IS Dsl<7 
IS Dsk7 
File• in 
Name 
----
BT.,DG rnx 
VENPORIOX 
EQUIP rnx 
CUST tnx 
IS Dsl<7 MODEL rnx 
of dictionaries) 
<QA>ITE~S BUILDING 
Diet 
~arne 
BUILDING 
Item 
ID l~ame 
F'ile 
Type 
---· 
File-in 
Name 
----
IS Dsk7 BLDG tnX 
Top 
Title 
Bottt')m 
Title 
n1rect 
------
nirect 
------
Rec Blk 
Len Fac 
--- ---
29 10 
29 10 
112 10 
52 10 
53 10 
Rec Blk 
I.Jen Fac 
--- .---
29 10 
1st # T s Printing 
Char Char Y c Picture 
-------- ---------- --·------- ---- ---- - - -------
DD*BLDG•REC 
DD BLDG•NO BLDG Nn 
DD BLDG•NAME 
(End list of items) 
<QA> 
4. 
1 
1 
4 
29 A 0 
3 N 0 999 
25 A 0 
<QA>EXlf 
(Enct of IQL session) 
EXIT 
~ 
5. 
@LOGOUT 
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ON•LINE EXERCISE 2 
This exercise will reauire that the trainees 
unrterstand the procedure for aenprating a simPle query 
and running'-"'ft)e''-as"S'ociater1 renort. 1'hey will have to ........................ --.. -
create queries from two different dictionaries. The 
trainees ~111 also need to un~erstand the naming 
convention used by IQL for orint files so that they ~re 
able to print them. 
This exercise leads thP trainees step by step. One 
error that may occur is t~~t thev may forqet to use the 
WRITE command instead of ~nT1' as would be appropriate in 
the TOPS•20 Editor. 
The number of errors evident by analyzing the 
•pHoro• sessions coupled with the number of questions 
asked will give an indicatton as to whether the trainees 
are afraid or embarrassed to ask questions. It will also 
give an indication of how }onq they may have had to wait 
before getting their questtons answered. Two approaches 
can be taken with regard to assistance during the on-line 
sessions. One is that thP instructor wait until a 
question is asked and a second aoproach would be for the 
instructor to oversee the exercises monitoring the 
trainees• progress. Some trainees would he intimidated 
by havin1 someone looking over their shoulder while they 
are working. A possible cnrnpromtse would be to give the 
'H1 
trainees a few minutes alone, an~ then if questions are 
not being raised, make th~ roun~~ of all the terminals to 
inquire as to their progress. 
In any event, the traininq program is not a static 
one. If it appears that the trainees have not grasped 
the concepts needed to do thJs exercise, a review with 
more elaboration is to be conducted before proceeding to 
the next section. 
ON•LINE EXERCISE 2 
1. Enter the IQL env!ronm~nt • 
.2. Crea .. t .. e. a query that will print the contents of 
the Building d1ct1onarv. 
3. Generate this report us1nq the RUN command. 
4. Find out what data items Are in the Customer 
dictionary. 
s. Print the names and departments of all 
customers. 
6. Leave the IQL environment. 
7. Print the reports IOL created on the printer 
using the delete option. 
8. Logout. 
313 
1. 
tHQL, 
<QA> 
- ~-··~--··· ...,._ .. ______ . ---~··-···- ··----~-· -·~------·--
---··•h .. --~-··---- ·-· -·~-- ,,...__ __ .. _____ ·----,--~ .. --· -----·--
<QA>WRITE 
%File not found, Creating Mew ftte 
Input: Q:OtOS.rMP.l 
00100 OPEN BUILDING. 
00200 PRINT BLDG•NO BLD~-N~M~. 
00300 s 
*EU 
[QCOlOS.TMP.ll 
3. 
<QA>RUN 
:JPEN BUILDING. 
PRINT BLDG•NO BLDG•NAME. 
06/11/82 
BLDG BLDG 
NO NAME 
005 WHITAKER LABORATORY 
006 MUDD BUILDING 
007 SINCLAIR LABORATORY 
014 :HRISTMAS-SAUCON HALL 
019 PACKARD LABORATORY 
023 EDUCATION BLDGS & CLTNTC 
0 2 7 A [,IJM N I BUilJD I NG 
030 LINDERMAN LIBRARY 
031 WILLIAMS HALL 
035 DROWN HALL 
(End query phase; print file is OL010~LPTJ 
<QA> 
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4. 
<QA>ITE~S CUSTOMER 
---·· Diet 
Name 
file 
Type 
F'i ie-t'~·- .. · 
Name 01rect 
---- ---- ---- ------
:US TOMER IS Dsk7 CUST TnX 
I tern Top Bottom 1st 
ID Name l'itle Title Char 
-- --------
---------- ----------
DO :UST•F'IRST•NAME 
FinsT ~1 A MF: 
DO CUST•LAST•rtJAME 
l.A.ST 'NI\MP. 
DD*CUST•REC 
DO CUST•B·LDG•NO 
B·LDG Nn 
DO :usT-rm CUST Nn 
DD CUST•ADDR 
* 
ADnRF.SS 
DD CUST•RDOM 
ROOM Nn 
DO CUST•DEPT 
DEPARTMF:NT 
DO CUST•NAI.fE 
* Nli.MF.: 
(End list of items) 
<QA> 
s. 
<QA>WRITE 
%File not found, Creating N~w flle 
Input: QC010S.TMP.3 
00100 OPEN CUSTOMER. 
00200 PRINT CUST•NA.ME CfTST•OF:PT. 
00300 $ 
*EU 
315 
----
5 
15 
1 
30 
1 
30 
33 
37 
5 
...... 
H 
Char 
----
10 
15 
52 
3 
4 
7 
4 
15 
25 
Rec 
Len 
Bll< 
F'ac 
--- ---
52 10 
T s Printing 
y c Picture 
- - -------
A 0 
A 0 
A 0 
N 0 999 
N 0 9999 
A 0 xxx-xxxx 
~ 0 xxxx 
A 0 
A 0 
£QC010S.T!JIP.3) 
<QA>Rllfll 
IJPE:N CUSTOME:H. 
PRJ N r .... C.U.ST•N AME CIIS T-DEPT. 
06/11/82 
NA~E 
GARY 
E:MORY 
BERRY 
RICHARD 
GEORGE 
STAN 
KEN 
RA Y.'~·10ND 
LEE: 
GERALD 
F'RAriK 
ARTHUR 
ALISTAIR 
0 J.N ALD 
RO.BERT 
Lu:::c 
SI..,MONS 
ZI -~'-"1ERS 
RICHARDS 
HERTZBERG 
SIH 
JOHNSON 
KLIER 
BELL 
TUSCHER 
SMITH 
LU!i 
HUMPHREY 
MAC PHERSON 
TALHELM 
WEI 
OF'PJ\RTMENT 
CnMPil'ri 1\lG CTR 
C'SC'R 
T.E. 
T,lNI:'lF.RMAN LIB 
MF.'T'/MTRL F.:NGR 
'-1'F:CH F.::NGR/MCHNS 
MF:Cl-1 E:NGR/I.,C'HNS 
CHEMISTRY 
HTTMI\N DF::VELP. 
F.ntrc l\ TI O.N 
C~M 
ACCntJNTING/LAW 
PRnvnST OFFICE 
MF.CH EI'TGR/MCHr~s 
F.:.F.. 
M'F:CH F.:!-JGR/MCHNS 
(End query phase: print file 1s OLllOELPTl 
<QA> 
&. 
<QA>EXIT 
(F.::nd of IQL session) 
EXIT 
@ 
7. 
@PRINT QL110E.LPT/DELETE 
[Job QL110E Queued, Request-to 5~8, Limit 91 
@PRINT OLOlOE.LPT/nELETE 
[Job QLOlOE Queued, Request-tO 5R9, Limit 91 
~ 
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s. 
~LOGOUT 
31.7 
ON•LINE EXERCISE 3 
This exercise introduc~s th~ SORT statement and the 
IF statement. It also introrluc~s the concepts of storlnq 
a query for later use. It will he necessary for the 
trainees to understand the h~stc difference between the 
TQPS•20 editor exit comman~ ~11, and the IQt editor exit 
command EO. 
This exercise requires th~ trainees to think on his 
own as to which Procedures they ~hould use and where the 
information theY want is Jocateo. They will need to 
remember which data items ~re in which dictionary or know 
how to find this information. 
Having completed this ~xerelse, the trainees snould 
have a basic qrasp of IQL ~nn b~ able to qenerate many 
queries. The analysis of the 'PHOTO' sessions should 
indicate whether the amount of information that the 
trainees can absorb has been unnerestimaterl or 
overestimated. It should Rlso atve an indication as to 
whether the trainees shout~ have been given ~ore practice 
In simple queries before exPecttnq them to know how to 
manipulate queries with sueh commands as STORE, R~PLACE, 
and DELETE. 
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ON•LINE EXERCISE 3 
1. Enter the IQL environment. 
2. Generate a listing of all customers in 
sequence bY last name an~ then first name: 
Along with their namps, prfnt their department 
and building number. 
3. ~odifY this query sn th~t it also prints the 
customer•s room no. 
4. Run the modified querv. 
5. Store this query as ~ non-analyzed query 
called CUSTLIST. 
6. Generate a query th~t will list the equipment 
number, customer numher, hulld!ng number, and 
room number of all •nr.c• (vendor number of 
'DEC') equipment. 
7. Store this query as nJO:CJ,Ts'f'. 
8. Change the CUSTLIST auerv so that it prints 
only the customers• first and last names. 
9. Make these revisions Perm~nent. 
10. List all the queries ~vailable to your 
directory. 
11. Delete the CUSTLIST nuerv. 
12. Leave the IQL environment. 
13. Delete the print files crP~ted durinq this 
session. 
14. Logout 
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1 • 
~IQL 
<QA> 
2. 
<QA>WRITE 
%File not found, Creating N@~ file 
Input: QC010S.TMP.5 
00100 OPEN CUSTOMER. 
00200 SORT BY' CUST•LAST·I'IAMP rnST•FIRST•t-UMP.. 
00300 PRINT CUST•LAS1'•NAMP CU~T-F'lRST•NAHE 
00400 CUST·D~PT CUST•8Ln~-Nn. 
00500 $ 
*EU 
[ 0 c 0 1 0 s • 1' ~1 p • 5 J 
<QA>RUN 
:JPEN CUSTOMF:R. 
SORT BY CUST·L~ST•NAME CU~T-FtR~T·N~ME. 
PRINT CUST•LA.ST•NA"1E CIIST•FTR~T-NAMP. 
:UST•DEPT CUST•BLDG•NO. 
06/11/82 
LAST NAf.1E 
BELIJ 
HERTZBERG 
HUMPHREY 
JOHNSON 
KLIER 
LUCC 
LUH 
MAC PHERSON 
RICHARDS 
SIH 
SIM"'ONS 
SMITH 
fT\LHF.LM 
TUSCHER 
WEI 
FIRST NaMF: 
RAYMOND 
RICHAPO 
~RTHUF 
STAN 
KEN 
F'HANK 
ALISTAIP 
BERRY 
GEOFGE 
GARY 
GF:RALO 
DONALD 
LEE 
ROBERT 
l?.O 
OF.PARTMENT 
HfTM AN DF.VEl,P. 
Mf:T I MTRTJ F:NGR 
PPDVO.ST OF'FICE 
MF:CH ENGR/MCHNS 
CHEMISTRY 
CnMPUTING CTR 
lii"'COUNTING/LAW 
Mf:CH ENGR/MCHNS 
TJ T NO ERMAN L IR 
'-'F:CH ENGR/MCHNS 
I"'SCR 
CI\M 
F:.E. 
F:nlJCATION 
MF.CH ENGR/MCHNS 
PAGE 1 
BLDG 
NO 
023 
005 
027 
019 
007 
019 
035 
019 
030 
019 
007 
030 
019 
023 
007 
ZIM~ERS F:HOPY T.E. 
(End query phase; print fJle Is oL210ELPT) 
<QA> 
3. 
<QA>EDil' 
Edit: QCOlOS.TMP.S 
*F'PRIN1'$ 
00300 PRINT CUS'T'•LAST•Nl\MF: r.IY.s'T'•riRST•NAI\o1E 
00400· ~UST•DEPT CUST•BLn~-Nn. 
R. 
00300 :UST•DEPT CUST•Rl,n~·NO rfiST•ROOM. 
1 Lines (00300/1) deleted 
*EU 
£QC010S.T!-1P.6l 
<QA> 
4. 
<QA>RUN 
JPEN CUST01-1ER. 
SO.RT BY CUS T•LAST•NAME CUS'T'•F'TRS'T'•N AME • 
PRINT CUST·L~ST•NAME CUST•F'IRST·NAME 
:usr-DEPT CUST•BLDG•NO CUS'T'•ROO~. 
06/11/82 
LAST NA"1E 
BELL 
HERTZBERG 
HUMPHREY 
JOHNSON 
KLIER 
LUCC 
LUH 
M~C PHERSON 
RICHARDS 
SIH 
SI~MONS 
FIRST NAM~ 
RAYMOND 
RICHARD 
ARTHUR 
STAN 
KEN 
FRANK 
ALISTAIR 
BERRY 
GEORGE 
GARY 
OEPl\RTMENT 
HIH-1 l\ N DEVETJP • 
ME'T'/MTRL ENGR 
PROVOST OFFICE 
~-1E('H ENGR/MCHNS 
CHP.MISTRY 
COMPUTING CTR 
ACCOUNTING/LAW 
MF:CH ENGR/MCHNS 
[,trmER..,AN l.IB 
MECH ENGR/MCHNS 
C'SCP 
1?.1 
019 
PAGE 1 
RLDG ROOM 
NO NO 
023 524 
005 454 
027 204F 
019 551 
007 315 
019 154 
035 203 
019 558 
030 100 
019 451A 
007 3058 
S\1ITH GERALD CI\M 
TA!JHE:LM DONALD F:.F:. 
TUSCHER fJEE F:DilCATION 
WEI ROBERT MECH F.::NGR/MCHNS 
ZP1MERS EMORY t.F:. 
(End query Phase; print ffle is 0L310ELPT) 
<QA> 
5. 
<QA>STORE CUSTLIST 
(CUSTLIST stored) 
<QA> 
6. 
<QA.>WRITE 
%file not found, Creating "Pw file 
Input: QC01DS.TMP.B 
00100 OPEN EQUIPMENT. 
00200 If EQUIP•VENDOR•Nn : ~n~c' 
00 300 PRHn EQUI P•NO EQHT.P•CifST•NO 
0 0100 EQUI P•BfJDG•NO EQIJIP•ROnM • 
00500 $ 
*EU 
[QC010S.TMP.B] 
<QI\>RUN 
::JPEI~ EQUIPMENT. 
IF EQUIP•VENDOR•NO = 'DEC' 
PRINT EQUIP•NO F.::QUIP•CUST-Nn 
EQUIP•BLDG•NO EQUIP•ROOM. 
06/11/82 
EQUIPMENT CUST RT,OG 
\j'Q NO ~Jn 
DEC01•15303 0001 ntq 
DEC01•15411 0001 006 
DECOl-28785 0023 007 
DEC01•33912 0029 030 
DECOl-54359 0001 014 
3?.?. 
ROO.M 
NO 
200 
489 
7 
AlO 
030 7 
019 304 
023 520 
007 327B 
019 222 
PAGE 1 
DEC01•54366 
DEC01·54838 
DEC01•73007 
DEC01•75509 
DEC01•84323 
DECOl-92404 
DEC01•92413 
DECOl-92417 
DECOl•l\0420 
DECOl•PU23677 
DEC01•PN32461 
DEC01•PN32853 
DEC0l•WF'65445 
DEC01•WF'D5760 
DEC02•0B457 
DEC02•16345 
DEC02•32663 
DEC02•34170 
DEC02•3B012 
DE 
(End query phase; 
<QA> 
7. 
<QA>STORE DECLIST 
CDECLIST stored) 
<QA> 
a. 
<QA>EDIT CUSTLIST 
**ClJSTLIST 
Edit: QC010S.T~P.9 
*f"PRINT$ 
0001 0~1 013 
0028 0?3 520 
0001 OVi 208 
0001 01(} 154 
0001 Ot1 11.3 
0001 0?.7 
0001 03Ci 208 
0001 014 BlO 
0001 OJO 
0026 0?3 520 
0001 03115 209 
0001 014 B10 
0001 035 208 
0001 027 
0013 005 454 
0006 007 305B 
0010 0.30 100 
0001 027 
0019 01(} 4511\ 
print ftle is OL41 OEIIPT) 
00300 PRINT CUST•LAST•NAME CU~T·F'IRST•NAME CUST•DEPT 
*SClJST•DEPT$$. 
00300 PRINT CUST•LAST•NAME CU~T-F'IRST•NAME 
00400 CUST•BLDG•NO CUST·POnM 
*D• 
1 Lines (00400/1) deleted 
*Elf 
[QC010S.TMP.10l 
323 
<QA>RUN 
**CUSTLIST 
3PEN CUSTOMER. 
SORT BY CUST•LAST•NAME CURT•FTRST-NAME. 
PRINT CUST·L~ST•NAME CUST•PTRST•MAME 
06/11/82 
LAST NAME 
BELL 
HERTZBERG 
HUI-fPHRE:Y 
JOHNSON 
KLIER 
LUCC 
fJUH 
1.1.1\C PHERSON 
RICHARDS 
SIH 
SIM"lONS 
SMITH 
TAL HELM 
l'USCHER 
~~EI 
ZIMME;Rs 
FIRST N1\MF. 
RAYMOND 
RICHARD 
ARTHUR 
STAN 
KEN 
FRANK 
AI.! STAIR 
BERRY 
GF:ORGE 
GARY 
GERALD 
DONALD 
LEE 
ROBERT 
EMORY 
(End query phase; print ftle fs OLSlOELPT) 
<QA> 
9. 
<QA>REPLACE CUSTLIST 
(CUSTLIST replaced) 
<QA> 
10. 
<QA>QUERIES 
Queries stored in your d1rectorv: 
IQLSAMPLE CITS"''t., lS"'' 
~?.4 
PAGE 1 
DEC LIST 
(End list of stored queries) 
<QA> 
11 • 
<QA>DELETE CUSTLIST 
(CUSTLIST deleted) 
<011.> 
12. 
<QA>EXIT 
(End of IQL session) 
EXIT 
@ 
13. 
@DIR Q*. T.JPT 
PS:<NEF'> 
QLOtOE.LPT.l 
QL110F.:.LPT.1 
QL210E.LPT.2 
QL310E.LPT.2 
Q[J410E.LPT.1 
Q L 5 1 0 E • CJ P T • 2 
Total of 6 files 
~ DELE:TJ--: Q* • LPT 
QLOlOE.LP'f.l [OK] 
Q L 11 0 E • l1 P T • 1 [ 0 K J 
OL210E.LPT.2 (OK] 
QL310E.LPT.2 (OK] 
QL410I'.:.r.JPT.1 {OK) 
QL510E.LPT.2 [OK] 
32'5 
ON•LINE EXERCISE 4 
Exercise 4 requires th~t the trainees understand 
when and how they are to extract information from two or 
three dictionaries during thP. s~me query. 
Step #6 ~ay be too comnlfcAted for the casual user. 
It requires that they undPrStAnrl how the SORT statement 
worKs and that it signifies ~ st~qe in a auery. Having 
just discussed this durinq the jnstructional session, 
they may not have difficuJtv, bot it is doubtful that 
they will remember the se~uence of steps necessary to 
sort on a data item in a s~con~ArY or tertiary 
dictionary. It is for this reason, that an example of 
this procedure is include~ in the End-Users manual. 
Scoring this exercise haserl on the 'PHOTO' sessions 
alone will be ~1f£1cult. What will be more significant 
will be the amount of instructor assistance that is 
required while they are doin~ thiS exercise. An analysts 
of this exercise may indic~te that this concePt should be 
left out of an introductory etas~. 
This concludes the first n~v's exercise sessions. 
ON•LINE EXERCISE 4 
1. After logging into the svstem, enter the tOL 
environment. 
2. ModifY the DECl.IST nnerv to print the owner's 
name as ~ell as his r.ust-"ro. (This will 
require having two nictionaries OPEN at one 
time>. 
3. Replace the non•anatvzP.t1 anery DECLIST with 
tnis modified querv. 
4. Run the modified query without listinq it. 
5. Create and store a ~uerv that will list all 
•rue• equipment that is unner maintenance 
contract (8quip-Service = 'M') giving the 
vendor number, model name, serial number, 
customer number, ann customer name. Call this 
query TU:LIST. 
6. Modify this query to be in sequence by vendor 
nu~ber and descendina modPl name. 
7. Make the change permanent. 
s. Run the query. 
9. Leave the IOL environment. 
10. Logout. 
3?.7 
1. 
@IQL 
<QA> 
2. 
<QA>EDIT DE:LIST 
**DECLIST 
Edit: Q:OtOS.TMP.12 
00100 OPEN EQUIPMENT. 
*R. 
00100 OPEN EQUIPMENT CIT::;'1'ni-1FR. 
(00100/1) deleted 1 Lines 
00200 
00300 
If EQUIP•VENDOR•Nn : ·o~c· 
PRINT EQUIP•NO EQIJTP•C!JST•NO 
*R. 
00300 PRINT EQUIP•NO EQHTP•CITS'1'•NO CUST•Nl\ME 
1 Lines (00300/1) deleted 
*$ 
00200 If EQUIP•VENDOR•Nn : 'D~r.· 
*I. 
00250 
*EU 
[QC010S.TMP.l3] 
<QA>RUN 
**DECLIST 
OPEN EQUIPMENT CUSTOMER. 
If EQUIP•VENDOR•NO : 'OEC' 
fiND KEY2 = EQIJIP•CUST•NO 
PRINT EQUI P•NO EOIJI P•CliST-tJn CITS'1'•'l A '1E 
EQU I P•BLDG-~10 EQIII P•ROO,.l. 
06/15/82 
EQUIPMENT CIJST 
NO NO NAMF: 
DEC01•15303 0001 r.ucc 
DEC01•15411 0001 J .. ucc 
DEC01•28795 0023 KF.N KLIER 
OEC01•33912 0029 GERI\T,n SMITH 
DEC01•54359 0001 TJUCC 
DEC01•54366 0001 T,IJCC 
l?R 
PAGE 1 
BLDG ROOM 
NO NO 
019 200 
006 489 
007 
030 7 
014 fHO 
031 013 
DEC01•54R3B 0029 LEE 'f'USCHER 023 520 
OEC01•73007 0001 J,UCC 035 208 
DEC01•75509 0001 y,ucc 019 154 
DEC01•B4323 0001 LUCC 011 A3 
DEC01•92404 0001 J,UCC 027 
DEC01•92413 0001 r,ucc 035 208 
DEC01•92417 0001 TJUCC 014 B10 
DEC01•A0420 0001 P.JCC 030 
OEC01•PN23677 0026 RAY~nNn AELL 023 520 
DEC01•PN32461 0001 r.ucc 035 208 
DECO l•Pi'02R 53 0001 t,UCC 014 810 
DEC01•WF65445 0001 t,UCC 035 208 
DEC01•WFD5760 0001 r.ucc 027 
DEC02•0B457 0013 RICH.IIRO HF.:RTZBERG 005 454 
DEC02•16345 0006 GARY ~IMMONS 007 3056 
DEC02-32663 0010 BERPV RICHARDS 030 100 
DEC02•34170 0001 T,UCC 027 
DEC02•3B012 0019 GEORr.F. SIH 019 451A 
DEC02•39764 0001 T,UCC 019 154 
DEC02•39969 0001 r .. ucc 019 154 
DEC03•11465 0001 r.ucc 031 013 
DEC03•11535 0001 TJUCC 014 B10 
DEC03•PN09657 0007 EMnpy 7.1"'1MERS 019 222 
DEC03•WF24140 0040 FRA~ll( T,UH 035 203 
DEC04•AG21996 0001 r.,ucc 019 118 
DEC05-AG01199 0058 ROA~PT WEI 007 326 
DEC06•AG10100 0007 EMORY 7.1MMERS 019 122 
DEC08•AG14453 0048 ARTHfiR ~fUMPHREY 005 561 
(End query phase; print ffl~ is nL010ELPT) 
<QA> 
3. 
<QA>REPLACF. DECLIST 
(DF.:CLIST replaced) 
<QA> 
4. 
<QA>RUN DECLIST NOLJST 
**DECLIST 
06/15/82 PAGE 1 
EQUIPMP.N1' ClJST BLDG ROOM 
N'O MO N A '~F: NO NO 
J2Q 
DEC01•15303 
DEC01•15411 
DE:ot-28785 
DEC01•33912 
oe::ot-54359 
DEC01 .. 543&6 
DEC01•54838 
DEC01•73007 
DEC01•75509 
DEC01•84323 
DEC01•92404 
DEC01•92413 
DEC01•92417 
DECOl•P-0420 
DECOt·P~23677 
DEC01•PN32461 
DEC01•PN32853 
DEC01•WF'65445 
DEC01•WF'D5760 
DEC02•08457 
DEC02•16345 
DEC02•32663 
DEC02•34170 
DEC02•38012 
DEC02•39764 
DEC02•39969 
DEC03•11465 
DEC03•11535 
DEC03•PN09657 
DEC03•WF'24140 
DEC04•AG21996 
DEC05•AG01199 
DEC06•AG10100 
DEC08•A.G14453 
0001 
0001 
0023 KEN 
0029 GE'RAT_,O 
0001 
0001 
0028 LEE 
0001 
0001 
0001 
0001 
0001 
0001 
0001 
0026 'RAY~mm 
0001 
0001 
0001 
0001 
0013 RICHARn 
0006 GARV 
0010 BERPY 
0001 
0019 GEORf;F: 
0001 
0001 
0001 
0001 
0007 EMOPY 
0040 FRANK 
0001 
0058 RORPR'I' 
0007 EMOPY 
0048 ARTHHR 
r.ucc 
r.ucc 
¥LIER 
~~ITH 
L lJC C 
r,ucc 
Ttl SCHER 
TJUCC 
r.ucc 
r.ucc 
t.UCC 
r.ucc 
r~ucc 
r.uc: 
~ELL 
r.ucc 
r,ucc 
T,UCC 
f,UCC 
~ERTZBERG 
SIMMONS 
RIC~ARDS 
T,UCC 
SIH 
r.ucc 
r.ucc 
J,UCC 
r.ucc 
7.IMMERS 
r.UH 
I.IJCC 
WEI 
7.IMMERS 
J.fUMPHREY 
(End query Phase; print file is OL110ELPT> 
<01\> 
s. 
<QA>WRITE 
%File not found, Creating ~ew file 
Input: QC010S.TMP.16 
00100 OPEN EQUIPMENT CUSTOM~P ~ODEL. 
00200 IF" EQUIP•VP.NDOR•Nn : ''I'IJC' AND 
00300 EQUIP•SERVICE : 'M• 
00400 FIND KEY2 = EQUIP•CIJ~'J'-"Jn 
l30 
019 200 
006 499 
007 
030 7 
014 810 
031 013 
023 520 
035 208 
019 154 
011 A3 
027 
035 208 
014 B10 
030 
023 520 
035 208 
014 810 
035 209 
027 
005 454 
007 3058 
030 100 
027 
019 451A. 
019 154 
019 154 
031 013 
014 B10 
019 222 
035 203 
019 118 
007 326 
019 122 
005 561 
FIND KEY3 = EQUIP•MOOEL•NO 00500 
00600 
00700 
00800 
*EU 
PRINT EQUIP•VENDOP-NQ MQDEL•NAME EQUIP•SERIAL•NO 
EQUIP•CUST•NO CUST·N~M~. 
$ 
[QC010S.T"1P.!6] 
<QA>RUN 
JPEN EQUIPMENT CUSTOMER Mnnr.t. 
IF EQUIP•VENDOR•NO = 'TUC' ANn 
EQUIP-SERVICE : 'M' 
FIND KEY2 = EQUIP•CUST•NO 
FIND KEY3 : EQUIP-~ODEL•Nn 
PRINT EQUIP•VENDOR•NO MOD~L·N-ME EQUIP•SERIAL•NO 
EQUIP•CUST•NO CUST•NAME. 
06/11/92 PAGE 
VENDOR 
NO MODEL 
CUST 
NO NAME 
TUC 
rue 
1630/2400 
1650/2400 
424 
9700 
0001 
0001 
(End querv phase; print file is OL210ELPT) 
<QA>STORE TUCLIST 
(TUCLIST stored) 
<QA> 
6. 
<QA>ED!T TUCLIST 
**TUCLIST 
QC010S.TMP.17 
OPEN EQUIPMENT CUS~OMPR MODEL. 
IF EQUIP•VENDOR•Nn = 'Tnr• AND 
EQUIP-SERVICE = 'q• 
FIND KEY3 : EQUIP•MOOPL•NO 
LUCC 
LUCC 
Edit: 
00100 
00200 
00300 
*1.,10 
00310 
00320 
00330 
*EU 
SORT BY EQUIP•VENnnR-Nn nESCENDING ~OOEL•NAME. 
$ 
lQCOlOS.TMP.18] 
331 
1 
<QA> 
7. 
<QA>RgPLACE TUCLIST 
(TUCLIST replaced) 
<QA> 
B. 
<QA>RUN 
**TUCLIST 
OPEN EQUIPMENT CUSTOMER Mnn~t. 
I~ EQUIP•VENDOR•NO : •tuc• ANO 
EQUIP•SERVICE : •M• 
FIND KEY3 = EQUIP•MODEL•Nn 
SDRT AY EQUIP•VENDOR•NO DFSC~NOTNG MODEL•NAM~. 
~IND KEY2 = EQUIP•CUST•NO 
FIND KEY3 : EQUIP•MODEL•Nn 
PRINT EQUIP•VENDOR•NO MODFL-~AM~ EQUIP•SERIAL•NO 
EQUIP•CUST•NO CUST•NAME. 
06/11/82 PAGE 
VENDOR 
NO MODEL SERTAL•t>ln 
CUST 
NO NA.t4E 
TUC 
TUC 
1650/2400 
1630/2400 
970n 
424 
0001 
0001 
<End query phase; print file is 0L310ELPT) 
<QA> 
9. 
<OA>EXIT 
(End of IQL session) 
EXIT 
J32 
LUCC 
LUCC 
1 
IX.l IQL. Training Exercises • Day 2 
ON•LINE EXERCISE 1 
This exercise tests ~hP. trainees• grasp of the 
report functions, TALLY, ~~XJMU~, MINIMUM and TOTAL. It 
also introduces the commanrls for dealing with analyzed 
queries, SAVE and EXECUTE. ntscqssion of these commands 
was postponed until the s~con~ daY so that there would be 
less liKelihood of confusino STORE with SAVE and RUN with 
EXECUTE. 
The trainees will nee~ to rP.member the procedure for 
accessing more than one dictionary in a query. They will 
also have to understand that prior to using report 
functions, they must make certain that the dictionary is 
sorted in the same sequence as the break items they 
specify In the report function statements. 
This exercise will also show how much theY have 
retained from the previous session. 
113 
ON•LINE EXER~TSE 1 
1. After gaining access to the system, enter the 
IQL environment. 
2. List all the queries available to your 
directory. 
3. Find out how many 'nPCO'' pieces of equipment 
there are. 
4. What is the highest custo~er number that has 
been used? 
s. In order to save comouter time, issue the 
command that will analvze the TUCLIST query. 
6. Generate the report ustnq the command that 
will use the analyzP.~ querv. 
7. What is the total montnlv maintenance charge 
tor LUCC owned equioment (F.qulp•Cust•No = 1) 
that is under maintP.nance (Equip-Service = 
·~'>? 
a. Keep this query in the filP. of non-analyzed 
queries as LUCCRATE. 
9. How many pieces of equipment are there in the 
equipment table of each m~~el type? 
10. Leave the IQL environment. 
11. List all the files fn vour directory with a 
filetype of .INQ. 
12. Delete all unneeded orint files. 
13. Logout 
ll4 
1. 
raiQL 
<QI\> 
2. 
<QI\ >OUERIE:S 
Queries stored in your dir~ctory: 
DF'CT,lS'f' 
(End list of stored querfps) 
<QA> 
3. 
<QI\>-NRITE: 
%File not found, Creating New file 
Input: QC010S.TMP.20 
00100 OPEN EQUIPMENT. 
00200 IF EQUIP•MODEL•NO: 'DP.Cnt' 
00300 TALLY E:QUIP•NO. 
00400 $ 
*EU 
[QCOlOS.TMP.20J 
<QA>RUN 
OPEN EQUIPMENT. 
If EQUIP•MODEL•NO : 'DECOt' 
TI\LLY E:QUIP•NO. 
06/11/82 
TUCLIST 
PAGE: 1 
OVERI\LL EQUIPMENT NO TALLY: 19 
(End query phase; print file Is OL510ELPT) 
<QA> 
4. 
<Qfi.>WRITE 
335 
%File not found, Creating ~ew file 
Input: QC010S.TMP.23 
00100 OPEN CUSTOMER. 
00200 M~XIMU~ CUST•NO. 
00300 $ 
*EU 
[QC010S.Tf.1P.23) 
<QA>RUN 
OPEN CUSTOMER. 
"1AXIMUM CUST•NO. 
06/11/82 PAGE 1 
OVERALL CUST NO MAX: 0058 
(End query phase: print ftle is OL610ELPT1 
<QA> 
s. 
<QA>SAVE TUCLIST 
**TUCLIST 
OPEN EQUIPMENT CUSTOMER Mnn~L. 
IF EQUIP•VENDOR•NO = 'TUC' ~ND ~OUIP•SERVICE = 'M' 
FIND KEY3 = EQUIP•MODEL•Nn 
SQRT BY EQUIP•VENDOR•NO O~SCENDTNG MODEL•NAME. 
FIND KEY2 = EQUIP•CUST•NO 
FIND KEY3 = EQUIP•MODEL•Nn 
PRINT EQUI P•VF:NDOR•NO MODn,•N ~MF. F:QUIP•SERtAL•NO 
EQUIP•CUST•NO CUST•NAME. 
<QA> 
6. 
<QA>EXECUTE TUCLIST 
06/11/82 PAGE 
VENDOR 
NO MODEL 
CUST 
NO NAME 
136 
1 
rue 
rue 
1650/2400 
1630/2400 
9700 
424 
0001 
0001 
(End query phase; print ftl~ Is OL710ELPTl 
<QA> 
7. 
<QA>~RITE 
<QA>WRITE 
%File not found, Creating New f~le 
Input: QC010S.TMP.28 
00100 OPEN EQUIPMENT MOn~L. 
LUCC 
LUCC 
00200 IF EQUIP•CUST•NO : t AND EQUIP•SERVICE = 'M' 
00300 FIND KEY2 = EQUIP•M008L•NO 
00400 TOTAL MODEL•CURR•MAINT•RATE. 
00500 $ 
*EU 
[QC010S.TMP.28l 
<QA> 
<QA>RUN 
**LUCCLIST 
OPEN EQUIPMENT MODEL. 
IF F:QUIP•CtJST•NO = 1 AND ~OIJIP·~~RVICE = 'M' 
FIND KEY7 = EQUIP•MODEL•Nn 
TOTAL MODEL•CURR•MAINT•RATF. 
06/11/82 
OVERALL CURR R~T8 TnTAI.,: 
CEnd query phase; print file is OL910ELPT) 
<QA> 
B. 
<QA>STORE LUCCLIST 
(LUCCLIST stored) 
<QA> 
'.B7 
PAGE 
$2087.00 
1 
9. 
<QA>WRITE 
%F'ile not found, Creating r.rew file 
Input: QC010S.TMP.30 
00100 OPEN EQUIPMENT. 
00200 TALLY EQUIP•NO BY F.OlliP•MODEL•NO. 
00300 $ 
*EU 
(QC010S.Tt-1P.30l 
<OA>RUN 
OPEN EQUIPMENT. 
TALLY EQUIP•NO BY EQUIP•MnOF.L•Nn. 
06/11/82 PAGE 1 
1.10DEL NO AJ 01 EQUIPMENT Nn TALLY: 6 
~O.DEL NO CAf,Ol EQUIPMENT Nn TALLY: 2 
"'10DEL NO OEC01 EQUIPMENT Nn TI\LL'i: 19 
MO.DEL NO DEC02 EQUIPMENT ~Hl ThLLY: 7 
"10DEL NO DEC03 EQUIPMENT NO TALLY: 4 
MODEL NO DEC04 EQUIPMENT NO TALLY 1 
MO.DEL NO DEC05 EQUIPMENT NO TALLY 1 
~O.DEL NO DEC06 EQUIPMENT NO TALLY 1 
MD.DEL NO DE COB EQUIPMENT Nn TALLY 1 
~D.DEL NO 1BM01 EQUIPMENT Nn TALLY 18 
MO.DEL NO I Bt-iO 2 EQUIPMENT P,JO TALLY 4 
'-!O.DEL NO IBM03 EQUIPMENT NO TALLY 2 
1.10.DEL NO IRM04 EQUIPMENT MO . TALLY 1 
MO.DEL NO ICC01 EQUIPMENT t.Jn TALLY 2 
'-'IO.DEL NO ICC02 EQUIPMENT •m TALLY 2 
~O.DEL NO ITT02 EQUIPMENT t-tn 1'1\LLY 11 
'-!O.DEL NO PC001 EQUIPMENT NO TALLY 3 
"40.0EL NO TCP01 EQUIPMENT '-tn TALLY 3 
l.tO.OEL NO TF.:C01 EQUIPMENT NO T.I\L[JY 1 
t.fO.OEL NO TEC02 EQUIPMENT ~~tn TALLY 1 
"100EL NO TEC03 EQUIPMENT P.Jn TALLY 1 
1.10.0EL fifO ·rEC04 EQUIPMENT ~n TI\LLY. 2 
MO.DEL NO TUC03 EQUIPMENT 1\lr") TALLY: 3 
140.DEL NO TUC04 EQUIPMENT Nn TALLY: 3 
MODEL NO TUC05 EQUIPMENT t.tn TALLY: 3 
(End query phase; print ffle> ts OLAlOELPT) 
<QTI.> 
33R 
10. 
<QA>EXIT 
(f.nd of IQL session) 
fo:XIT 
11. 
tilDIR *.INQ 
PS:<NEF'> 
TUCLIS.INQ.l 
[Cl 
12. 
li!DET.~ETE 0* • [JPT 
QL010E.LPT.2 [OK] 
QL110E.LPT.2 [OK) 
QL210E.LPT.3 [OK] 
QL310E.LPT.4 [OK] 
QL410E.LPT.2 [OK] 
QL5tog.LPT.3 [OKJ 
QL610E:.LPT.1 [OK] 
QL710E.LPT.2 [OK] 
Q L 9 1 0 E. [,PT. 1 [ 0 K J 
QL910E.LPT.1 [OKJ 
OLA10F;.LPT.t [OK] 
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This exercise is much simPlPr than the previous 
ones. It gives the tra1nPP.S practice in us!nq the 
formatting statements. The onlv complexity lies in 
remembering that to do Step •~, that they must first sort 
the equipment dictionary into SPqUence by Cust•No. They 
must also remember how to ACCP.Ss multiple dictionaries. 
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ON•LINE EXERCISE 2 
1. After gaining access to the system, enter the 
IQL environment. 
2. ModifY the TUCLIST n11erv to create onlv the 
print file and not rtisolav on the terminal. 
3. Make this change permanPnt. 
4. Create a report called •vendor Listinq• that 
lists the number ann name of all vendors. 
Double space this r~oort and leave to spaces 
between columns. Start the report in column 
s. 
5. Find the total maintenance rate for each 
customer. 
6. Leave the IQL environment. 
7. Logout. 
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1. 
~IQL 
<Q11.> 
2. 
<OA>EDIT TUCLIST· 
**TUCLIST 
Edit: QC010S.TMP.32 
*ISO 
00050 DISPLAY OFF. 
*$ 
%No such llne(s) 
*EU 
( o: o 1 o s. n1P. 3 3 J 
<QA>RUN 
**TUCLIS1' 
DISPLI\Y OFF. 
OPE~ EQUIPMENT CUSTOMER Mnn~L. 
IF EQUIP•VENDOR•NO = 'TUC• A~n FOUIP•SERVICE = 'M' 
FIND KEY3 = EQUIP-~ODEL•Nn 
SGRT BY EQUIP•VENDOR•NO DFACRNOTNG MODEL•NAME. 
FHID KEY2 = EOUIP•CUST•NO 
FIND KEY3 = EQUIP•MODEL•Nn 
PRINT EQUIP•VENDrJR•IIJO MODF'T,•~A~E EQUIP•SERIAL•NO 
EQUIP•CUST•MO CUST•NAME. 
(End querv phase; print f~lP is oLOlOELPT) 
<QA> 
3. 
<QA>REPLACE TUCLIST 
CTUCLI51' replaced) 
<QA> 
4. 
<QA>WR.ITE 
J4?. 
%Pile not found, Creating New file 
Input: QC010S.TMP.35 
00100 HEADING 'VF.NDOR LTSTTNG' 
00200 VSPACE 2. 
00300 HSPACE 10. 
00400 L~ARGIN 5. 
00500 QPEN VENDOR. 
00600 PRINT VENDOR-NO V~NDOR·~AME. 
00700 $ 
*Ell 
[QC010S.TMP.35J 
<OA>RUN 
HEADING 'VENDOR LISTING'. 
VSPACE 2. 
ijSPACE 10. 
LMARGIN 5. 
OPEN VENDOR. 
PRINT VENDOR•NO VENDOR•NAMF.. 
06/11/92 
VENDOR 
NQ 
AJ 
CAL 
DEC 
HAZ 
IBM 
ICC 
ITT 
PCO 
SOR 
TCP 
TEC 
VENn!"lR J.,TSTING 
VENDOJ~ 
NAME 
ANDERSI"lN/JACO~SON 
CALCOMP, TNC. 
DIGITAL F.O. CORP. 
HAZELTI NF. J ~JC. 
INTERNnTT.n~.JAT.. BUS. MACH. 
ICC 
ITT 
PRECISTON COMPONENTS 
SORBUS, TNC. 
TELEX rOMPHTF.R PRODUCTS 
~F.CHTRA.N TNOTJSTRIES, INC. 
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TSP TIME SHARIN~ PERIPHERALS 
rue TUCK 
(End query phase; print file ls OL110ELPT) 
<QA> 
s. 
<QA>WRITF: 
%file not found, Creat!nq New file 
Input: QC010S.TMP.37 
0 0100 OPEN EQUIPMENT MOnr,t, CIJST0•"1ER. 
00200 fi~D KEY2 = EQUIP-~ODFL•NO. 
00300 fiND KEY3 = ~QUIP-rU5T•Nn. 
00400 TOTAL MDDEL•CURR•MAINT•RATE BY EQUIP•CUST•NO. 
00500 $ 
*1100 
00150 SORT BY EQUIP•CUST-Nn. 
*EU 
[QC010S.TMP.37J 
<QA>RUN 
JPEN EQUIPMENT MODEL CUSTn~ER. 
SORT BY EQUIP•CUST•NO. 
FIND KEY2 : r.OUIP•MODEL•Nn. 
FIND KEY3 = EQUIP•CUST•NO. 
TOTAL ~ODEL•CURR•MAI~T·RATP. RY ~OUIP•CUST•Nn. 
06/11/82 
:usr NO 0001 CURR RATE TOTAL: 
CUST NO 0006 CURR RATF. TOTAL• 
CUST NO 0007 CURR RATE TnTAL 
CUST N'O 0010 CURR RATE TOTAl, 
:usr NO 0013 CURR RATE TOTAL 
CUST NO 0019 CURR RATE TnTAL 
CUST NO 0021 CURR RATE TnTAL 
:usr NO 0023 CIJRR RATE TnTAL 
CUST NO 0026 CURR RATE TnTAL 
cusr NO 0028 CURR RATE TnTAL 
CUST NO 0029 CURR RATE TOTAL 
CUST NO 0040 CURR RATE TOTAL 
CUST NO 0048 CURR RATE TnTAL 
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$2146.00 
$ 18.00 
$ 175.75 
$ 18.00 
$ ta.oo 
$ 18.00 
$ o.oo 
$ 19.00 
$ 19.00 
$ 19.00 
$ 23.00 
$ 31.00 
$ 445.00 
:usr NO 0051 CURR RATE 
:usr NO 005B CURR RATE 
TnTii.L: 
'rrlTAL: 
(End query phase; print file is OL210ELPT) 
<QA> 
6. 
<QA>EXIT 
(End of IQL session) 
EXIT 
~ 
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$ o.oo 
$ 42.74 
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